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FOREWORD 
 

 I take great pleasure in welcoming all of you to this great assembly of scholars and 

researchers through the International Conference on English Language and Literature 

which is jointly organised by the Division of English, School of Science and Humanities, 

Karunya Institute of Technology and Sciences and Bodhi International Journal of 

Research in Humanities, Arts and Science. The main aim of this conference is to bring 

together local and international academics, educators, planners, teachers and 

professionals to exchange views, insights and opinions on past and current practices in 

the areas of language, literature and culture. Instead of being confined to the four walls of 

the university, this conference acts as a forum that brings exposure to the undergraduate, 

post-graduate students, Research Scholars and Faculties. The participants are able to 

present their research papers in a world class forum and gain invaluable experiences. Let 

us engage in discussions of the common trends in our fields of research and find common 

ground on which we can stand on to appreciate and integrate each other’s findings into 

our own. 

 It is only through research and practice that we could contribute to the nation and the 

world at large with the advances and innovations in the field of social sciences and 

humanities to ensure a balanced growth in the society. Sustaining progress in research for 

the advancement of the society is a very challenging task. It takes continuous effort and 

sacrifice to provide new insights on issues pertaining literature, language and culture that 

would benefit the students and the nation. I would like to congratulate and thank for 

organising this international conference in Coimbatore. In fact, Bodhi Journal and the 

English Division from School of Science and Humanities, Karunya Institute of Technology 

and Sciences has brought the international world to the door step of this Institute.  

 This conference also acts as platform to begin networking among scholars and 

researchers from all nooks and corners of India as well as from around the world and to 

generate sequels of collaborative research and publications which is the primary goal of 

this conference. By attending this conference, the postgraduate students get an 

opportunity to publish in an international journal which at the same time fulfills the 

requirement of the senate for them to graduate. This conference acts as a stepping stone 

for new researchers and post graduate students to further embark into more international 

conferences. This conference also provides an access in producing a more contributing 

and productive future generation which will aid the nation of India to prosper in the 

international arena ensuring that the nation will be on the same platform with other 

prosperous countries. 

I also thank everyone who has contributed for the success of this conference 

directly or indirectly and pray that the teamwork will continue and grow in the years to 

come. Thank you. 

 

“Knowledge brightens the path of the Seeker”. 



  



EDITORIAL 

 We use language as a means of expression, communication and interaction. Teaching 

and Learning is a process in academia where language is inevitable. Faculty members of 

any subject would accept that they require a language in the classroom to explain a 
concept. The study of the English language provides the perfect context for the analysis of 

literature, and the study of English literature enhances an understanding of the language 

working in practice. The two disciplines complement each other, and offer a great variety – 

of subject matter and learning and assessment methods. 

 This special issue comes in two volumes on both language and literature. The first 

volume consists of 50 articles both in language and literature. The articles touch a area of 

the researchers’ interest and emerging trends in language and literature. They also explore 

the new avenues where people find something could be filled in with. The published 
articles in this volume bridge the gap in the field of language and literature. The articles 

are highly informative with exhaustive research and outcomes are quite innovative and 

enlightening. The readers of these articles will have something to store for their life. 

 The editorial team appreciates all the contributors for their research novelty and 

innovative outcomes.  We also appreciate all the readers who invest their time to cherish 

these ideas into practical steps. Language is to express and literature is to follow and live. 
We sincerely thank the publishers and the team who put their effort to bring out this 

special issue. 

 At this Moment we make our Sincere thanks to Management and all faculty fraternity 

of English Department for this Successful Academic event backed by their wholehearted 

contributions and supports, which exhorted us at large that are really appreciably 
commendable.  
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POST MODERN ATTITUDE AND ITS IMPACT ON YOUNG INDIVIDUALS 

AND THEIR FAMILIES: A READING OF LOUISA LUNA’S BRAVE NEW GIRL 

 
C.Abhinaya 

M.Phil. Research Scholar, PSGR Krishnammal College for Women, Coimbatore 

 
Abstract 
 Postmodern Literature is characterized by impermanency of concepts; the concept of plurality; individualism Vs. 
social rules etc. American Literature encompasses the complex themes that are associated with the advancing technology, 
industrialization, globalization etc. that paves way for certain positive changes as well as certain issues like identity crisis, 
cultural conflict and so on. Louisa Luna, the American Writer, has given certain details in her novels, about the changed 
attitudes in the contemporary society which are prone to further instant changes. And she also explains about its impact 
on young individuals and the ordinary families. Louisa Luna‟s novels are Brave New Girl (2001), Crooked (2002), Serious 
as a Heart Attack (2004), and Two Girls Down (set for publication on 9 Jan 2018). This paper analyses Brave New Girl 
focusing on the postmodern elements found in the language and characterization in the novel. The language used in the 
novel comprises black humour, uncertainities, satirical descriptions, aporia, etc. This paper also analyses how postmodern 
attitudes play a role on the developing young mind of the protagonist who is struggling to find the distinctions between 
good and evil that surround her. The society and the circumstances around her shape her mind which in turn sets her 
family.  
 

Introduction 

 Louisa Luna was born in San Francisco, 

California, USA IN 1977. Louisa Luna writes 

novels in genres like coming-of-age, family and 

relationships, thriller, suspense, psychological 

fiction, and mystery fiction. Louisa Luna‘s 

novels are Brave New Girl (2001), Crooked (2002), 

Serious as a Heart Attack (2004), and Two Girls 

Down (9 JAN 2018). 

 Brave New Girl is set in California. Doreen 

Jane Severna is the protagonist of the novel. 

Doreen‘s attitude towards her family members 

and the way they treat her, shape the story of 

the novel. Her father (Harry), mother (Kathy), 

elder sister (Tracey), her sister‘s corrupt 

boyfriend (Mathew), and her schoolmates 

(Alexandra Stuart, Alex Matten, Peter, Dave, 

etc.) cause her distress. Ted is her only friend 

who comforts her and all her schoolmates other 

than Ted are immoral. She roams on the streets 

in the middle of the night with Ted without her 

parents‘ knowledge just to have good 

conversation with him to get relieved from her 

emotional stress. Listening to music and 

fantasying about her elder brother Henry are 

the best ways for her to escape from the harsh 

reality. In her day dreams, Henry who left home 

during his childhood, appears like a hero to 

support her and only in the end she learns that 

Henry had been such an arrogant child. Mathew 

makes use of her innocence and he exploits her 

physically. Her father bans her from stepping 

out of the house when she turns up late to home 

one night. When her parents start to suspect her, 

she informs them about Mathew‘s bad 

approach. Her father trusts her though Tracey 

accuses her several times. Finally she feels 

relaxed, secured and liberated when her father 

takes her for a long ride to talk to her in a 

comforting way for the first time.  

 The attitudes in the minds of the teenagers 

growing into adulthood in this postmodern era 

are determined by the elements in the 

postmodern world that are never permanent. 

The very important aspect is that the difference 

between good and bad is getting reduced. In 

Brave New Girl, the protagonist Doreen, did not 

get a proper guidance from any elders in her 

family whenever she got into certain issues. So 

she did not even know that she was actually 

getting into big problems while confronting 

troublesome people. Doreen‘s mother Kathy 

liked the boys brought home by her elder sister 

Tracey. Kathy could not make out the real 
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nature of her daughter Tracey and her 

boyfriends as she trusted that they were 

genuine friends. Tracey read adult magazines 

which gave too many unwanted details for a 

youngster to know. She brought her boyfriend 

Mathew to home which her mother readily 

accepted as her mother did not know about 

their lustful relationship. Tracey‘s behavior was 

not at all checked and she grew up with the 

attitude of ‗my life my rules‘, which would turn 

a person very negative if he or she got mislead: 

―Tracey‘s done some crazy things, I guess. She‘s 

stayed out all night without calling. She got 

caught drunk at her junior prom‖ (Luna 7). 

Doreen herself knew that getting drunk and 

staying out all night was dangerous, but she too 

was pushed into such kind of situations due to 

her environment at home and the emotional 

stress that she got out of it. Her schoolmates, 

Tracey and her aunt Shirley indirectly insisted 

that having boyfriends was a prestigious thing. 

Aunt Shirley tried to express that her daughter 

Ellen was beautiful and attractive by telling 

Kathy that Ellen got calls from boys when she 

was fourteen or fifteen ―I remember she says, 

when Ellen was fourteen or fifteen, and boys 

started calling her- Jim and I just didn‘t know 

what to do about any of it, Jim especially‖ (Luna 

38); ―I don‘t know who Aunt Shirley‘s trying to 

convince that Ellen is some goddamn 

supermodel‖ (Luna 39). Here, there is a thin line 

between right attitude and wrong attitude 

which is also getting destroyed in the course of 

time. In a party, Doreen‘s schoolmate said 

―Partying hard, are you?‖ referring to Doreen 

and Ted; and Alexandra put it even worse ―I‘ll 

bet you and Ted just get crazy, she says‖ (Luna 

84).Such an offensive statement has turned into 

a normal comment by the protagonist‘s 

schoolmate. Parodying Utopian ideals is 

another concept popular in postmodernism i.e., 

moralistic attitudes are ridiculed by the society. 

Here, Doreen and Ted are genuine friends and 

they are mocked at by their schoolmates in the 

party.  The protagonist gets irritated about 

such girls who are always concerned about 

looking good, dating, being attractive for boys, 

and she does not even like to see ravers 

everywhere in the town. As the society has 

become flexible to accept people of all types, a 

growing individual has to change accordingly 

to accept all the positive and negative people. 

And it becomes hard for helpless teenagers to 

choose the right path to follow and right people 

to befriend.  

 Dark humour is an another element that is 

found in majority of postmodern works of art. 

Dark humour is the humour that expresses 

harsh ideas which would be very offensive but 

at the same time provokes laughter. Doreen 

speaks in a scornful way while criticizing her 

parents‘ behavior. The author explains Doreen‘s 

mind voice when she is forced to remain silent 

at times when she wants to react arrogantly. The 

readers tend to laugh when she gets seriously 

irritated as she expresses her contempt in a 

different way. Doreen explains how the elders 

get convinced when one says something in a 

calm tone and would readily reject the same 

idea when one says it in a rebellious tone: 

―When parents say that, all you have to do is 

say it quieter, and they automatically think you 

mean it. I mean, really, how can you not mean 

something, and then totally mean it a second 

later?‖ (Luna 164). Doreen criticizes this 

particular attitude of parents out of anger and 

frustration when she is arguing with her parents 

who have just come to deal with her awkward 

fight with Tracey. Psychologically when a 

person is extremely stressed out, he or she may 

sound funny. This is evident in Doreen‘s way of 

explaining her mind voice when her parents 

advice her about insignificant things like 

cleaning the house while she is undergoing 

something seriously bad; when her uncle Bill 

and aunt Shirley make silly jokes and the entire 

Severna family is laughing for it; etc. The 

readers would suffer with the protagonist‘s 

distress and at the same time would laugh at 
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times. Thus dark humour is trending in 

postmodern works.  

 Everyone undergoes anxiety in this 

postmodern era no matter he or she is rich or 

poor; bound by family or an orphan; single or in 

relationship; etc. The entire world insists upon 

the idea of meaninglessness of life, emptiness, 

tiredness, anxiety, etc. and these are reflected in 

postmodern literature. Doreen does not care 

about being neat and tidy though Tracey insults 

her by pointing it out several times. She is not 

able to clean the garage and finish the one work 

her father keeps on forcing her, because of her 

anxious thoughts of replaying all her sorrowful 

past memories and longing for the love of her 

brother Henry. She is very passive as she could 

not make out the purpose of life which could be 

the situation of majority of people in this era. 

She is aimlessly iterating on something in the 

garage when her father bans her from stepping 

out of the house. The theme of absurdity is also 

expressed as Doreen always thinks that she is in 

a meaningless and chaotic world and so she 

does bizarre things knowing that it would never 

give her fruitful results. She burns a playing 

card showing seven of hearts and as those heart 

symbols gets burnt one by one, she imagines 

them as the people who trouble her: ―And I 

imagine each little heart as someone new- Alex 

Matten, Alexandra Stuart, Dave, Peter, Tracey, 

Mom, Dad. Sorry, guys. I‘m really sorry I‘ve 

burned you all beyond recognition‖ (Luna 157). 

When an old man named Frank helps Doreen 

when she faints on the street, Doreen tells him 

that her parents are no more and her brother 

Henry looks after her: ―It‘s just that I don‘t have 

my parents I say‖, ―They‘re dead‖ (Luna 132). 

She creates a different identity for herself 

without any reason but just to avoid telling 

about the unsatisfying reality.  

 Hence the ideas of diminishing difference 

between good and bad; dark humour; 

parodying utopian idealistic state; absurdity or 

meaninglessness of life; creating multiple 

identities for oneself or living in fantasies etc. 

are explained in almost every work of 

postmodern literature. These concepts are the 

reflection of situations in the postmodern world 

which affect a young individual‘s mind and in 

turn affecting his or her entire family. A 

youngster can choose a right path in every 

aspects of life only if his parents take part in all 

of his endeavours without treating him in a 

harsh way. 

 The story is said in first person narration. 

The protagonist tells her direct experience with 

the people around her to the readers. The 

language used is simple, clear,and casual as 

Americans speak in their day to day life: 

―gimme a call‖, ―for chrissake‖. The protagonist 

uses sarcastic tone to express her extreme anger. 

And many characters speak ironically: ―You 

two are really cute together‖ says Josie about 

Doreen and Ted in Alexandra‘s party (Luna 

84).Hence there is an influence of new ideas 

showing up each day in the postmodern world 

as there are no social norms. Thus the society is 

prone to postmodern attitude or the idea of 

skepticism, irony, rejection of moral 

universalism which affect the minds of growing 

young individuals. Children must be given 

chance to open up to their parents who must in 

turn try their best to understand what the 

children are actually undergoing mentally. 

Harry makes time to talk to Doreen only in the 

end and that few moments of Doreen opening 

up to her father and listening to his words 

changes her entire situation. 
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Introduction  

 Indian Writing in English refers to the 

works written by writers in India who write in 

English language. The writers of 1930s are 

R.K.Narayan, Mulk Raj Anand and Raja Rao. 

The 20th century writers were essentially British 

who were born or brought up in India. Their 

writings are based on Indian themes of but the 

way of storytelling is primarily western. This 

group of writers comprises of Rudyard Kipling, 

Jim Corbett and George Orwell among others. 

Books of these writers are Kim, The Jungle Book, 

1984, Animal Farm and The ManEaters of Kumaon 

which are read all over the English speaking 

world. In fact some of the writings of that era 

are still considered to be the masterpieces of 

English Literature. Later there comes a new 

group of writers like Pankaj Misra, Chetan 

Bhagat, Jhumpa Lahiri, and William Dalrymple.  

 Mahasweta Devi (1926-2016) was born in 

Dhaka. She is an Indian Literary personality and 

political activist. Devi is an Indian Bengali 

writer and her works are translated into 

different languages. Devi has worked for the 

rights and empowerment of tribal people 

especially the Lodha and Shabar tribes of West 

Bengal, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and 

Chattisgarh. Her notable works are Aranyer 

Adhikar and Chotti Munda o tar Teer, Hazar 

Churasir Ma (Mother of 1084), Imaginary Maps, 

the Breast, Till Death Do Us Part: Five Stories, The 

Queen of Jhansi. Devi has won many prestigious 

awards such as Sahitya academy, Padma Shri, 

Padma Vibhusan.  

 Mahasweta Devi‘s works are mostly 

translated by Sagaree and Mandira Sengupta. 

As The Queen of Jhansi has been translated, the 

excellent power of creation of Mahasweta Devi 

beyond Bengal readers. The Book of The Hunter is 

written and published in Bengali as Byadhkhanda 

in 1994.  The Book of The Hunter is a novel 

set in sixteenth century. The source of this work 

is taken from an epic poem, Abhayamangal better 

known as Chandimangal by Kabikankan 

Mukundaram Chakrabarti, who is one of the 

greatest Medieval poets of Bengal. The Book of 

The Hunter can be divided into two parts. The 

first part deals with the life of Mukundaram‘s 

who is forced to leave his native Daminya and 

compelled to make his way into a new 

landscape, to the land of Ararha, seeking a new 

hope in new land. The second part of the novel 

deals with the later life of Mukundaram in 

Ararha and story of Shabars themselves. 

Mukundaram learns about the Shabars tribals 

who live inside the Abhaya forest. The lives of 

the Shabars are connected with the forest in 

which they live. After knowing about the 

Shabars lives, their tradition, their sufferings he 

started writing an epic poem Abhayamangal as 

per his mother‘s wish. Through this work, Devi 

tries to show the lives of tribals and how tribals 

are being marginalized by the urban people.  

 Shabars follow a culture known as Abhaya 

and Abhayachandi is their Goddess. They do 

not have any rules of the civilized society and 

they have their own rules. Shabars do not stick 

on to one place. If the urban settlement is 

extended by destructing the forest, then they go 

in search of another a new home land. Shabars 

lack knowledge of political policies, but they are 

brave and have knowledge about trees, herbs, 

water and animals which is necessary for 

human lives.   

 The novel can be analysed under the theme 

of marginalization. Marginalization refers to an 

individual or group of people who live on the 

marginalized regions of the society. The people 
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is this world become one when they enter into 

the society, and start their relationship through 

communication. But on the other side several 

people are habitually marginalized and their 

humanness is being threatened. Most of the 

marginalized people are homeless and voiceless 

people.  Tribals from the majority of the people 

who are marginalized. ‗Tribe‘ is the term 

derived from Latin ‗tribua‘ it is originally meant 

political unit. Later the term ‗Tribe‘ is used to 

refer the social group who are represented by 

the territory they occupied in the country. 

Today the word ‗Tribe‘ is defined in numerous 

and various communities which is sowed all 

over the globe. They are also known as 

‗aboriginal people‘ or ‗indigenous people‘ in the 

string of human community.  

 In India, tribe are named as ‗adivasis‘. 

Adivasis are the people who follow and believe 

in original inhabitant of which ever place they 

occupy and whose distinct history, ethics, 

culture, linguistic attributes have survived in 

the present. The scheduled tribe in present 

Indian are agreed that they have appeared in 

historical period. Adivasis had lost their 

identity and land as result of the urban 

encroachment into their homelands. Tribes were 

incorporated into mainstream society mostly 

into the lower castes, as peasants and craftsmen 

but those tribes continued to occupy their 

traditional forest and agriculture lands. But 

slowly their traditional forest lands are being 

destroyed by the same human being without 

humanity. So at last tribes have become 

homeless. Because they belong to lower castes, 

they are voiceless to voice out against the 

people who are superior to them.  

 The novel The Book of the Hunter portrays 

about Mukundarams life in Ararha, and there 

he learns about shabars tradition and culture. 

That influense him to write his epic poem 

Abhyamangal. Devi is a writer who gives much 

importance to tribals and she gives voice to 

them. In The Book of the Hunter Devi has clearly 

shown the lives of Shabars, who live at the 

edges of Ararha village. ―And then, beyond the 

town of Ararha , there was the huge jungle 

called chandir bon, at the edge of which lived a 

tribe of hunters or Akhetiyas:‖(41) Shabars are 

the group of marginalized people who lives on 

the margins of the society. Shabars are proud to 

be tribals as well as hunters because of their 

inhabitation that they are living at the outskirts 

of town and inside the forest for long period: 

―Akhetiyas, Byadhs, hunters! The young man 

said with pride. I don‘t know your name. Kalya. 

I‘m Kalya Shabar, son of Megha Shabar. You 

live on the outskirts of town, don‘t you? But 

we‘re not Dom, Chandals, washermen or 

cobblers! We live in the lap of the jungle.‖(51,52) 

Marginalized people are considered as a lower 

caste people and people of higer caste who have 

connection with those people are also 

considered to be lower or bad. So Shabars have 

their own limits and they would not get closer 

to the outsiders: ―Phuli said, You better go, 

Jamai-dada! Here‘s the Shabars settlement, and 

you really shouldn‘t be around. If people found 

out, they‘d say bad things about you.‖(53) 

 People in urban area feel themselves as wise 

persons but people who are marginalized do 

have their own knowledge about the things 

around them. Tejota, mother of Kalya is 

considered as a wise old woman among the 

Shabars. When Mukundaram hears stories from 

Tejota and her knowledge about medicine, he 

was shocked. Mukundaram was speechless 

when he came to know about the knowledge of 

Tejota. Knowledge can be gained even from 

their surroundings, and not only by learning 

through texts: 

Mukunda did not believe that a forest- 

dwelling shabars could know much about 

anything. In his arrogance, stemming from 

the prolonged study of numerous Sanskrit 

texts, he believed that knowledge only came 

from the formal cultivation of learning. He 

was not conscious that he possessed this 

arrogance. His social world here was the 

same as it had been in Daminya. He was not 
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only aa learned Brahman priestwell-versed 

in Sanskrit books, but also a forming 

householder. Mukunda said, That‘s not 

what we call knowledge, Kalachand.(55) 

 According to urban people, Brahmans are 

considered to be superior among all other 

people. So if those Brahmans go meet tribes it is 

treated as a shameless action. But these kind of 

concepts are brought out only by human beings 

not by God. Devi has given an example from the 

epic Mahabharata when Lord Shiva appeared in 

front of Arjuna in the form of hill-country 

hunter. Because Lord Shiva appeared as a 

hunter, he is not accepted as a lower person 

among all human beings: ―What are you 

thinking, Thakur? I‘m going to go see Tejota.  

A Brahman going to see a hunter? Didn‘t Lord 

Shiva appear to Arjuna in the form of a hill- 

country hunter?‖(57). People in this society 

divide themselves according to their working 

class. People like Brahmans, Kayasthas and 

Vaidyas are considered as wealthier people. 

People like cowherds, potters, iron smiths, 

weavers, oil pressers and carpenters are treated 

as a moderate caste people. People who lives at 

the edges are considered as low caste people: 

―The Brahmans, Kayasthas and vaidyas lived in 

the wealthier part of town. Cowherds, potters, 

iron smiths, weavers, oil pressers and 

carpenters also had their own neighbourhoods. 

Those of low caste came into the town in order 

to make a living, but actually lived on its finge. 

And the Shabars lived in the bosom of the 

forest‖(58). 

 Shabars are the people who can survive 

only within the forest. Forest is their homeland 

but which is being cleared by the urban 

settlement and unknowingly tribals are the 

people who are secretly wounded. Their 

homeland is being destroyed and it results in 

loss of their own identity. Tribals are only 

creatures who live in the forest from generation 

after generation so they are tightly bonded with 

nature than materialistic world. Shabars never 

voice for their rights and even for their 

homeland and they just move from one forest to 

another forest for their survival like a gypsy : 

No, they believe what their ancient legends 

say.  

They say they‘re the children of 

Abhayachandi!  

Aren‘t we all? Expect that they can‘t live 

without a forest. when this town of Ararha 

grows larger and the forest is cut down, 

you‘ll see them abandon their settlements 

and go somewhere else. 

Were will they go? 

To some other jungle area. Along the 

Shilabati, Kangsabati or Subarnarekha 

rivers-in Brahmanbhumi, Barabhum, 

Manbhum, Mallabhum- wherever there‘s 

forest, there are Shabars.(61,62) 

 Shabars are present all over India but they 

live under different names: ―In time, the 

Shabars will be scattered in all directions, and 

they are called by many names.‖(69). Human 

beings are the only creatures who treat their 

own people in a terrified manner. Mankind 

considers themselves as a superior creatures 

among other creatures. But they fail to realise 

that there is a superior man to all the creatures. 

One morning, a Brahman cried badly because 

he did not have any flowers to offer to God. 

Kalketu a Shabar heard his cry and brought the 

flowers from the denser forest and when he 

offered those flowers, the priest lifted his legs 

and kicked Kalketu because he was low by his 

birth. As a tribal his dress was full of blood 

stains so the priest could not accept him and his 

flowers. Devi has shown how people‘s hearts 

and their brains are polluted with the thoughts 

of grimy stain which is mean when compared to 

the blood stains. The Brahman has shown his 

superiority over marginalized people which 

symbolises his power over other human beings: 

‗And the priest lifted his foot to kick Kalketu, 

screaming ‗You hunter! Your clothes are stained 

with the blood of animals, you‘re polluted by 

birth and race! These are the flowers you dare to 

bring Ma?!‘‖(70). Shabars feel that their life will 
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be corrupted when they live near the town. 

Shabars shift their homeland when the town 

advances. They believe that whereever they go, 

it is believed it‘s their Mother‘s wish:  

‗Shabar is corrupted by living near a town!‘  

What will I do? A Shabar is where the jungle 

is. If the town of Ararha advances further, 

we‘ll take down our houses and pick up and 

leave. There are other pace in different 

directions, such as Mallabhum, 

Shikharbhum, Barabhum, and Abhya rules 

everywhere. 

When the town advances, the shabars will go 

away.‘(100). 

 

 Marginalized Shabar‘s homes should be like 

birds nest which can be easily built and if it 

breaks down it can be rebuilt easily. It shows 

that nothing is constant even for a while in their 

life. ―A Shabar home should be a bird‘s nest. It 

breaks down, you build it again.‖(125). When 

Shabars move from their place to another they 

never inform about their migration to the 

people in the city. They just start their journey 

during night time in search of another 

homeland. They use stars to find the direction to 

reach their new motherland. The city spreads 

and the Shabars just migrate instead of fighting 

for their homeland. Shabars are voiceless and 

homeless and they keep on moving in search of 

new life in the new motherland of the jungle:  

‗......When the Shabars leave, they don‘t talk, 

they just walk off.  

They walk by night?  

Yes. They know the stars, the direction. Not 

that they‘ll tell you where they‘re going. So 

they walk in the dark, they don‘t care for 

people to see...... 

 As town advances, the Shabars flee.. 

 The city spreads and the Shabars 

migrate....‘(150) 

 The paper has analysed how Shabars, the 

tribals, are being marginalized by the 

advancement of urban people. The people, are 

risking the destruction of their own lives to by 

deforestation. People in the present world give 

much importance to materialistic pleasure than 

to their humanity. Devi has brought out the 

lives of Shabars who are happy with what they 

have and they just accept the changes that 

happen in this world as it is. Every man and 

creature have their own fundamental rights and 

it should noTbe plundered from them for the 

sake of material own development and 

progress. 
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Abstract 

 John Marsden was one of the most famous writers for teens in Australia. The contemporary novel So Much 
to Tell You was published in the year 1987. Generally the contemporary novels in Australia explain the life and 
action of the people of Australia. This novel was in the form of epistolary.  
 The contemporary novels are generally categorized as the novels published after the World War II. These 
novels generally focus on the issues faced by the people because of the consequences of World War II. 
Contemporary writers focuses that people are matured to overcome their problems. This novel So Much to Tell 
You focuses on the traumas faced by the character Marina, the protagonist of the novel. Marina undergoes 
traumatic disorders after the acid accident and the growth of the character could be focused through her diary 
entries. 

 

Introduction  
 Australian literature is a literature produced 
or written by the people of the commonwealth 
of Australia and its preceding colonies. When 
the settlement in the continent began, the public 
finds its interest in the strange new flora and 
fauna. The theme of writing changed towards 
other things only after 1788, which is after the 
romantic enlightenment. The last twenty years 
of the 19th century saw a marked growth of 
nationalism and that urged the contributors to 
write as ―Australian‖, who starts exploring 
themes such as aboriginality, equalitarianism, 
democracy, national identity, Australia‘s unique 
location and identity, migration and the 
complexities of urban living. 
 Contemporary literature is a literature with 
its setting after World War II (1939-1945) to the 
current day. The scholars and academicians 
explain that contemporary literature is the 
writing which comes after 1940. These works 
generally reflect the social and political 
viewpoints connecting the current events and 
socioeconomic messages. This is a new period of 
writing in which there is no set of themes as the 
society changes over time. Since the literature is 
set after World War II, it does not mean that all 
work centres around the holocaust or war 
narratives. This literature also aims to speak the 
injustices in the world and the search for civil 
rights and the topics and questions that were 
raised during this traumatic time in world 
history. This shift in mindset enables the 

authors writing in this period to consciously 
and unconsciously illuminate in thinking 
through their writing. The style of writing this 
literature is more realistic in nature. Authors 
use the regional diction and slang to capture the 
emotional themes behind the stories. The goal of 
the contemporary writers is mainly to make the 
readers live in the setting they are producing 
and hence it is common to see significant 
devotion to imagery to show the theme and 
emotional changes.  

 John Marsden (born 27 September, 1950) is 
one of the famous writers for teens in Australia. 
Marsden has had his works translated into 
eleven languages. He is the author of the 
famous Tomorrow series and Marsden‘s famous 
novels include So Much to Tell You (1987), Letters 
from the Inside (1991), Tomorrow when the War 
Began (1993), The Third Day, The Frost (1995) and 
so on. He has received many major awards 
including Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award in 
the year 2008 and was named Australia‘s most 
popular author today in literary field. Common 
themes in his works include sexuality, survival 
at school and in a harsh world, conflict with 
adult authority figures, courage, the way people 
relate to each other and the human spirit. 
 This novel So Much to Tell You (1987) is the 
first novel written by Marsden. The novel is in 
the form of epistolary, diary entries. This book 
is based on true stories, where the protagonist 
Marina is an amalgam of two people, a mute 
girl of fourteen and the Victorian woman Kay 
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Nesbit, whose face was badly damaged because 
of the shotgun blast. This book became famous 
by the teenage readers. But no one could have 
predicted its success as it was rejected earlier by 
six publishers. So Much to Tell You has won 
Children‘s Book of the Year Award for the year 
1988, Allan Marshall Award, the KOALA 
Award and the Christopher Medal. It was also 
named as a ‗notable book‘ by the US Library 
Association. This novel has been published in 
sixteen different countries in eleven languages. 
 The protagonist Marina in the novel So 

Much to Tell You made herself (believing to be 

dumb) mute after the acid accident. To improve 

her health and confidence her mother sends her 

to the boarding school. Marina‘s situation 

makes her father to be imprisoned as he is the 

one unintentionally responsible for the acid 

accident. Her mother marries another man 

named J.J. mostly Marina goes to her 

grandmother‘s house during holidays. She feels 

helpless and on seeing her own face and lacks 

confidence and often walks out of the hostel 

dorm as she is afraid to face any of her dorm 

mates. But she develops the habit of diary 

writing which is made compulsory by her 

English teacher. The diary entries reveal her 

psyche world about how she feels about her 

friends, teachers and family members. Being 

isolated from the entire world Marina 

understands that she has concern only for her 

father and through the help of her psychiatric 

counsellor she finds the address of her father‘s 

prison which is closer to her friend Cathy‘s 

hometown. Then she starts opening up and 

socializing through her non-verbal 

communication. She starts writing letters to her 

father and surprised on receiving replies from 

him. She understands the love of the family 

through Cathy‘s family and finally she develops 

confidence by fighting a great conflict within 

her own self and meets her father. To her father 

she utters the first great sentence in her mouth 

for the entire novel, ―Dad, I have got so much to 

tell you...‖ (SMTTY 119). 

 Trauma is the recent concept that emerged 

in literature during 1970‘s that is after World 

War II. Merriam Webster dictionary defines 

trauma as ―a disordered psychic or behavioural 

state resulting from severe mental or emotional 

stress or physical injury‖. Early accounts 

describe trauma as ―soldier‘s heart‖ and 

―nostalgia‖ during American Civil War and the 

term Trauma is coined only after world Wars. 

This term ―trauma‖ is used to describe 

experiences or situations that are emotionally 

painful and distressing, and that overwhelm 

people‘s ability to cope and leave them 

powerless. The traumatic event naturally takes 

place when a person struggles to cope with a 

circumstance or situation and the events 

participating for weeks, years or even decades 

eventually leading a person for long term 

negative consequences. The reasons for traumas 

include confusion, harassment, rejection, 

bullying, and the threat of witnessing violence, 

life-threatening medical conditions and verbal 

abuse. Childhood traumas are generally 

associated with neuroticism (feelings of anxiety, 

worry, fear, frustration, depressed mood and 

loneliness) as the parts of the brain are growing 

in a specific sequential order in the children. 

These traumas cause anxiety in the minds of 

children which may lead them to traumatic 

grief, adjustment disorder and so on. This is the 

stage where children go in inordinate amounts 

of pain and cannot comfort themselves. 

Understanding and accepting the psychological 

state of an individual is very important rather 

than contacting emergency services. 

 The sense of alienation and loneliness 

deriving from family rifts and educational 

experiences made John Marsden to undergo 

diagnosis for depression. Only on that stage he 

understands the minds of human that are 

undergoing traumas 

It actually was very, very helpful, very 

constructive and very useful. Because I 

started learning about feelings and 

relationships and communication, and the 
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way the world really worked. Whereas I 

guess in the 1950‘s, at school especially, 

there was an emphasis on manners and 

appearances, and that seemed far more 

important than reality. So ever since, I‘ve 

really distrusted appearances. I‘ve been 

much interested in reality and trying to get 

past that mask or that nice veneer and to 

find out that what‘s really going on inside 

(John Marsden). 

 The traumatic person could generally 

overcome the stress and anxiety by writing. 

Diaries generally act as a friend confided in 

which it is the oldest form of personal writing. 

Diary writing can help promote self-therapy 

and better health. That is why many people 

choose to confide in diaries, which makes to 

organize thoughts and feelings, reduces stress 

and anxiety, and provides a means for 

recording milestones in a person‘s life. The 

novel So Much to Tell You is an epistolary novel 

which is in the form of diary entries. Marina 

overcomes her traumas through writing in her 

diary. She is sent to the boarding school as there 

is no progress in her health since the acid 

accident. She mutes herself up after the 

traumatic incident and never tries to speak as 

she lacks confidence in her own self. Diary 

writing is made compulsory by Mr.Lindell, her 

English teacher, to the entire class. Mostly the 

entries of the diary are during the Prep, the 

homework time in the boarding school. She 

reveals her inner feelings and inner conflicts in 

her entries.  

When I read back over the entries in this 

journal I get an impression of detached 

confidence. Yet it‘s not like that at all. Who, 

upon reading these words, could picture 

me, slinking along walls, huddled in 

corners, shrinking from contact, a fourteen-

year-old mute, the freak of Warrington? It is 

not a pretty picture. So the words lie, as 

they always do. (SMTY 11). 

 The adulthood trauma in Marina is mainly 

because she is threatened for survival and sense 

of security. Marina‘s father was the one 

responsible for the acid accident which was 

actually intended for her mother. But she 

understands through her entries that she has 

deep concern and love for her father. The 

trauma becomes acute on explaining about her 

father she explains the character of her father. 

I was so determined that I wasn‘t going to 

think about him ever again, much less write 

about him. He‘s too powerful still like a 

radioactive cloud, finding his dark way into 

everything. I wonder what it‘s like where he 

is? Kind of like here may be. Having to line 

up, always being ordered around, no 

privacy, no freedom, no flares lighting up 

the future, showing which way the curves 

bend, and where are the exits. Perhaps he 

does not talk either… I mean, I suppose he 

speaks to people and they speak to him, but 

it might be just empty, just mechanical 

words (SMTY 4). 

 Marina slowly develops friendship with her 

dorm mates and starts conversing with them 

through notes and letters. Even when her 

mother admits her back to psychiatric hospital, 

she made herself to overcome the situation by 

writing letter to her English teacher and attains 

help from him. Thus she returns back to the 

boarding school. She then develops confidence 

to converse with her father and attains help 

from her psychiatric counsellor Mrs.Ransome 

who finds the address of her father‘s prison and 

Marina starts writing letters to him. This is a 

great progress shown by Marina to come out of 

traumas. As the parents of Cathy, her dorm 

friend invited her to their house she readily 

accepts it as her father‘s prison is in the 

neighbouring town. She goes to the hospital 

where her father would be coming for the 

treatment of his injury. She waits there for more 

time and finally on seeing her father, she utters 

the first words for the entire novel through her 

mouth on hearing her name pronounced by her 

father as, ―Hello Dad‖ (SMTY 119). And she 
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clears the throat once again and says, ―I‘ve got 

so much to tell you…‖ (SMTY 119). 

 The novel So Much to Tell You is in the form 

of diary which acts as the symbol to expose 

Marina‘s feelings through her entries. These 

entries show her mentality from the depressed 

stage to the person who developed strong mind 

to expose her feelings outwardly. These entries 

allowed the readers to understand the 

characters well. The novel is in the form of first 

person narrative technique which won a vast 

audience as its writing style is in the form of the 

common language that everyone could 

understand without any reference. 
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Abstract 
 Family relationship plays a vital role in the current scenario. It is not as easy to maintain a relationship in every 
relationship. The play Kanyadaan is written by Vijay Tendulkar. He often portrays a socio-political problem in his plays. 
This particular play tries to connect the relationship between father and daughter. He vividly depicts about the caste 
consciousness through the character of Arun Athvale. Even Jothi's parents try to comfort him; he wishes to be inside his 
own shell. The theme of Oppression is very clearly seen while Arun himself exploits Jyoti. Though she is pregnant, he 
makes her to work. The purpose of this study is to highlight the importance and value of family relationships and the 
sufferings faced by women after marriage. 
Keywords: Caste consciousness, violence, Feminism, Theme of oppression, Husband obsession. 
 

Introduction 

 Vijay Dhondopant Tendulkar was born in 6 
January ,1928 in kolhapur. He is a famous 
Marathi writer and a leading playwright in 
India.He is a movie and television writer, 
literary essayist and political journalist. His 
plays are mostly inspired by the real life 
incidents .He has written several one act plays 
and children plays. His famous works are 
Silence! The court is in session, Kanyadaan, 
Miratchi Goshta: A Friend‟s story. His plays are 
originally written in Marathi and then 
translated into other languages. He has received 
Padma Bhushan award in 1984,Sangeet Natak 
Academic Fellowship in 1998 and also received 
National film Award in 1997.vijay Tendulkar 
was died in 19 May,2008 . 
 Kanyadaan is a famous one act play written 
by Vijay Tendulkar. The play depicts the 
conflict between upper class society and Dalit 
people. Vijay Tendulkar received Saraswati 
Samman award for this particular play. The title 
kanyadaan suggest that deals with marriage and 
its consequences. Nath Devalikar is an M.L.A 
and his wife Seva is a social worker, 
Jayaprakash and Jyoti are his children. They 
belong to an upper class family. Nath Devalikar 
and his wife Siva are always busy in their social 
activities. Jyoti tells her parents about her 
decision to marry Arun Athavale, who belongs 
to a Dalit society. She says that Arun Athavale is 
doing his B.A and he is good in his writing. 
Nath Devalikar accepts his daughter's decision 
but Seva Jayaprakash are not happy with the 

decision. Jyoti invites Arun Athvale to her home 
but Arun Athavale seems to be uncomfortable 
in big house, it is reflected through his actions . 
Jyoti and Arun gets married but their married 
life is unsuccessful. Being a Dalit Arun Athvale 
always illtreats his wife and at the same time he 
tries to represent himself as a good writer before 
the society. Nath Devalikar slowly realised his 
mistake about the marriage life of Jyoti. As the 
days pass Arun Athvale becomes popular 
through his autobiography. When Arun 
Athvale asks Nath Devalikar to deliver a public 
speech about him, Nath Devalikar refuses in the 
beginning at last he decides to give the speech 
only for the sake of his daughter. Jyoti, being a 
daughter come to her home and asks about the 
hypocrite speech given by her father. She 
criticizes her father speech and leaves her home. 
Though Arun Athavale illtreats his wife, jyoti 
refuses to come back to her home. 
 In the play Kanyadaan, the importance of 
family relationship and caste consciousness are 
highlighted. Family relationship plays a vital 
role in everyone's life. Having a healthy 
relationship in a family is quite difficult .Family 
relationship has great impact on children and 
influence them to a great extent. From 
childhood, children depend on their parents 
and observe their characteristics. Caste 
consciousness is an awareness and knowledge 
about social standing and caste system based on 
wealth and background of the family. Caste 
consciousness is another major theme in the 
play Kanyadaan. 
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 The relationship between Nath Devalikar 
and his daughter is dealt in the play. When Jyoti 
decides to marry Arun Athvale a dalit, her 
father accepts her decision and says ―But if my 
daughter had decided to marry in to high caste, 
it wouldn‘t have pleased me as 
much‖(Kanyadaan 8). Nath Devalikar is an 
M.L.A and he always has a desire to give 
equality to people. He thinks that he must start 
treating others equally and it is good to start 
this at his own house. So he agrees for the 
marriage between Arun Athavale and Jyoti but 
towards the end he realises his mistake. 

―Seva:Do you want me to leave? 

Jyoti:It will be better if you do.‖( Kanyadaan 

65). 

Jyoti after hearing the public speech 

given by her father, she is very much upset ,so 

she come to her home and decides to speak with 

her father about the speech. Jyoti hesitates to 

begin and Seva asks whether she should leave. 

Jyoti replied to her mother that it‘s better if you 

leave. This lines shows that Jyoti is not very 

much connected to her mother. 

 Nath utters ―For the sake of my precious 

daughter, my innocent child‖ (Kanyadaan 62). 

Nath Devalikar delivers a public speech about 

her son in law Arun Athavale. Once speech gets 

over he come back to home and thinks about 

past. Jyoti in her childhood days seems to be the 

outspoken critic for her father‘s speech. 

Similarly, Jyoti enquires her father about the 

public speech. Nath Devalikar , being a father 

has to accept certain things only for the sake 

and welfare of his daughter. These incidents 

elegantly portrays the relationship between 

father and daughter.  

Caste consciousness is highlighted in the 

play through various circumstances. ―Arun: 

Will you marry me and eat stinking bread with 

spoilt dal in my father‘s hut? Without vomiting? 

Tell…come on tell me‖( Kanyadaan 17). When 

Arun Athavale is invited to Jyoti‘s home,he 

naturally feels uncomfortable in the big houses. 

Due to his caste consciousness he asked Jyoti 

whether she is ready to marry him and live the 

life of hell. These lines clearly explain about the 

caste consciousness through the character Arun 

Athavale. 

Arun Athavale says ―I was telling her about 

this matter of brewing illicit liquor…Many 

hands to work and so many chances to take in 

money ―(Kanyadaan 21). When Seva enquires 

about future plan of Arun Athavale, he explains 

that he has a desire to own a liquor business too. 

He said that it is fun for man and wife to work 

in liquor shop and he said that if children born 

they should help in the business. If there are 

many hands to work, money earned can be 

more. Seva feels very much upset by hearing his 

explanations about liquor business but Arun 

Athavale feels happy by seeing the unrest 

moment of Seva. This incidents reflects the caste 

consciousness nature of Arun Athavale. 

Seva says ―He want his wife to work, and 

with her money….he want to kick his wife in 

the belly‖ (Kanyadaan 48). The above lines 

explains about the feelings of mother. Seva 

discloses the characteristic features of Arun 

Athavale to her husband. Arun Athavale wants 

his wife to work and he drinks heavily with her 

money and he illtreats Jyoti. She has a internal 

wound in her stomach because of the cruel 

behaviour of Arun Athvale. These lines show 

how deeply Jyoti is humiliated in the hands of 

her own husband. When Seva explains these 

words to Nath Devalikar, seva is very much 

upset and says that just because she belongs to 

upper class society she suffers lot in the hands 

of barbarian. This incident clearly portrays the 

class distinctions between upper class society 

and Dalit people. 

Arun Athavale utters ―Here , didn‘t I say so, 

that Nath saheb doesn‘t like such things…But 

they said Nath is a socialist an M.L.A, surely he 

won‘t let us down‖(Kanyadaan 54). Arun 

Athavale's autobiography is successful. He 

insists Nath Saheb to give a public speech about 

him. Arun Athavale's attitude changes 

completely, he feels very much proud about 

himself. On the other hand Nath Devalikar is 
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very much depressed about his ill-treatment of 

his daughter and he refuses to give public 

speech. So Arun Athavale cleverly speaks in 

these manner to console Nath Devalikar. This 

incident clearly portrays the class distinctions 

between upper class and dalit people. 

The play kanyadaan deals with importance 

of relationship and caste consciousness through 

characters. The style used by Vijay Tendulkar is 

simple and it is easy for understanding. It is 

necessary to bring equality among people and 

at the same time oppressed people should not 

oppress others. It also elegantly describes the 

importance of family relationship through Nath 

Devalikar and Jyoti. 
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Abstract 
 Saadat Hasan Manto‟s writings recall the period of time when there was no Pakistan – just British India. It is quite 
an injustice to label Manto as a Pakistani writer because he was born and brought up during the time when India was 
under the colonial rule of Britain and there was no existence of Pakistan. Most of his literary works he wrote were written 
before his migration to Pakistan or before Independence. Manto in his works wrote boldly about Muslims in Bombay, he 
gave an honest representation of the society of that time, but at a great peril. His honest representation of the society, 
especially of Muslims, labelled him as an outcast, drunkard and even Kafir or disbeliever for his realistic depiction of the 
society in Bombay of his times and his frank representation of social taboos, prostitution, drug addiction, alcoholism, 
adultery, sexploitation, marginalization, displacement, subaltern etc. He frankly wrote story after story about women and 
their bodies, their perceptions, their roles as lovers, sex workers, wives, and objects of pleasure. This paper mainly focuses 
on his theme of „subaltern‟ which is the important constituent of post-colonial literature. He is considered as a crusader for 
the subaltern because he used his position as a man to speak in support of the subaltern in a way like no other did.  
Keywords: Post-colonialism, Subaltern, Crusader, Short-stories, Prostitutes.  
 

Introduction 

 The major sphere of current post-colonial 

practice is the Subaltern study. The prominent 

writers such as Gayatri Spivak, Ranjit Guha, 

Kancha Iliah, and others have written on the 

subaltern issues in their works.  

 Oppression of women remained the chief 

concern in the works of feministic writers of the 

post-colonial period. They attempted to subvert 

the patriarchal order. Gayatri Chakravorty 

Spivak said that the ‗Subaltern‘ cannot speak. 

She believes that subaltern is not just a classy 

word for the oppressed and says, ―. . . 

everything that has limited or no access to then 

cultural imperialism is subaltern – a space of 

difference. Now who would say that‘s just the 

oppressed? The working class is oppressed. It‘s 

not subaltern.‖ 

 One of the most important aspects of fiction 

writing is how the stories that writers tell are 

more often not produced with underlying 

meanings that are influenced by the writer‘s 

own personal life and experiences. They usually 

write what they see or experience around 

themselves and reinforcing them in the reader‘s 

mind. There are certain academic writings that 

help us to understand the concept of Subaltern 

with the most prominent being Gayatri Spivak‘s 

definition of ‗Can the Subaltern Speak? Gayatri 

Spivak got a prominent position in the field of 

post-colonial literature. She gave the definition 

of ‗Subaltern‘ and explored the position of 

woman in post-colonial India. Asked the 

questions like; whether the Indian subaltern 

woman has a voice or even a voice 

consciousness? Can the subaltern speak? Will 

she be heard? And finally, Spivak experienced 

that subaltern cannot speak. Edward Said‘s 

work Orientalism has highlighted marginality 

and created the group for the marginal, hence 

Spivak praised his work Orientalism as she 

herself was interested in the concept of 

‗marginality‘. By the silence of subaltern as 

female Spivak did not mean that subaltern 

woman did not speak but rather others did not 

know how to listen, understand and participate 

into a transaction between speaker and listener. 

Subaltern is not a result failure of speaking but a 

failure of interpretation, hence the female is 

silenced. 

 Simply apply the theory of Spivak upon the 

voices of West portray ‗Other‘, non-western 

cultures in writing because of their sub-

conscious stereotypes and biases, and how the 

voices of subaltern themselves are questionable 

because of their lack of western privilege. The 
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term ‗Subaltern‘ is not limited to those who are 

non-western; the subaltern can refer to any 

individual of the community who has been 

marginalized and misrepresented because they 

do not have right to represent themselves. The 

writers represent them and give them their own 

voice through their writings to explore their 

silenced voices on the basis of any privilege 

they may have over them in terms of race, class, 

gender, region etc. Hence Saadat Hasan Manto 

also represented a marginalized class of society 

in his short stories especially those who 

belonged to weaker gender, females. He is 

praised for his portrayal of marginalized 

members of society – for his portrayal of the 

subaltern. He is considered as a crusader for the 

subaltern because he used his position as a man 

to speak in support of the subaltern in a way 

like no other did. Manto mostly chronicles the 

lives of people living at the outer fringes of the 

society with journalistic precision and most 

importantly, a sincerity of vision. He did not try 

to moralise or theorise the conditions of his 

characters in any way, even though he gets 

pretty involved with them. He honestly 

chronicles their lives by telling their unique 

tales which resulted from the deep personal 

interactions he had with them. Like in the short 

story Ten Rupees Manto tells the tale of a teenage 

prostitute, Sarita, who is taken on a car ride by 

three customers and paid her ten rupees which 

she later happily returns to them in the end. In 

another story, Mera Naam Radha Hai (My Name 

is Raadha) tells the tale of a girl playing the role 

of a vamp in the film, who basically was the 

daughter of a prostitute. In this story, Manto 

removes the façade of absurd respect worn by 

Raj Kishore and explored his real face before the 

readers. Radha objects Raj Kishore from calling 

her as ‗sister‘ as she knew the hypocritical 

nature of him. Manto very sincerely gave voice 

to this subaltern class of women in both these 

stories. Manto wrote these stories much earlier 

in conservative times but these are still relevant 

in present times. The fact that he remained 

controversial during his times is even discussed 

in our present times and the present society 

may still be same as it was in his times. Still, 

some social approaches towards various 

members of the society are same. He very 

artistically portrayed certain members of the 

subaltern like women and working class who 

were marginalized from the rest of the society. 

Like in the story Mummy the central character 

Mummy was expelled from the city (Poona) by 

the government. In another story, Kaali Shalwar 

Sultana was living in the building situated at 

outer fringes of the city, particularly built for 

prostitutes. Manto lived a life that has allowed 

him to represent the members of the subaltern 

class of the society, especially women and 

presented in a way that goes against tradition, 

oppressive representation of women and he 

raised issues such as female sexuality and 

identity. He deliberately told the stories of the 

subaltern – of women – for a purpose which is 

evident from Manto himself, he wrote in his 

essay, Beautiful Girls will be Harassed translated 

by Aakar Patel, ―As long as men are put next to 

women, this harassment will happen. There 

might come a time when women‘s existence is 

no longer necessary for men and this will stop 

by itself. But not before that time is this going to 

end‖. Amrita De wrote about Manto‘s women 

subaltern characters, ―Manto's women 

characters, …negotiate with remarkable dignity 

the subaltern niches they are pushed into, 

clawing their way back, making their voices 

heard and their presence felt with their dignity 

intact‖. Manto presented his subaltern 

characters as free, frank, bold, and independent. 

Such as in Ten Rupees Sarita, the child prostitute 

from the downtrodden society is a free spirit 

that holds her own in many ways, an 

independent for her joy. Similarly Radha in the 

story Mera Naam Radha Hai is a free and brave 

enough to stop Raj Kishore from calling her 

‗sister‘ and Mummy in the story Mummy did 

not bow before government nor she agreed to 

police for doing immoral work for them at the 

cost of her stay in Poona. She like an 

independent and brave individual decided to 
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take leave from Poona instead to bow her head 

before government or police. Amrita De 

believes that Manto has beautifully presented 

the voice of subaltern, as she says: 

How can you render a subaltern experience 

subjectively, from a position of power? 

There is always the danger of slipping into 

self-conscious posturing while attempting 

to do so. Saadat Hassan Manto's stories are 

exceptional in this sense because most of the 

time he gets it right without trying too hard. 

(15)  

 Further, she says about Manto‘s voice for 

subaltern: 

Furthermore, these ideas introduce us to a 

new dimension to consider when examining 

subaltern voices; the intersectionality that 

exists within them. This intersectionality 

reminds us not only of how important it is 

to examine all voices representing the 

subaltern, whether they be from the West or 

the subaltern themselves, but how 

important it is to understand and appreciate 

those voices of the subaltern which are 

authentic in their portrayal, language, and 

intention—voices who empower by going 

against conventional stereotypes or social 

acceptability—when they give other, more 

oppressed members of the subaltern a voice, 

like Manto did, compelling us to recognize 

the subaltern space as very much relevant 

and integral to our own lives. (15) 

 Manto through his characters compels the 

readers to recognize the subaltern space as very 

much relevant and integral to their own lives. 

Manto is counted with literary giants such as 

Charles Dickens, Kafka, Orwell, and Coetzee for 

his abusive or insensitive application of power 

and its discontents. Because these literary giants 

also experienced such application of authority 

in diverse and personal ways. They also like 

Manto deciphered the dark elements and 

blurred side of the society which other writers 

ignored. Saadat Hasan Manto usually spared 

the bright side of the society and explored its 

darker side by bringing it into the limelight, 

exposed the hidden politics and hypocrisies of 

the society. This downright, honest and realistic 

portrayal of society made him to face the wrath 

of the authorities of the time and was trailed 

several times for publishing stories which were 

considered vulgar and were even criticized by 

his own contemporaries such as, Ashfaq Baig, 

Sajad Zaheer, and Sibte Hasan. Although his 

intention was not to write anything vulgar or 

obscene for which he was condemned by the 

society, but he wrote what he observed and 

expressed his disgust on sexploitation the poor 

and helpless class of women were facing. 

 Manto‘s partition stories depict the plight of 

helpless women, who became the victims of 

sexploitation. They were abducted, molested, 

raped and murdered. During the violence of 

partition women often committed suicide or 

were killed by their own families to avoid 

sexploitation and save their honour and 

chastity. The violence against women during 

the period of partition had also been written by 

other authors like Urvashi Butalia, Khushwant 

Singh, Bapsi Sidhwa etc. but much later on. 

Manto, however, was much ahead of these 

writers and advanced in his times in analyzing 

the society he lived in and wrote about the 

hypocrisy existing within it. The most acclaimed 

stories which he wrote about the violence and 

sexploitation of women during partition are: 

Thanda Gosht (Colder than Ice), Khol Do (The 

Return or ‗Open It‘), and Mozail. 
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Abstract 
 Literature is an art: the art of writing, rewriting and absolving from trends and features; - -of eminent men and 
women chosen to represent stories and life on paper, the dictates of pleasure requires the taste of the emotions in purity. It 
suspends thoughts of immorality when the backdrop represents a pure sense of emotions and tasks and textuality. The 
paper discusses the art of pleasure and goodness in some of the literary pieces of the current and past century. 

 
Introduction  

 Poetry is the most significant medium to 

convey ones passions and emotions. It is a form 

which has decidedly been replaced by media 

and technology, but there is a significant 

response from publics who hold literary tastes 

as superior to that of present day real-life 

situations. They understand the fact that the 

depth of conveying a speck of knowledge and a 

grain of truth can be done exceedingly well by 

poetry. Written poetry signify the outbursts of 

materialism and finds ground in social spheres 

and circumstances, lyric poetry has succeeded 

to be the most influential of those that 

determine quality poetry: ‗a spontaneous 

overflow of powerful feelings‘. 

(http://www.bartleby.com/39/36.html) 

 The greatest number of folk songs in the 

Slavic oral tradition is always an episode, an 

event or a situation. It is also from oral life 

‗taken from reality or dreams that is lyrically 

stylized as a realistic action in fictive space and 

time‘. A written lyrical poem is different from 

an oral lyrical poem, as much as English lyrical 

poems are different from Serbian lyrical poems. 

 'Oj Dunave, tija vodo! 

 Stoti tako mutna teces? 

 It te jelen rogom muti, 

 Il Mirceta vojevoda?'  

  (Poetics of Serbo-Croatian Folk Lyric) 

 Lyric poetry presents a remarkable 

picturesque of events and persuades the reader 

to get involved in the action. As a casual 

observer the movement and rhythm present in 

the poem tends to draw the attention or 

captivate the mind from beginning till the end. 

It is evidently clear that the purpose of lyric 

poetry is to give delight but a thin line appears. 

Knowledge and wisdom presents itself into the 

limelight and the focus shifts from admiration 

of the work of art to the drawing out of 

knowledge and wisdom. 

 Wittgenstein states that ‗a poem, even 

though it is composed in the language of 

information is not used in the language game of 

giving information"  

(http://epc.buffalo.edu/authors/perloff/witt_i

ntro.html) Culler makes a clear statement in the 

'Poetics of the Lyric', that if we know the 

conventions involved in the lyric we can read 

the lyric as a poem but by refusing to 

understand the principles implies that the 

reader can only read it as a language. Readers 

are familiar with the purpose of poetry: to give 

pleasure. However cn pleasure be involved 

when one wants to instruct and moralise 

through it? And can there really be pleasure 

through it, when there are conventions? 

 Shelley was one of the greatest lyric poets in 

England. His lyrics had spontaneity and a 

mystical desire. In the words of Symonds 

however, we find that he was implacably 

antagonistic to ‗shams and conventions‘. Shelley 

had a passion for liberty. His lyrics did not 

suffer at the hands of public scandal because 

they contained in themselves the essentials 

which contribute to its significance. 

http://www.bartleby.com/39/36.html
http://epc.buffalo.edu/authors/perloff/witt_intro.html
http://epc.buffalo.edu/authors/perloff/witt_intro.html
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 Love according to Shelley is ―the bond and 

sanction which connects not only man with 

man, but with everything which exists‖ (On 

Love)(https://biblioklept.org/2013/03/14/on-

love-percy-bysshe-shelley/). The following lines 

That sustaining Love 

Which through the web of being blindly 

wove 

By man and beast and air and sea, 

Burns bright or dim, as each are mirrors of 

The fire for which all thirst. 

 (http HYPERLINK 

"https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/adonais

/"s://www.poemhunter.com/poem/adonais/) 

Shelley derives pleasure through an abstract 

phenomenon. We may also say that Love is 

inclusive of knowledge and wisdom but it is the 

pleasure that one enjoys by deriving from 

poetry that we understand in Grave's words: it 

is not only the metre and the rhythmic 

variations or the knowledge as we may also put 

it that attract us but the abstract being 

personified and brought down to reality. It is 

based on observation or experience rather than 

theory or logic. 

 To justify the fact that Shelley cold not have 

but experienced the warmth of love to describe 

it with brevity and genius is to equivocate the 

truth that pleasure has had an impact on him 

and the purpose of giving instruction is pushed 

to the background. 

 Shelley describes in his 'Defence of Poetry' 

that man is an observer and that it is this sense 

of observation that brings order in his life. 

Another important fact that is unnoticed is the 

truth that a kind of relationship is established 

with the highest pleasure when a poet starts 

writing poetry. There is a desire on the poet part 

to express his delight in poetry and this desire 

makes him desirable to listen to his poetry. 

Shelley trries to defend poets because as a poet 

he himself is endowed with delightful verse. 

Another reason, for the fact that he shares his 

delight with his readers. The relationship 

between a poet and his reader is established 

because it is intimate and profoundly significant 

because it is comparatively more relative in 

aspect. 

 Another thought is the preference to 

reading poetry aloud or reciting it than those 

put on paper when pleasure is given attention 

to. Readers find that oral poetry tends to invoke 

greater intererest than written poetry. This is 

due to the fact that while one considers the 

latter the focus is shifted to the use of 

metaphors, metre used etc. when Wordsworth 

defined the poem as a man speaking to men he 

probably envisaged speaking in a literal sense. 

For him oral communication was the natural 

medium of poetry. A kind of chant is created 

which hypnotises the listener the charm "acts as 

a spell upon the hearer, and disarms the 

judgement"(http://www.people.vcu.edu/~dlat

ane/stand-maga/V_7(2)/editorial_7(2).html). 

The writer would like to focus on Wordsworth‘s 

Lyrical Ballads as well. Wordsworth fulfils the 

purpose of giving pleasure and delight. Though 

the lyric and the ballad are two different genres, 

it is quite possible to find Wordsworth bringing 

them together to create a new work of art. The 

purpose of a ballad is to narrate events in a 

tragic story but in The Lyrical Ballads there is an 

outpour of emotions and feelings. The emphasis 

is on the emotions embodied in the story. The 

lyric is the poetic form dedicated to the 

outpouring of feelings and so it was natural for 

Wordsworth to distinguish it by titled it as The 

Lyrical Ballads. 

 Loving and affectionate people realize the 

divinely instituted grace, sketched within 

people. A few lines from the novel Divine, 

institute a significant perspective derived from 

affection and concern:  

'Mama, don‘t worry about me and the girls.' 

Her voice was cool. 'We‘re fine.' 'Thank 

You, God!' Grace‘s heart pounded so hard 

she could barely hear her own whispered 

voice. 'Are you back at Charlie‘s?'  

'No.' Emma sounded rushed. 'I don‘t want 

to get into it. I didn‘t want you thinking 

https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/adonais/
https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/adonais/
https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/adonais/
https://www.poemhunter.com/poem/adonais/
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something bad had happened to us.' There 

were soft voices in the background. 'Look, 

Mama, I gotta go.' 

The phone shook in Grace‘s hand. 'Call 

again soon, all right? I‘m worried about 

you.' 

Emma said good bye, and that was it. 

Whatever had happened between them 

back along the trail of years, the chasm was 

a mile wide, too far to cross. Somewhere 

between pig tails and prom dressed, Grace 

had lost her only daughter, maybe forever. 

Half the time Grace felt as if she were stuck 

in some horrible nightmare. As if she‘d 

stumbled into someone else‘s life. And 

nothing─not prayer or phone calls to the 

polce walks through the heart of 

Washington, DC─helped her find Emma 

and the girls. She had to rely on the 

information from that one call, had to 

believe what her daughter had said. 

Emma and the girls were safe. 

It still didn‘t make sense that Emma would 

choose a life of abuse and drugs over a life 

of live and safety back at home. 

That and her good friend Terrence, of 

course. Terrence had loved her since she 

was a sophomore in high school. He was 

still single and plodding through medical 

school now, trying to figure out why Emma 

left, why he hadn‘t been enough for her. 

Grace grabbed a can opener from the top 

drawer beneath the microwave and tapped 

it on the counter. She‘d had no appetite 

since Emma and the girls left Charlie, but 

she had to eat. Otherwise she wouldn‘t have 

the strength to keep looking, to always keep 

looking. (D 80-81) 

 There is something very interesting. What if 

Grace had not eaten and taken up the strength 

of putting off eating, and rather fasted until she 

had achieved her desired happy moments—

Emma and the girls lounging together with her 

and resembling a happy family of wonder and 

astonishment for others to see, but no, she 

would have to wait; as penned by Kingsbury 

―she had to eat. Otherwise she wouldn‘t have 

the strength to keep looking, to always keep 

looking. She opened the cupboard and stared at 

a shelf full of canned goods. She decided on 

two─a small can of diced chicken and a can of 

black beans. The can opener fit neatly on the 

edge of the bean can, and the lid was off in a 

few twists of the handle‖ (D 81). Her daughter 

Emma was given the healing touch of the happy 

minutes with Mary Madison.  
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Abstract 
 Trinidad born novelist of Indian origin and an expatriate literary circumnavigator V. S. Naipaul has occupied a 
significant position as a novelist of post-imperial crisis with his observation of the disintegration and the hypocrisy of the 
Third World Naipaul's novels, namely, the escape of the Third World into fantasy on being poverty-ridden and alienated 
on the circumference of power. The Mimic Men autobiographical novel posits a way of constructing an authentic and 
dignified identity for a post-colonial individual. This way is self-criticism, decolonization of the mind, and writing. The 
protagonist Ralph eventually faces and embraces his reality of being a colonized, gains mental independence by breaking 
the shackles of the epistemological prison he is put in, and reconstructs his fragmented personality by writing his memoirs. 
While Ralph constructs an independent identity through writing, Naipaul simultaneously constructs an authentic 
writing style.  
Keywords: Construction of Identity, Decolonization of the Mind, Authentic Postcolonial Identity. 

 
Introduction 

 The transformation in the mode of knowing 

which Even traces back to the Renaissance can 

account for the subsequent Enlightenment 

project of domination and control of nature 

through instrumental reason and the 

development of technologies in the age of the 

Industrial Revolution. The wide scale 

exploitation of nature is closely connected with 

European colonization, as it was in the colonies 

that the first extensive agricultural projects 

came to be developed and implemented. It 

should be no surprise, therefore, that after de-

colonization and the achievement of 

independence, a number of voices were raised 

in protest against the perceived Eurocentric 

discourse of nature/culture division and the 

understanding of nature as subordinated to 

man‘s purposes.  

 As one of the major concerns in V. S. 

Naipaul‘s postcolonial fiction, the relationship 

man/nature and the nature/culture divide 

provide an angle from which the writer, 

engaging with the issues of colonialism and 

post colonialism, proceeds to criticize a certain 

Eurocentric discourse about nature involved in 

the practice of colonization.  

 The colonial experience has caused the 

colonized to perceive them as inferior to the 

colonizer. Colonial education and cultural 

colonization have presented the English world, 

with its rich culture, as a world of order, 

discipline, success, and achievement. As a 

result, the natives who are devoid of their own 

culture, customs and traditions, religion, and 

race consider themselves to be inferior to those 

of their master and try to identify themselves 

with the empire. As they are far away from their 

original homeland, their own original traditions 

and religions have become meaningless to them 

and being completely different from the master 

in cultural, traditional, racial, and religious 

backgrounds, they can never successfully 

associate themselves with the colonizer either. 

They suffer from dislocation, placelessness, 

fragmentation, and loss of identity. As these 

psychological problems remain unsolved even 

after independence is achieved, independence 

itself becomes a word but not a real experience. 

 Without the colonizer, the colonized see 

themselves as lost in their postcolonial society 

that fails to offer a sense of national unity and 

identity. Ralph Singh, the narrator of "The Mimic 

Men", is a forty-year-old colonial minister who 

lives in exile in London. By writing his 

memoirs, Singh tries to impose order on his life, 

reconstruct his identity, and get rid of the 

crippling sense of dislocation and displacement. 

In other words, Singh is the representative of 

displaced and disillusioned colonial 
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individuals, and colonization is depicted as a 

process that takes away their identity, culture, 

history, and sense of place. Thus, the novel 

considers the relationship between the socio-

political and the psychological consequences of 

imperialism (113).   

 The Mimic Men") marks an important land 

mark in the literary career of Naipaul. The novel 

presents the condition of a newly independent 

country in the Caribbean, the island of Isabella 

and projects before us the condition of the 

people in postcolonial era. The title of the novel 

signifies the condition of colonized men who 

imitates and reflects colonizers lifestyle and 

views. The novel presents the life of formerly 

colonized people of the island who are unable 

to establish order and govern their country.  

 Therefore it becomes essential to read the 

novel not just for its politics but to study and 

analyze the impact of colonialism on the psyche 

of colonial people even after independence. 

Then a relevant connection between Ralph 

Singh and V.S.Naipaul, the author himself. 

While in his other works Naipaul maintains 

separateness from his characters that provides 

objectivity to his technique in use of irony to 

showcase the follies of the characters. But in 

Mimic Men, Naipaul makes no attempt to 

maintain such separateness of identity. 

 In The Mimic Men, the main character Singh 

as a West Indian politician who attempts to 

obtain a steadfast and well-structured identity 

throughout the novel embodies Naipaul‘s 

theoretical views on wavering and fragmented 

identities and cultures which have come into 

view after the cultural clash between the 

European colonizers and the colonized nations. 

His Caribbean land, Isabella, poses a setting in 

which independence cannot reconstruct his 

purely native culture and identity because the 

Western civilization has already pervaded their 

indigenous cultural elements and given rise to 

an ambivalent intermingling of the cultural 

distinctiveness of the two totally dissimilar 

worlds. 

 The autobiographical portion covers his 

early days in England, his meeting Sandra, his 

marriage and breaking up of it. The merger of 

identities is further underscored by the fact that 

many of Naipaul‘s attitudes and tastes have 

been transferred on to Ralph Singh. As a child, 

Singh responds to his sense of abandonment by 

dreaming of India, the homeland, and of his 

origin. He reads books on Asiatic and Persian 

Aryans and dreams of horsemen who look for 

their leader . He creates an ideal and heroic past 

which is in conflict with the real-life condition 

in Isabella. He is completely shocked when his 

father sacrifices Tamango, the race horse, 

although he is aware of the symbolic 

significance of such an act in Hindu tradition.  

 Ralph, an uprooted colonial, a permanent 

homeless exile, wedded to his writing and his 

desk, seemingly writing about the upheavals 

and turmoil of the postcolonial world, but in 

actuality giving order of his own life through 

writing. He opens a new space for himself 

through writing which opens a dialogue 

between the Third and First Worlds. Ultimately 

it is in the assertion of the emancipation of 

writing as well as the independence of a writer 

that Ralph anchors an emancipated and 

emerging identity rooted in words: ―There was 

my sense of intrusion which deepened as I felt 

my power to be more and more a matter of 

words. So defiantly, in my mind, I asserted my 

character as intruder, the picturesque Asiatic 

born for other landscapes‖ (248). Through 

writing, Ralph links himself in a more self-

reflexive way to an imaginary ancestral land, 

inscribing the motherland into the new 

geographical space, London. 

 Naipaul often speaks of writing as a 

vocation and as the best means of investigating 

and making sense of life: 

 Ralph is a parody of the writer, someone 
who thinks writing is easy, but he is also a 

Naipaul-like figure who has made writing his 
life and who in writing about the world really is 
writing about himself and his discontents. He 

withdraws into his vocation as a writer where 
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the violence and political disorder become 

fiction and tries to find the only order given to 
the chaos of individual lives by writing about 
them and by creating narratives. It is never clear 

what Ralph intends by writing his book, as his 
purpose keeps changing until the act of writing 

itself becomes his existence, a mimicry of a life. 
Imprisoned in himself and locked into his art 

reserve, the negative-aggressive feeds his 
feeling of irreparable loss with everything.  
 Naipaul‘s fixation on writing implies that 

the frame of the memoir is Naipaul‘s way of 
preventing rather than allowing his protagonist 

to negotiate his way out of the role into which 
he has written himself; it apparently originates 

in self-deception, not self-invention. Ralph, 
having evaded self-knowledge for much of his 
life in compromise and betrayal, faces his 

deceptions in writing his memoir. He 
approaches the truth regarding his personal and 

professional life warily, sometimes 
contradicting himself, changing his position, 
and in the end he has earned the Perception he 

shares with his creator that a life exists only in 
words. When people move, identities, 

perspectives, and definitions change. The Mimic 
Men extends beyond a simple identification of 

man and landscape to encompass a colonial 
vision of eternal displacement. The embrace of 
the shifting identification might end up 

deracinating an individual or national identity. 
 The colonized try to mimic their colonizer 

but fail. Therefore, ―escape‖ seems to be the best 
means of finding an order in their life. In an 
interview with Ian Hamilton, Naipaul says, 

―London is my metropolitan centre, it is my 
commercial centre, and yet I know that it is a 

kind of limbo and that I am a refugee in the 
sense that I am always peripheral‖ (16). Failing 

to find a geographical home and failing to 
confirm his cultural identity, the exile seeks to 
create a sense of his own identity through the 

vision of home constructed in fiction. Ralph 
originally thinks that he will feel no more 

isolation once he leaves Isabella: ―I thought that 
this absurd disorder, of placelessness, was part 

of youth and my general unease and that it 
would go away as soon as I left Isabella‖ (184). 
Unexpectedly, he is still plagued by the same 

feeling of placelessness in London. His 

―shipwreck‖ is still greater, still more disastrous 
in the ‗promised land‘ of London; no place is 
home. Everywhere he is shipwrecked, washed 

up.  
 Ralph‘s position between home and 

homelessness reflects that his identity is 
unfixed, unstable and changing. He has gained 

an identity as a permanently exiled writer 
without a fixed home; his identity is open, not 
limited. But his ―open‖ and fluid identity brings 

not ecstatic freedom but ultimate trauma of 
being an ultimate exile. Although he fails to 

reconnect himself to India, the homeland, or to 
connect himself to London, the metropolis, by 

writing his memoirs, Singh finally takes control 
of his sense of dislocation as he realizes that 
there is no ideal place with which he can 

identify himself. 
 Similarly, Singh in The Mimic Men, as a 

student firstly and then as a politician, comes to 
London several times, leaving his nominal 
Caribbean island of Isabella as originally an 

Indian person. He finds neither solidity nor any 
permanent identity in any landscape and 

remains as a character with disintegration and 
spiritual ruins. He exemplifies a typical ex-

colonized citizen that frequently immigrates to 
other territories with the hope of searching for 
an unshakable mood for the reason that these 

once colonized people occupy an in-between 
position, always being unable to associate 

themselves with any static nation ultimately. 
The novel mentioned both writers imply the fact 
that cultures and nations cannot preserve their 

essential elements and characteristics because 
they possess not any fixed and steady nature, 

but constantly changing and floating whenever 
their citizens or members have intimate 

connections with others, ending up with 
borderless and placeless individual worlds. 
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Abstract  
 The Snow is a best-selling novel written by the Nobel Prize winner Orhan Pamuk. The novel represents microcosm of 
Turkey, its society, its politics and its Ottoman culture, jeopardized between Eastern and Western diagonal pulls and 
finally the Turkish society turned into an ice lump. The complex idea is described by the novelist through an issue of 
banning headscarf of girls in school. By doing so the education department wants to usher in the Western Culture in 
Turkey by triggering clashes between fundamentalist and secularist. The present paper is an attempt to study this conflict 
and causes for it. The second aspect of this novel is Pamuk tries to mitigate the binary oppositions between man and 
woman. By doing so he paves the way of compromise between the political (traditional) Islam and the New Republicanism 
in Turkey. Thirdly, snow symbolizes freezing and isolation. So Istanbul symbolizes a city cut off from the rest of the world. 
It has become a prison of the makings of the conservatives. The snow should melt by the meeting of East and West.  
Keyword: Secularism, republicanism, headscarf, snow, east-west, feminism….. 

 
Introduction  

 The struggle between secularists and 

fundamentalist in Turkey gained more wind 

after the Young Turk Revolution (1908). After 

the revolution, the real and strong clashes 

started during the period of Mustafa Kemal 

Ataturk. He had to mitigate between the 

political or traditional Islam and new 

Republicanism, without causing serious 

damage to the contemporary Turkish society. 

Orhan Pamuk ventures to do that political 

exercise. In his interview to foreign media, 

Pamuk more than once affirms, that he is a 

secularist and he is a modernized and from the 

readers‘ point of view, he is a postmodernist. 

So, one need not try to find much didactism in 

the novel. In fact he loves Islam, but his being 

liberal secular does not come in the way of 

being a postmodernist novelist. He is a leading, 

contemporary Turkish novelist and Nobel Prize 

winner for literature in 2006. In his novels, he 

deals with certain universal themes like quest 

for new identity, East-West conflict, dominating 

Western culture and its impact on Turkish 

society, fast spreading consumerism, feminism, 

pursuit of love and its vanity. He has written 

ten novels among them outstanding novels 

include My Name is Red (1998), Snow (2002), The 

Museum of Innocence (2008) and others.  

 Snow is a political novel interwoven with a 

love story, which takes place in Kars a distant 

province on the Turkish-Armenian border 

around 1990. Snow presents a microcosm of 

Turkey, its politics, its society and its Ottoman 

culture jeopardized between the Eastern and 

Western pull. The protagonist Ka is a leftist and 

a poet, returned to Turkey after twelve years of 

exile in Germany. His journalist friend asked Ka 

to write on article on the ensuing municipal 

election, which would be fiercely fought among 

the Islamic fundamentalists, Kurdish people 

and the leftist. He is also charged with the task 

of investigating the causes of suicides among 

young girls, not allowed to go to schools 

without covering their hair with headscarves. 

Ka accepts this offer in order to find out his 

beloved Ipek.  

 The struggle of woman for equality and fair 

treatment in the patriarchal society is an age-old 

phenomenon. The crux of the problem in this 

novel is the Turkish Government has banned 

headscarf in schools and colleges. This rouses 

stout opposition from the traditional society. 

But the government forces to abandon 

headscarves. The matter becomes so explosive 

that some girls are dropped out of schools and 

some go to the extreme of committing suicide. 

―And now, because they‘ve been barred from 
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their classes for brandishing this symbol of 

political Islam, they‘ve begun committing 

suicide‖ (Pamuk, Snow 21-22). While doing his 

duty by interviewing with the father of the 

same headscarf girl Teslime, who died by 

committing suicide, Ka comes to know from 

him that:  

Regarding the headscarf, clearly the girl‘s 

mother, who wore one, had set the example, 

with the blessing of the whole family. But 

the real pressure had come from her school 

friends who were running the campaign 

against the banishment of covered women 

from the Institute. Certainly, it was they 

who taught her to think of the headscarf as 

a symbol of ‗political Islam‘. So, despite her 

parents‘ expressed wish that she remove her 

headscarf, the girl refused, thus ensuring 

that she would frequently be removed by 

the police from the halls of the institute. 

When she saw some of her friends giving 

up and uncovering their heads, and others 

forgoing their headscarves to wear wigs 

instead, the girl began to tell her father that 

life had no meaning and that she no longer 

wanted to live (p. 16-17).   

 Finding no positive response, there occur a 

number of anti-Government activities in the city 

of Kars such as:  

... Taking a hammer to the nose of the statue 

that stood in the garden of the Trade and 

Industry Lycée, writing ugly remarks on the 

poster hanging on the wall at the Gang of 

Fifteen Café, entering into a conspiracy to 

use hatchet to destroy the statue standing 

outside the government offices (p. 311).  

 Among the traditionalists, kadife is bold girl 

and the leader of the conservative group. She 

corroborates with some likeminded men. They 

kill the director of the institution for banning 

headscarves. This triggers proclaiming martial 

law in the district and some leaders are treated 

very cruelly and some are killed. The task of 

handling the activists is well done by the 

military force of Turkey. In this clash between 

the government and activists, the former has 

controlled the latter in no time:  

Just after the coup had started, Z Demirkol 

and his cohorts had shot and killed one of 

the two Kurdish boys they‘d caught writing 

slogans on the walls of Halitpaşa Avenue. 

After seizing another boy, they‘d beaten 

him until he‘d fainted. Then there was the 

young unemployed boy they‘d taken to the 

religious high school so that he could clean 

the graffiti off its walls. When he‘d tried to 

escape, they‘d shot him in the legs (p. 311).  

 At this juncture a drama company arrives in 

Kars under Sunay Zaim to enact a play to show 

Turkey as a secular country like the West. 

Sunay wants to whip up the reformist feelings 

among women so that they can revolt against 

headscarves which by this time have become 

the symbol of feminist struggle. As Sheila Dillon 

observes, ―Women and the veil is a topic of 

great contemporary currency and political 

urgency. From the controversial headscarf ban 

in French schools to Orhan Pamuk‘s new novel 

Snow, the veil is a potent visual symbol of 

political Islam and the clash of Civilizations‖ 

(Dillon, 682-83).  

 Kadife hates Sunay and wants to kill him 

because he helps the police to arrest Blue, her 

beloved, another activist of revolution. Sunay 

invites her to participate in an anti headscarves 

drama ―My Father Land or My Headscarf‖. 

Kadife accepts this proposal and is ready to bare 

her headscarf and show her hair to public. She 

is ready to change sides and remove her 

headscarf to the chagrin of the audience. This 

volte-face of Kadife is a trick to free her beloved 

Blue, who was in the clutches Sunay. When she 

removes her headscarf the whole audience 

started shouting and looting against her. 

However, the last best is yet to come. In the last 

scene she is to shoot Sunay as a finale to the 

play. She is to use an empty gun in acting out 

this scene, but in spite of all care she uses real 

gun and kills Sunnay. 
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 Thus, Kadife takes revenge on the people 

who force discarding headscarves. She has 

taken revenge of the girls who committed 

suicide and it is a warning to the Government 

and supporters of removing headscarves. It may 

be a message to the people who force their will 

on women in the name of modernity or in the 

name of religion. 

 The title Snow represents a city cut off from 

the outside world. Thus snow is a symbol of 

isolation the religious symbol of Muslim. 

Headscarf isolates woman from the modern 

world. Pamuk takes this title from Turkish play 

by Cevat Fehmi (Baskurt) Before the Ice Melt. He 

uses the metaphor of snow for more than one 

meaning. In all his endeavors woman is at the 

centre of the affairs. What happens outside 

happens first to the woman. Snow represents 

freezing fear which sucks energy and drags.  

 Secondly, snow is a metaphor for the 

religious deficiency in the Post-Ataturk Turkish 

society should change from a secular society 

into liberal secular society. Liberal secularism 

does not come in the way of what an individual 

should wear what he should eat, which God he 

should worship. Women‘s dress with veil or 

headscarf cannot become a state issue.  

 Next, Snow points at a sad point history 

which modern Turkish would like to forget. The 

blood chilling holocaust between the Armenians 

and Turkish people left the country with 

unemployment, poverty; high suicide rate 

among young men and women; youth lost the 

will to button up their stained only jackets. 

 One more thought of Pamuk that appeals to 

his readers is he upholds Westernization but 

with a rider. Orhan Pamuk means to suggest 

that the effort to westernize traditional society 

hap hardly has done more damage and a little 

good. The pain and agony felt by Pamuk on the 

mimicry of Westernization can be seen here, ―I 

am not mourning the Ottoman Empire I am a 

Westernizer……. They (Turkish elites) lacked 

the confidence necessary to create a national 

culture rich in its own symbols and rituals‖ 

(Pamuk, Other Colors 369).  

 I would like to express my views 

differently. Mere headscarf is made to be a 

potent instrument of freedom struggle of 

women, does not hold much water. The holy 

Koran does not see veil, naquab etc as a 

contentious issue. It is a dress item. Secondly, is 

the Turkish society so naive to make the 

headscarf issue such a national debate? Instead 

the role of Turkish woman in the new social and 

religious dispensation after the East-West 

accommodation and liberal secularism is much 

more important issue hold national debate. In 

my opinion headscarf or no headscarf cannot 

stir a national debate. 
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Abstract 
 Paulo Coelho is one of the most influential Brazilian authors. In his novel The Alchemist, he explains the themes of 
love, fate, omens and symbols. He also deals with magical realism in this novel. Magical realism is a narrative technique 
that blends reality with the fantastic. The author has shown in this novel that power is within every human being. He also 
shows that the people‟s heart is their first guide. So they should first follow their heart and act accordingly. If they do so, 
they could succeed in their lives. The protagonist of the novel, Santiago follows his heart and omens to achieve his dream of 
getting his treasure. Alchemy is a process of transforming metal into gold. Through this symbol, the author shows how the 
transformation plays vital role in one‟s life. It tells how the ordinary shepherd boy transforms into a clever alchemist 
towards the end. A gypsy woman, a man who claims himself as a king, Fatima, the lover of Santiago who encourages him 
when he hesitates and says that love would never keep a man from his destiny and finally an alchemist help him to achieve 
his treasure in the end. 
Keywords: Dream, destiny, treasure, omens, language 

 
Introduction 

 Paulo Coelho‘s The Alchemist is a popular 

novel which touched the heart and soul of many 

people throughout the world. It has been 

translated into seventy two languages. In this 

novel, the protagonist, Santiago believes in 

dreams, omens and signs. By following them, he 

achieves his treasure in the end. When the novel 

opens, Santiago enters an abandoned church 

with his sheep to spend a night. There he has a 

dream that he already had one week before. He 

wakes up and wonders what the dream means. 

Later he meets an old gypsy woman who reads 

his palm. She assures that he will get the 

treasure if he goes to Pyramids in Egypt. She 

also asks him to give her one-tenth of the 

treasure if he finds it. ―And this is my 

interpretation: you must go to the Pyramids in 

Egypt. I have never heard of them, but, if it was 

a child who showed them to you, they exist. 

There you will find a treasure that will make 

you a rich man‖ (Coelho 14). The gypsy 

woman‘s interpretation of his dream shows that 

she has magical powers.  

 Santiago then meets a man named 

Melchizedek who claims to be the king of 

Salem. He seems to have known Santiago‘s 

personal history and his thought without asking 

anything to him. He explains him that the 

treasure does exist and advises him to follow his 

dreams and omens to achieve the destiny. 

Melchizedek also says that every man has an 

intuition and knows what his destiny is when 

he is young. At that time, everything would be 

possible to them. But as the days pass by, he 

postpones the idea of achieving his destiny, 

hoping that he will do it later when he gets 

time. When he grows old, he even abandons the 

idea by blaming it on fate. So he advises the boy 

not to be one of the people who fail to achieve 

their destinies. He further says, 

It‘s a force that appears to be negative, but 

actually shows you how to realize your 

destiny. It prepares your spirit and your 

will, because there is one great truth on this 

planet: whoever you are, or whatever it is 

that you do, when you really want 

something, it‘s because that desire 

originated in the soul of the universe. It‘s 

your mission on earth. (Coelho 20-21) 

 Melchizedek says how he was forced to 

appear before a minor and transformed himself 

as a stone the week before. The minor 

abandoned everything to go mining for 

emeralds. He had been working for five years 

and examined thousands of stones looking for 

an emerald. Finally he became tired and 

decided to give it up. But if he were to examine 

one more stone, he would find his emerald. 
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That time the king decided to help him. He 

transformed himself as a stone and rolled up to 

the foot of miner. With full of frustration, the 

minor threw the stone aside. Fortunately the 

stone is thrown on a stone where the emerald 

had been hidden. The stone was broken and at 

last the miner got his treasure after his five 

years of hard work.  

 Next day, the king narrates him a story. It is 

about a shop keeper who sends his son to know 

about the secret of happiness from the wisest 

man in the world. The boy wanders through the 

desert for forty days, and finally finds the man. 

The wise man gives him a spoon filled with two 

drops of oil and asks him not to let a drop of oil 

spill while observing the beauty of the palace. 

When the boy returns, the wise man asks him to 

explain the beauty of the palace. But the boy 

could not tell as his concentration was only on 

the spoon. Again the man asks him to go 

around the palace to see its beauty. Now the 

boy returns with empty spoon as he was only 

enjoying the beauty of the palace, failed to 

concentrate on spoon. The wise man explains 

that the secret of happiness is to see all the 

marvels of the world and at the same time not 

to forget the drops of oil on the spoon. Santiago 

understands what the king is coming to say. A 

Shepherd may like to travel and at that time, he 

should not forget about his sheep.  

 When Santiago says that he will give a part 

of his treasure to him, Melchizedek says that he 

will lose his desire to work toward getting it, if 

he starts out by promising what he does not 

even have yet. Finally Santiago decides to give 

him one-tenth of his sheep. Then the king gives 

him two stones namely Urim and Thummim 

and asks him to take his own decisions. If he is 

confused, the stones would help him. 

Melchizedek then talks about the principle of 

favourability. He says ―when you play cards the 

first time, you are almost sure to win. Beginner‘s 

luck‖. He further says, ―Because there is a force 

that wants you to realize your destiny; it whets 

your appetite with a taste of success‖ (Coelho 

27). 

 Omens are an important element of magical 

realism. Santiago is shown many signs and 

symbols on his way to Pyramids. In order to 

move forward and find his treasure, he has to 

interpret them. Some of the omens that come in 

the novel are the butterfly that represents both 

change and freedom, the hawks that denotes 

danger in the oasis and the scarab beetles that 

are considered to be the symbol of God, comes 

as an omen that help Santiago where to dig to 

get the treasure. 

 Implicit in magical realism is a criticism of 

society. Santiago has some pessimists in his life: 

his father who does not want to let him know 

the world and be a Shepherd and wants him to 

be a priest, and then the crystal merchant who 

discourages that his dream is impossible just 

like his own dream to go to Mecca. Characters 

like these would let the fear ruin not only their 

lives but also others‘ lives, who have the real 

passion to pursue their dreams. Another 

magical realism is found in the novel is 

Santiago‘s capability of speaking to the desert, 

the wind and the sun. He convinces all of these 

entities would help him prove to the tribal 

leaders that he is an alchemist. 

 Once Santiago reaches Egypt, he loses his 

money by not being alert. Initially, he feels sorry 

for himself. Then he is in the dilemma whether 

he has to choose between thinking of himself as 

the poor victim of a thief or as an adventurer in 

quest of his treasure. Finally he decides his 

destiny and says to himself ―I‘m an adventurer, 

looking for treasure‖ (Coelho 40). Then he 

begins to work in a crystal shop for livelihood. 

In order to develop the business, he follows 

omens and suggests the owner to display 

crystals outside the crystal shop. When the 

owner feels hesitant, he says that they have to 

respond to omens. He quotes the king‘s words, 

―It‘s called the principle of favourability, 

beginner‘s luck. Because life wants you to 

achieve your destiny‖ (50).  
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 Finally one day after Santiago earns enough 

money, he decides to leave the shop forever. He 

then again follows the omens and takes the long 

journey to the Pyramids. Here the magical 

realism comes when a robber boy says Santiago 

that he is a stupid to believe this recurrent 

dream of treasure. He further says that he too 

had a dream like this in which he was told that 

he would find a hidden treasure in an 

abandoned church which is in Spain. But he 

neglected and did not want to be stupid. Now 

the boy finds out that his treasure is nowhere 

but in the ruined church where he had the 

dream. ―The boy stood up shakily, and looked 

once more at the Pyramids. They seemed to 

laugh at him, and he laughed back, his heart 

bursting with joy‖ (Coelho 155). But still he feels 

happy that he has been to new places, got new 

experiences, has learned many life lessons and 

could understand the language of the desert, the 

wind and the sun. Finally he is happy that he is 

able to reach his destiny. Through this novel, 

Paulo Coelho shows that every man has many 

hurdles on his way and if he bravely 

encounters, handles them with patience and 

alertness, he will succeed in his life. 
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Abstract  
 It was not an easy task for many to speak for the suppressed women. It requires a lot of patience and perseverance to 
analyse the suppressed souls, the intensity of their distress and help them reveal their bottled burdens. What was thought, 
a revelation has now become a part of education. Marginalised women have evolved to be a part of the community in this 
world. Bell Hooks and Spivak wrote on the subaltern and focused on the mainstream of the colonial impacts. Writers like 
Bapsi Sidhwa and Khaled Hosseini have sought story telling as methods to voice out the pains and pangs of the 
marginalised women. For a woman to understand the plight of other women in their own society is not challenging. To 
carry it to the people of the western society and to earn their empathy is a challenging task. Women around the world in all 
corners have been subjected to a lot of trouble. Their physical weakness is counted upon and attacked. There are no laws 
that govern the women with suppression and humiliation. Every religion considers to hold women important as she 
governs the morality of the house.  
Keywords: Diaspora, Marginalised people, Subjugated Women, Gender Inequality, Patriarchal Principles. 
 

Introduction 

[There is] no need to hear your voice, when 

I can talk about you better than you can 

speak about yourself. No need to hear your 

voice. Only tell me about your pain. I want 

to know your story. And then I will tell it 

back to you in a new way. Tell it back to 

you in such a way that it has become mine, 

my own. Re-writing you, I write myself 

anew. I am still author, authority. I am still 

[the] colonizer, the speaking subject, and 

you are now at the center of my talk. (Bell 

Hooks) 

 Muffled by the men in the society, they 

have none to hear their worries. It was a taboo 

in early days, to speak about their feelings to 

others. In this light, women emerged as writers 

under the blanket of fear and darkness. The 

society threw the blankets and threw light on 

them, realising that women need to be allowed 

to express their views to the others. She has a 

strength to enjoy reading and writing. But this 

strength that evolves from an anxiety to learn 

and question is broken to nothing by the 

patriarchal society. The desire to learn and 

acquire knowledge through learning is crippled 

by the law makers in some societies. 

Emancipation is not given value, as the men 

feel, women will disregard their responsibilities. 

Women should be bestowed the power of The 

Book Thief who indulged in reading stealthily. 

They should not be refrained from gaining 

knowledge. 

 “She wrote in rage, when she should have 

written in calm‖ Virginia Woolf said, that of Jane 

Austen. But this seems to be the need of the 

hour, in order to enable the women of today to 

rise to voice for equality. Pen is mightier than 

the sword. Women must come to express views 

of their own self to the outside world. Breaking 

from the shells of subjugation, they will be able 

to realize their dream life. Man is considered as 

the bread winner and provider of all needs to 

his family. It becomes his responsibility to take 

care of his family always. To many in today‘s 

subjugated society, it is unacceptable to allow a 

woman to go out to earn. Whether she gets 

education and a good social status is not the 

question to be debated in their community. 

Instead, they debate on how soon a girl can be 

sent away in marriage. 

 In many instances women are bartered for 

money. When the father is unable to repay the 

amount of borrowed money, he sends away his 

daughter and finishes his liability. His 

obligation towards his daughter is over when 
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she is married to another man. Age is never a 

factor to consider. They send their daughters as 

goods bought for money. Mariam is a character 

who suffers in Khaled Hosseini‘s A Thousand 

Splendid Suns, just the same way. The Pakistani 

Bride is a touching novel that travels along the 

journey of the poor girl Zaitoon, who is sent 

away by her father Qasim, in the name of 

marriage. Mariam being the illegitimate child of 

her father, is denied all benefits and love. She 

yearns for fatherly attention and visits him often 

for which she is reprimanded. Her life after 

marriage is miserable and ends up in more 

disaster. Men in the society who have more 

voice make laws and dictate to the other men in 

the society. They just follow it and call it the 

way of life for women.  

 Endurance is the only word that a girl is 

taught in her whole life. She begins enduring 

when she holds her father‘s hands not out of 

love, but to stop being beaten up. She endures 

pain and humiliation in her own home when 

even her little brothers, rule over her, in the 

name of being born a male. Chauvinism is 

passed on to the smallest male member of the 

family and endurance is thrust on even the 

smallest female member in the family. The 

society follows dogmatic principles and thrusts 

it over those who want to break such rules. 

Under the slightest pretext of suspicion, they 

beat women. Suppression is quite common in 

the houses where women are deemed to carry 

no status in life. They receive orders from all 

men in the family without any age restriction. 

 Men are the heads of the family and they 

are responsible to carry out the domestic 

matters of the house. Every one respects the 

male head of the family and never does 

anything without his knowledge. When the wife 

has to go out, it has to be done with his 

permission, mostly accompanied by the 

husband himself. Walking in the streets without 

a man, will lead to disastrous results to the 

girl.―Respect for the exercise of authority over 

other household members by a man is widely 

accepted by the respondents. The acceptance of 

this normative principle is socially 

pervasive.‖(Leah Wilfreda RE Pilongo). Respect 

for a woman comes when she delivers a boy 

baby. Since they follow the paternal rule, a boy 

will only carry forward the family history and 

fame. Girls are shame filled and considered a 

burden. The evolution of life is a process that is 

common to both man and woman. However, 

they do not understand that when a woman 

delivers a girl baby, it is not her fault. When she 

gives birth to a boy, they respect her and 

consider her to be a fertile lady. In many cases, 

men practise polygamy in the name of wanting 

a boy baby. 

 Mariam in A Thousand Splendid Suns is 

married to Rasheed, but fails to give birth to a 

boy. She is forced to accept Rasheed‘s idea of 

marrying Laila who is a very young girl, just 

because she is unable to bear kids. Miscarriages 

irritate Rasheed and he does not care for her 

health. In this circumstance Laila also finds a 

solace in Rasheed to grow her lover‘s baby. 

Beating and abusing becomes too much to bear 

day by day, that they stop following the lessons 

of endurance. Mariam decides to set up an 

example to other women like her, who suffer 

silently, the tortures of such brutish husbands. 

She kills him with a shovel, only to prove that 

women can also rage more than fire in life. It 

takes time for the woman to rise to mutiny but 

once she does, she destroys even signs of 

suppression. Zaitoon is unlike Mariam and 

leaves her home in search of life. What is in 

store for her is even worse, as men do not leave 

her free. They tear her dreams, rape her and she 

suffers more outside home. She does not, under 

even such dying circumstances, decide to go 

back home. She clubs with Carol and both of 

them decide to escape from the rising danger of 

the hills.  

 The plight of women, whether she hails 

from France or any part of Afghanistan or 

Pakistan is no different. She is put under control 

of the men of the society. It is unbecoming of a 
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man if he cannot put her under control. A 

woman from the planes will be broadminded, 

outspoken and free to make decisions that will 

help the progress of the house. But these do not 

help a man gain respect.  

 In order to gain respect in the society, he 

beats his wife to prove that the lady in the house 

is always scared of him. Being scared and loyal 

to the male head of the house earns him 

reputation. There are a lot of psychological 

afflictions that affect the women. Suppressed 

women move into depression. Women saturate 

to become atrophy by the end of their lives.  

 Suffering is a common experience for 

women, in the words of Simone de Beauvoir. 

They exchange woes of torture rather than 

dreams of their future. They imagine happiness 

in their silent minds and cry silently. Their heart 

is full of wild sorrow weeping loudly with 

closed mouths in dark rooms. A placid smile is 

fixed on their poor lips to welcome their 

torturous husbands when they return from 

work. But these silent lips know to be irascible 

too, at men when they cross their limits beyond 

endurance. The Holy Quran does not hold 

women to be menial beings. They are also to be 

treated as equals in the society, grant them 

freedom to be literate and earn. Women are 

made embodiments of hesitant representations 

of the self. They are kept at a distance as their 

destiny is decided by the men in the society. It is 

considered to be a misfortune to be a woman. 

The real pain in a woman‘s life is when the 

woman herself does not understand another 

woman‘s misfortune and calls her a bad luck in 

the family. 

 A man is someone whom the wife can trust 

and rely. He is supposed to render a comforting 

shoulder in times of crisis and failures. Their 

relationship should never be at risk. The 

suppressed women can only dream of such men 

in their imagination. Reality is very harsh and 

turns a hard hand on them.What Mary 

Wollstonecraft wanted to happen is true in 

today‘s context. ―I do not wish women to have 

power over men; but over themselves‖ (Mary 

Wollstonecraft). What is needed for today is not 

the ability to endure silently but to voice out 

loudly that will break them from the shackles of 

injustice. Silence does not save them. Violence is 

not the choice either. What is needed is 

emancipation from injustice and a lifting hand 

to reach intellectual heights, for a woman can 

make dreams come true. 
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Abstract 
 The aim of the paper is to expose the suffering of man‟s life. No one can escape from the social evils. Each and every 
sufferings will be related with the social evils. This paper is entitled as “Not Scars But Tattoos: Sufferings in the novel of 
John Green‟s The fault in Our Stars “ . In this novel the main characters including the protagonist undergoes the 
sufferings. This novel tells about the physical and emotional pain. The characters are suffering by a terrible disease cancer. 
But the protagonist Hazel proves everybody can win in this world under any situation. These sufferings are not scars just 
a temporary feeling. 
Key words: Suffering, tragedy, cancer 

   

Introduction 

 Suffering is part of man‘s life. No man can 

escape suffering. Only the degree and nature of 

suffering varies from person to person. 

Suffering forms the theme of many works of art 

and literature. Suffering is the main theme of 

the novel The Fault in our Stars. Suffering is a 

prominent experience in the lives of the 

characters.. Hazel, Augustus, Issac and all the 

characters endure quite a bit of physical and 

emotional pain.  

 The buildup of fluid in Hazel‘s lungs 

deprives her of oxygen, leading to a bout of 

intense pain that lands her in the emergency 

room. Acccording to M.Cathleen Casey ― Pain is 

inevitable, suffering is optional‖. Issac has to 

contend with losing his remaining eye, which 

leaves him blind and leads his girlfriend to 

break up with him. Augustus physically 

deteriorates to the point that has to take pain 

medication strong enough to leave him nearly 

incoherent, and he suffers to know he will never 

accomplish any of the heroic things he wanted 

to do in his life. 

 If questioned about the literary genre The 

Fault in our Stars can be categorised as a 

tragedy. The word ―tragic‖ can describe any 

number of sad or depressing incidents that 

plague everyday life. A literary tragedy is a 

written piece that consists of courageous, noble 

characters who must confront powerful 

obstacles, external or from within. These 

characters are the epitomes of bravery. They 

show the depth of the human spirit in the face 

of danger, defeat and even death. 

 In The Fault in Our Stars the characters may 

not be of high and noble birth. But they are 

noble in their attitude to life. The obstacle they 

confront is the killer disease cancer and the 

accompanying problems which prevent them 

from leading a normal life. The characters are 

examples of extraordinary courage especially 

Hazel and Augustus and all the cancer 

characters. They are brave and positive in the 

face of danger, suffering and even death. 

 According to the Greek concept of tragedy 

the hero had to be a superman above the status 

of an ordinary person. In Ancient Greece the 

tragic actor put on a thick soled and high heeled 

boot called the buskin to make him appear tall 

and majestic. Humble men can suffer just as 

deeply as the great, and their misfortunes 

equally deserve our pity, it was not 

unreasonable for the old dramatists to feel that 

only the lives of the famous and powerful 

offered fitting subjects for tragedy. The fall of a 

king or the ruin of a great family, is bound to be 

more impressive to the spectator than the fate of 

a nonentity, and the doings of an ordinary 

mortal can scarcely be clothed in sublime poetic 

language, grandeur and dignity. But as themes 

changed the characters of the tragedy also 

changed. Kings and aristocrats became 

personalities of the bygone days and democracy 
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replaced monarchy. So the protagonist of a 

tragedy can be any ordinary person from 

ordinary life. The characters in The Fault in Our 

Stars are from middle class families. So it is easy 

for the readers who are mostly ordinary people 

to identity themselves with the suffering of 

these characters which increases the impact of 

the tragedy. 

 The Greek tragedy was a fearful tale of 

horror and murder and phenomenal disaster. 

Revenge was one of the basic motivations for 

the ancient tragedy. In the modern context with 

the development of science, technology and 

new types of diseases tragedy takes a new turn. 

Diseases both physical and mental can be the 

spring of action for the modern tragedy. In The 

Fault in Our Stars cancer is the disease which 

causes tragedy. Cancer is known as malignant 

tumor or malignant neoplasm, is a group of 

disease involving abnormal cell growth with the 

potential to invade or spread to other parts of 

the body. Cancers are a large family of diseases 

that involve abnormal cell growth with the 

potential to invade or spread to other parts of 

the body. They form a subset of neoplasms. A 

neoplasm or tumor is a group of cells that have 

undergone unregulated growth, and will often 

form a mass or lump, but may be distributed 

diffusely. Signs and Symptoms only appear as 

the mass continues to grow or ulcerates. The 

findings that result depend on the type and 

location of the cancer.  

 The great majority of cancer are due to 

environmental factors. The remaining are due to 

inherited genetics. Environmental, as used by 

cancer researchers, means any cause that is not 

inherited genetically, such as lifestyle, economic 

and behavioral factors, and not merely 

pollution. Common environmental factors that 

contribute to cancer death include tobacco, diet 

and obesity, infections, radiation non-ionizing, 

stress, lack of physical activity, and 

environmental pollutants. It is nearly 

impossible to prove what caused a cancer in any 

individual, because most cancers have multiple 

possible causes.  

 Cancer is a terrible killer disease The Fault in 

Our Stars takes joy in poking fun at clichés and 

baseless social conventions, especially regarding 

cancer kids and coming to terms with death. 

The novel seeks to downplay the popular idea 

that battling cancer is a noble, heroic, and 

rewarding act, and it does so primarily by 

showing the realities of cancer. Hazel too says 

that she was battling the cancer throughout her 

life. Cancer is a battle for her. ―You get to battle 

cancer‖, I said. ―That is your battle. And you‘ll 

keep fighting‖ (216). Hazel is struggling to 

breathe and knowing her death will hurt others 

she tries to hide it She struggles a lot to climb 

the steps to Anne frank‘s house but at last she 

succeeds.. Augustus also lost his leg because of 

cancer and he is able to accept his life and he 

leads his life very positively. Augustus gives a 

moral support to Issac who loses both his eyes 

but he too accepts his life. But the novel says 

that ―Cancer kids are essentially side effects of 

the relentless mutation that made the diversity 

of life on earth possible‖ (49). These kids are 

weakened and they have a change in the generic 

structure which makes their life on earth 

possible because they adapt according to the 

change in them.. These kids are extremely 

different from others. Augustus discusses this 

idea directly when he tells Hazel about his 

former girlfriend, Caroline Mathers. He talks 

about the trope of the cancer victim who 

heroically fights cancer until the end, then 

points out that ―Cancer kids are not statistically 

more likely to be awesome or compassionate or 

perseverant‖ (173). Caroline, he explains, 

became increasingly cruel toward him as her 

condition worsened. Rather than make her a 

better person, cancer made her worse ―But 

Meanwhile Caroline got worse everyday‖ (175). 

 The most poignant example of cancer‘s 

reality is Augustus. When his cancer reappears 

to him. He loses his confidence and his body, 

urinates in his bed and becomes confined to a 
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wheelchair. Hazel consoles Augustus by saying 

that she too lie in her urine ―I‘ve pissed the bed, 

Gus, believe me. It‘s no big deal‖ (240). When he 

calls her for help after driving to the gas station, 

she thinks of the person he is become nothing 

that the ―Augustus waters of the crooked smiles 

and unsmoked cigarettes was gone, replaced by 

this desperate humiliated creature sitting there 

beneath me‖ (245). A few lines later, she thinks 

of the conventions of the cancer kids, how they 

are supposed to maintain their humor and spirit 

through to the end. Hazel says ―Nostalgia is a 

side effect of cancer‖ (236). But Gus was the 

reality: suffering, frightened, and pitiful while 

struggling not to be. Through these details, the 

novel shows that the false and feel-good 

conventions regarding cancer kids are really just 

hollow ideas used by society to ideal with an 

uncomfortable subject. 

 The most poignant example of cancer‘s 

reality is Augustus. When his cancer reappears 

to him. He loses his confidence and his body, 

urinates in his bed and becomes confined to a 

wheelchair. Hazel consoles Augustus by saying 

that she too lie in her urine ―I‘ve pissed the bed, 

Gus, believe me. It‘s no big deal‖ (240). When he 

calls her for help after driving to the gas station, 

she thinks of the person he is become nothing 

that the ―Augustus waters of the crooked smiles 

and unsmoked cigarettes was gone, replaced by 

this desperate humiliated creature sitting there 

beneath me‖ (245). A few lines later, she thinks 

of the conventions of the cancer kids, how they 

are supposed to maintain their humor and spirit 

through to the end. Hazel says ―Nostalgia is a 

side effect of cancer‖ (236). But Gus was the 

reality: suffering, frightened, and pitiful while 

struggling not to be. Through these details, the 

novel shows that the false and feel-good 

conventions regarding cancer kids are really just 

hollow ideas used by society to ideal with an 

uncomfortable subject. 

 The Greek tragic writers did not try to 

justify the ways of God to men but they tried to 

trace out within the carefully chosen incidents 

which forms the plot the rhythms of cause and 

effect. The tragic hero is usually a man of extra 

ordinary qualities but with a tragic flaw which 

brings about his downfall. The Greek word for 

tragic flaw is Hamaratia or Hamartanein that 

means ―to err‖. It was Aristotle who introduced 

this term first in his book the Poetics and his 

idea was that it is an ―error of judgement‖ on 

the part of a hero that brings his downfall. A 

tragic flaw is also called a fatal flaw in literature 

and films. This is taken as a defective trait in the 

character of the hero. 

 ―Character is Destiny‖ is one explanation of 

tragedy. Here the hero is responsible for the 

tragedy due to some extent through what he 

does. The idea of Nemesis comes here where it is 

a kind of punishment which follows the actions 

of the hero. In The Fault in Our Stars the dictum 

―character is destiny‖ is not applicable because 

in most of the cases cancer is not a punishment 

for a person‘s actions though some habits like 

smoking, chewing tobacco and addiction to 

drinks and drugs can cause cancer. But the 

characters in this novel, Augustus, Hazel, Isaac 

and others and even the parents of the cancer 

victims do not commint any mistake or sin to be 

punished with cancer. Then what is the cause of 

tragic suffering in these people‘s lives? 

 Fate is considered to be another factor 

contributing to the suffering and thereby the 

tragedy of man. It is an external factor, beyond 

our control to which we can only be helpless 

victims The Fault in Our Stars comes under this 

category where the cancer patients are struck by 

some unknown power from outside. 

 The title of one novel explains this. The title 

of the novel is taken from the play Julius Caesar 

by William Shakespeare. ―The Fault, dear 

Brutus, is not in our stars, but in ourselves….‖( 

Julius Caesar, Act I, scene II 140-141) 

Shakespeare‘s eloquent words serve as the 

inspiration for the title The Fault In Our Stars, 

and a capture a dilemma that all people face, 

but which few realize. This is a problem that 

Hazel Grace Lancaster, a 16 year old protagonist 
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of the novel and all the cancer victims under 

eighteen encounter. . John Green took the source 

for the title from Shakespeare and he changed 

the phrase into The Fault In our Stars. Hence the 

cause for the suffering is assigned to celestical 

influence, an external force against which man 

is helpless. In Indian Hindu belief they call it 

Karma according to which belief the effects of 

the sins of the previous birth visit us in the 

present life. 

 There is no religious significance assigned 

to this suffering in this novel. The support 

group meets in ―Literally in the heart of Jesus‖. 

It is an irony that these people who are in the 

heart of Jesus suffer so much. May be it can be 

explained by the Christian belief that sufferings 

are given to those whom God loves very much 

and the general idea that those whom gods love 

die young.  

 The tragedy is intensified by the fact that 

these victims are teen agers all below eighteen, 

except Patrick. Youth is the spring of life with 

all expectations and hopes. To be cut short of 

life on this age is really tragic. The protagonist 

of the novel is Hazel. She was 16 years old and 

her boyfriend Augustus is 18 years old. ―There 

is only one thing in this world shittier than 

biting it from cancer when you are sixteen, and 

that‘s having a kid who bites it from cancer‖ (8). 

The friend of Augustus and Hazel Issac is 

almost around 18.These three are affected by 

cancer and they are attached by the chain of 

cancer that made them to understand the 

importance of life and the meaning of their life 

in this universe. 

 Hazel had thyroid cancer and she suffered 

from cancer from her childhood at the age of 13 

years old. Augustus had limb cancer which 

caused the amputation of one of his legs. Very 

talented at the age of 17 he was taken out of the 

school for this treatment. Isaac‘s eye cancer took 

away his eyes and his love too. But these are 

really talented Hazel was talented in her studies 

even after her illness she continued her master 

course in MSW. Augustus was a very good 

basket ball player who won many prizes. 

 The purpose of tragedy is to effect a 

catharsis or purgation of emotions. It arouses 

our feelings of pity and fear. Pity for the victims 

and fear as to what will happen to them and 

fear arising out of applying the tragic situation 

to us. After the purification of feelings the 

reader feels ―calm of mind all passions spent‖. 

This is what happens to us after reading. The 

fault in our Stars Plato had argued that tragedy, 

exhibiting as it did feelings and passions like 

pity and fear, tended to foster the development 

of the ignoble and irrational part in the 

spectator. Tragedy thus exercised a deleterious 

influence on society, and hence it was necessary 

to give it no quarter in the Republic. Tragedy for 

instance, far from making man a prey to violent 

passions, effects rather a ―catharsis‖-

purification, purgation, or, perhaps, 

transcendence of such passions by presenting 

them imaginatively.. Tragedy may thus be a 

means of disciplining weak humanity to face up 

to the trials of life and turn them into the delight 

of existence. ―Tragedy is a looking at fate for a 

lesson in department on life‘s scaffold‖ said 

John Masefield it is true. 

 The Fault in our Stars ends with death. Death 

is common to all people in this world. But Hazel 

comes to recognize over the course of the novel, 

it is not necessarily something one should 

avoid. She would not take back the love she 

feels for Augustus for anything, even though 

that love is the cause of her pain. It is a blessing 

and a curse. The reason, as Augustus says 

happily that he left his ―scar‖ on hazel, meaning 

he hurt her but he also had an effect on her life 

that she will carry with her always. 

 Death reveals and shapes our personalities 

and perceptions is true in the case of Augustus. 

Augustus girlfriend Caroline‘s death changed 

his personality. Augustus realized the change in 

him. His turning point was based on Caroline‘s 

death. This speech strengthens her as she 

chooses to move on and she remembered the 
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happy moments but she can not do anything 

now. Here Augustus death changed her 

personality. After his death she became very 

strong on her ideas to continue her life. 

 The atmosphere is serious and somber. dull 

and sad in keeping with the tragedy.. The 

character in the novel is full of worries and 

sorrow. But slowly the characters come to 

understand their conditions and they plan to 

life their life best with strength and courage. 

They live their short span of life with happiness 

and enjoyment. They know to lead their life on 

their own. And they enjoyed their life and they 

achieved their goal. so , the atmosphere was so 

good and bright with thousand of lights. 

 Tragedy conveys a moral that death is 

common. If there is a starting point definitely 

there will be an ending. In the same sufferings 

and death have a new meaning in this novel for 

the characters and the readers. Each one has to 

find the solution to the sufferings. Although the 

world is full of suffering it is also full of brave 

people who are overcoming it. The suffering do 

not create ugly scars but tattoos, designs caused 

out of pain and sufferings. 
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Abstract 
 Literature is considered as one of the fine arts in employing language as a medium of expression. Language is what 
produces various great works among the world. At present such works in regional languages are getting translated not 
only into English but also into the various other Indian languages. Gurdial Singh‟s The Last Flicker is one among such 
works which originally written in regional language and translated into English. Its success as a translated work held in 
preserving the narrative style of the novelist. We can clearly find that there is both a touch of authenticity and self-
absorption about Gurdial Singh‟s narrative style which has been preserved and maintained by the novel translator Ajmer. 
S. Rode in his translation. Marhi da Diva is the first novel by Gurdial Singh‟s which has been translated into English as 
The Last Flicker in the 1960‟s and it is been inspiring every hearts till now. On this account, the present paper urges to 
make an analysis on this novel under a perfect translated work.  

 

Introduction 

 Literature stands as fine arts in employing 

language as a medium of expression. Among 

the literatures in the world we can find Indian 

Writing in Literature is a dynamic branch, 

which is spreading its mellow light on the 

world literature and various treasures among 

the people. In India we come across various 

languages and literatures. As we find many 

languages come into existence we find 

upcoming of many regional literatures too. 

However, the diversified languages find some 

similarities in dealing with the culture and 

tradition of India. Each and every Indian 

language produces various great works among 

the world. At present such works in regional 

languages are getting translated not only into 

English but also into the other Indian languages. 

Gurdial Singh‘s The Last Flicker is one among 

such works which originally written in regional 

language and translated into English. 

 Gurdial Singh‘s first novel Marhi da Diva is 

translated into English as The Last Flicker in the 

1960‘s and it is inspiring every hearts till now. 

Here we find the first Dalit hero in Punjabi 

fiction stepping out of the pages of the novelist. 

Gurdial Singh exposes poverty, exploitation, 

betrayal, unrequited love and addition to opium 

through the character Jagseer. The protagonist is 

placed at the center of a changing way of life in 

which old values are replaced by new greed. 

The novel, The Last Flicker is hailed as the first 

Punjabi novel in depicting social realism. This 

has been widely translated in Indian and 

foreign languages and it still remains as the 

most discussing and debating work in Punjabi 

literature. The novelist‘s triumph lies in 

bringing a low-caste oppressed man to the 

center-stage and telling his story in such a 

humane manner in a way making it as a part of 

the collective psyche. This is not the only novel 

by Gurdial Singh to be wondered about. He has 

also given many classics too in this type. 

Gurdial Singh presents life as it is in his novels 

as that of the great novelist Ranan Nayar, says 

―For Gurdial Singh, literature is not literature 

unless it springs from life‖.  

 Gurdial Singh‘s fiction in all intensity 

depicts the social realism, which nevertheless 

has never yet compromised on the aesthetics as 

he probes into the class and caste structures in 

Punjab‘s rural and semi-urban society. Gurdial 

Singh as a frail gangly man has made the most 

valuable contribution to modern Punjabi fiction, 

even though he has his criticizers and that is to 

be expected for he has laid bare the class and 

caste hierarchies and the human tragedy 

fashioned by them. Gurdial Singh is the 

amazing writer and an extraordinary translator 

who contributed his novels to various 
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literatures. His novels include, Unhoye, Addh 

Chanini Raat, AnheGhore da Daan, Parsaand 

Aahan. He is the most signifying living novelist 

who is very well known as a trendsetter among 

Punjabi. This can be proved by Gurdial Singh 

words itself, ―I was regarded as a trendsetter 

because of my emphasis on rural life and 

regional consciousness. This happened because 

many of the earlier writers used to think of the 

pristine quality and inherent simplicity of rural 

life, and sought to portray it in their works in 

much the same manner. However, Sant Singh 

Sekhon and Kulwant Singh Virk wrote very 

good stories on village life. I got prominence as 

a novelist. Perhaps, the reason is that I was able 

to present the complexity, the depth and the 

cultural reality of rural life with a greater degree 

of intimacy and creative deftness.‖ 

 Gurdial Singh‘s The Last Flicker gives an 

unsentimental look at the caste system of 

Punjab and the agrarian economy that is bound 

up with it. This novel traces the life of Jagseer 

Singh, a young and spirited man who belonged 

to the lower castes, and his ultimate premature 

death brought about by poverty and broken 

heart. In Punjabi, the name Jagseer is meant as a 

stake in the world. With the events taking place 

in the novel this point appears to be indeed 

ironical as Jagseer dies without having a stake 

in this world and the land he has tilled taken 

away by the greed of the new generation of 

farmers who are ready to sacrifice age-old 

relationships for the sake of enhancing wealth. 

Such a system is crying out for reforms as it is 

tyrannical and arbitrary.  

 Jagseer is born to lower caste parents who 

are in the employ of Dharam Singh, a rural 

landlord. Jagseer‘s mother is of gypsy origin 

and his three sisters are married off to 

mismatched husbands as there is no one else 

ready to marry them because of their mixed 

parentage. On this account and various reasons 

Jagseer himself remains unmarried. His father is 

a man of principles and his relationship with 

Dharam Singh is cordial and warm. Dharam 

Singh treats Jagseer as his own brother and 

Jagseer‘s mother, Nandi as almost as his 

mother. Nandi and Jagseer are share-croppers 

in the fields of Dharam Singh who has given 

them a couple of acres to work on, permitting 

them a generous portion of the yield to take 

home. The bond between Dharam Singh and 

Thola, Jagseer‘s father has been originally 

cemented by Dharam father. He owed much of 

his wealth to the hard work done by Thola. On 

his death bed too he advised Dharam to take 

care of his share cropper‘s family as if it is his 

own. But this cordiality is not actually felt by 

Dharam‘s son, Bhanta, who regarded the share 

owed to Jagseer to be too much.  

   Planting a tree in remembrances of a 

person who has passed away and rearing the 

tree with care is seemed to be a custom among 

Punjabi rural folks. On mentioning this custom, 

Tholarequest his son Jagseer to plant a 

―Sheersham tree‖ that is Indian rosewood close 

to the two acres of land and asks him to take 

care of it. Jagseer is quite attached to this tree as 

he is attached to his father and shows out a new 

growth he is gladdened by it. The final blow to 

Jagseer comes when Bhanta cruelly sells this 

tree to a trader without even informing Jagseer 

about it and at last the tree is cut down against 

all protest. Perhaps Bhanta thinks that Jagseer is 

closer to his father than himself, a fact that his 

father confirms in a private moment to Jagseer. 

Though Jagseer exhibits patience and tolerance 

towards Bhanta, they are gone in vain on him. 

Humble rural folks place a lot of faith in 

symbols like the sheersham tree and whenever 

something happens to destroy them, they 

become downhearted. A similar thing happens 

to Nandi when the tree is cut down and that 

eventually pushes her to the grave.  

   For Jagseer the troubles are further 

compounded by his addiction to opium and 

from the casual way it is taken by the people 

there, which seems to a wide spread practice. 

Opium seems to be the only narcotic providing 

some relief to the pain, hardship and disaster 
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found in this outcaste community. Once Jagseer 

gets addicted to this habit of taking opium his 

once powerful and well-exercised body 

becomes thin. Very often we find him taking 

opium pellets not only when he is downcast but 

even to suppress the pangs of hunger. Jagseer‘s 

end comes soon after his mother‘s death. Jagseer 

borrows seven hundred rupees from Dharam 

Singh to spend for the funeral of his mother and 

gave her a lavish funeral. In those days it is a 

huge amount and at the same time Dharam is 

made an outcaste in his own house by his wife 

and son. Later towards the end of the novel 

Dharam mysteriously disappears, finally is not 

traced anywhere.  

   In this novel we can find one more 

character, Raunki, the only friend who stays 

with Jagseer and looks after him by offering 

four things namely, opium, drinks, food and 

friendship, when he becomes incoherent in his 

final delirium towards the end. The story of 

Jagseer Singh, with his piquant individual and 

social situation, is actually a story that is very 

personal in appeal but carries a distinct political 

message. Jagseer faces lonely and at the end 

derelict, his story is reflective of how social 

hierarchy, caste struggle and economic 

exploitation can break the soul of an individual 

and create chaos in social and personal 

relationships. His tragedy is all the more 

alleviated by his addition to opium, which 

opens up the feudal environs of the Punjab 

villages before the reader a bit surreptitiously 

making the characters and the story grow upon 

them gradually.  

 Thus to conclude, the translation of the 

novel is rugged one where more and more 

words are in Punjabi. The phrases mostly used 

by Jagseer‘s mother are in Punjabi whose 

translation is given after each and every line. 

Therefore, apart from its drawbacks its success 

and perfection lies in preserving the narrative 

style of the novelist. On this account, we can 

clearly find that there is both a touch of 

authenticity and self-absorption about Gurdial 

Singh‘s narrative style which has been 

preserved and maintained by the novel 

translator Ajmer. S. Rode in his translation to 

make the novel as a perfect translated piece of 

work without losing its originality. 
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Abstract 
 The words, language and literature are familiar to every literate person. Perhaps these are the two words which are 
most commonly used by the literate people because language and literature are used not only for literary works but also for 
medical science, computer science and all other subjects of studies. We often hear a professor of medicine telling his 
students. "I will supply you the literature on the function of the brain" or a professor of computer science talking about the 
language of computer and its literature. But very few people know the real meaning of language and literature in a wide 
sense. In this paper we propose to discuss the definition, meaning, function of language and literature and the difference 
between language and literature. We also propose to discuss the purpose , aim and benefit of studying literature. We study 
language because we want to speak and communicate with others but why do we study literature? What are the benefits of 
studying literature in this scientific age? Isn't it the wastage of time and energy to study poetry, novels, short stories or 
drama? 

Keywords: Language, Literature, Literary language, Benefit of literature, Scope of literature. 

 
Introduction  

 In our daily speech we generally take 

language and literature as a same thing. For us 

both of them has the same meaning. If you ask 

any teacher of English, "what do you teach?", he 

would say "language and literature". When he 

says this, he does not make any difference 

between language and literature. He takes them 

as one thing as a compound word. In fact we 

use language and literature as a single 

compound word having the one meaning. But it 

is not so in reality. If we go deep into the 

meaning of the words, language and literature, 

we find a great difference between them. We 

also find that language is primary and literature 

is secondary. The Free Encyclopedia defines 

language as "the human capacity for acquiring 

and using complex systems of 

communications." (Wikipedia, the free 

encyclopedia). In fact the word, language, has 

been originally derived from Latin word, 

'Lingua' which means 'tongue'. When we use 

language in general, it refers to the cognitive 

faculty which enables us to learn and use 

systems of complex communication. Language 

was originated when the early men, having 

different cultures, started co-operating with one 

another. At this time they needed a common 

language to convey their thoughts and ideas to 

others. So they invented a sign language which 

soon became very common. But, as the human 

being's nature is, they were not satisfied with 

the sign language. The wanted to convert their 

thoughts into words and wanted to hear the 

thoughts. So they started finding words which 

may produce sound. Ultimately they succeeded 

and the language with sound came into 

existence. Since the people had different 

cultures and regions, different languages came 

into existence. After the invention of language 

they learnt the art of writing and ,as a result, 

started expressing themselves in writing. 

Whatever they wrote was preserved and thus in 

this way literature came into existence. Thus we 

see that literature is the product of language 

and so it depends on language. If a language is 

dead, automatically, its literature is also dead. It 

has been rightly said that if you want to kill and 

destroy a community, first kill its language, the 

community will automatically be killed and 

vanished. Since there are many languages 

(nearly 3000—6000 languages are spoken in all 

over the world) so many different literature 

came into existence. Every language has its own 

literature. The literature of a language is rich 

because of the correct use of the language by the 

writers of that language. 

 A group of language that descended from a 

common ancestor is known as a language 
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family. Followings are the language families 

that are most spoken in the world today: 

 Indo-European family---This family 

includes English, Russian, Spanish and 

Hindi languages. 

  The Sino-Tibetan family---This family 

includes Mandarin, Chinese, Cantonese and 

many other languages. 

  Semitic family---This include Arabic, 

Amharic and Hebrew languages. 

  Bantu family---This includes Swahili, Zulu, 

Shona and hundreds of other languages 

spoken throughout Africa. 

 
Differences between Language and Literature 

 Language is a set of words to express our 

ideas to others. This is a means through 

which we express our thoughts. Without 

means we can not express our thoughts. On 

the other hand, literature is the thought 

which is expressed with the help of 

language. Thus it is clear that without 

language there is no existence of literature 

because without language we cannot 

express our thoughts. Language is the 

fundamental unit of literature. It can be said 

that language makes literature. 

 Literature is produced by the creation of 

works in a particular language by the writer 

of the language. On the other hand, 

language is a mode of expression of 

thoughts by means of articulate sound. 

There can be as many literature as there are 

languages. 

 A language comprises of sounds, words and 

sentences. While literature is made up of the 

thoughts expressed in any given language. 

 Thus it can be said that literature has 

several forms which are called literary 

forms like prose, poetry, drama, novel, epic, 

short stories etc. All these literary forms are 

laden with language in which it is written. 

In short it can be said that the entire 

literature is constructed by the language in 

which it is written. 

 Language is the method of expression 

whereas literature is the collection of such 

expression in the said forms mentioned 

above. Any literature can be said to be rich 

or poor depending upon the correctness of 

the language in which it is created. 

 
Literary Language  

 Literary language is that language which is 

used in literary criticism and general discussion 

on some literary works. English has been used 

as a literary language in countries that were 

ruled by the British Empire such as India, 

Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Nigeria etc. 

where English is official language even today. 

Before the 18th century the language of 

literature was totally different from the 

language which was used by the common man 

in spoken or written. So literature was not easy 

to understand for a common man. Only highly 

qualified and educated people could enjoy the 

reading of literature. So literature was far away 

from the reach of the common people. 

Shakespear's language was not easy to 

understand for common Elizabethans. Similarly 

Samuel Johnson's prose was not easy for 

common people because it was full of rhetoric 

with antecedent models in Greek and Latin. It 

was only Daniel Defoe (1660-1731) who wrote 

the major works of literature in the ordinary 

English language. Since then the language of 

literature has changed a lot. In the modern time 

we find literature written in the languages 

which are really used by common people in 

their daily life. This is the reason why literature 

has become popular in our time. Now every 

literate person can enjoy the reading of 

literature of his or her choice because it is 

written in the language which he or she uses in 

daily life. So now a days literature has become 

close to the people and so its readership has 

increased. On the part of writers it has now 

become a style to write in ordinary and 

common language. 
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Literature 

 To define literature is very difficult. In 

ordinary sense we can say whatever is written is 

literature but there can not be a clear and 

precise definition of literature because its scope 

is so vast that it cover almost all thee spheres of 

life. Different scholars have differently defined 

the literature but those definition can not be 

taken as final. Everyone has his own definition 

of literature based on his understanding of 

literature. But it is a universally accepted fact 

that literature is the mirror of our lives in which 

we see the reflections of our lives. Literature, in 

its most comprehensive meaning, includes all 

the activities of human soul in general, or 

within particular sphere, period, country, or a 

language. (Nabila Tanvir, Literature and its 

Scope, 2009, in Literature is that form of writing 

which arouses our feelings of the beautiful by 

the perfection of form or excellence of ideas or 

by both. Collins English dictionary defines 

literature as written materials such as poetry, 

novels, essays, etc.. especially works of 

imagination characterized by excellence of style 

and expression and by themes of general or 

enduring interest. 

 Esther Lamba has defined literature as a 

term used to describe written or spoken 

material. Broadly speaking, literature is used to 

describe anything from creative writing to more 

technical or scientific works, but the term is 

mostly used for the creative imagination, 

including works of poetry, drama, fiction, and 

non-fiction (Esther Lamba, in 

www.classicallit.about.com). As we know, the 

word, literature, has been derived from the 

Latin word, 'litterae' which means letter. So 

literature means "things made from letters." But 

it is also not confined to only published works. 

Unpublished work also may be literature which 

is called oral literature. Like any other branch of 

studies, literature is also divided into four major 

classes namely poetry, prose, fiction, and non-

fiction. It may also be divided according to 

historical periods, genres, and political 

influences. The Important historical periods in 

English literature are the Renaissance period, 

old English period, Middle English period, 

Shakespearean and Elizabethan period, 18th 

century Restoration period, 19th century 

Victorian period, and the 20th century modern 

period. There are also many important 

movements in English literature. Romanticism, 

Feminism, post-colonialism, post-structuralism, 

post modernism, psycho-analysis, Marxism etc. 

are the important movements in English 

literature. 

 
Scope of Literature 

 The scope of literature is very wide. It can 

cover everything which is on the earth. 

Literature has the capacity to incorporate within 

itself the entire universe of discourses. In fact 

the scope of literature is everything which can 

come into the human mind. It includes 

everything from Mathematics to Philosophy 

and to the other intricate sciences. Since 

literature reflects life, so the scope of literature 

covers the whole life of every man. It can be best 

understand in the context of what Leo-Tolstoy, 

the Russian writer said while defining 

literature. He said that literature fails if it can 

not answer the two fundamental questions: who 

we are and how shall we live. If literature does 

not teach us how to live and does tell our 

identification as human beings, then it is 

something else, not literature in a true sense. 

Tolstoy's this statement defines literature, tells 

us about the function and aim of literature as 

well as its scope. Tolstoy believes that these two 

questions drive all literature and should be 

guiding principles upon which all literature is 

based. These are the two questions which also 

deal with the scope of literature. The point here 

is that all literature should answer these two 

fundamental questions. Literature tells us who 

we are and how should we live in this world. It 

means that the literature has completely 

encompassed our life, since our birth to our 
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death. This very idea shows how wide the scope 

of literature is. 

 
Why Should We Study Literature 

 The second utility of studying literature is 

that it introduces ourselves to us. It tells us who 

we are and how should we live in this world. 

The study of literature makes a man sober and 

gentle and also teaches us the art of living. All 

the great and genuine literature deals with our 

life and way of our living. Literature helps us 

understand ourselves and the purpose of our 

life in this world. Thus it is clear that study of 

literature is vital for us to understand ourselves, 

our lives and the art of living. The third point is 

that literature is a communication for the 

educated people. It communicates through 

characters, stories, essays, poetry or fiction. It is 

an art. Not all people can reach up to it. It is as 

special as science is by itself. As we have 

discussed above, literature is a mirror to the 

contemporary life. Literature contains 

everything in it—the thoughts of the great 

people, joy, happiness or pain of the common 

poor people. The ideals of history, science or the 

society are also glorified through literature. 

Literature is a world in itself because it can take 

everything in its range. The language also 

attains its ultimate through literature. Therefore, 

before making a study of mankind, we should 

go through the literature it has created. Thus the 

gist of the discussion, why should we study 

literature is below: 

 We should study literature because it gives 

us pleasure and joy. It is entertaining. We 

read literature for the same reason that we 

watch movies and television. 

  Literature has a wide range. It takes us to a 

new world, places, and in the different 

periods of time. It broadens our minds and 

our horizon. 

  Through literature we discover ourselves. 

We find ourselves and our life in a 

character. The characters of a novel or a 

drama reflect our life. It is through the 

study of literature that we see ourselves. 

  The study of literature improves our 

thinking skill. It trains us in the field of high 

order and high thinking. We learn this by 

analyzing themes, characters and symbols 

in a work of literature. It enlightens our 

imaginative power of the mind. 

  Different people study literature for 

different reasons. Some study for 

entertainment and pleasures, some for 

getting information whereas some for 

spiritual purposes. It can, thus, be said that 

the reason of study may vary from people 

to people, but literature benefits all the 

people who study literature. 

  The study of literature also enriches our 

vocabulary power. We read literature and 

come across many new words. Thus we 

learn new words. 

  It also improves our art of writing. We 

discuss the themes, characterization etc. and 

using our minds we write them. This also 

improves our writing power. 

 
Conclusion 

 Our foregoing discussion shows that 

language is not only a collection of words in an 

unabridged dictionary but the individual and 

social passion of human beings. With the 

development of human race, the language also 

developed and kept on changing. A number of 

languages emerged and died after some times. 

The languages which are no more in use are 

called dead languages. But a number of 

languages are still used by a lot of people. They 

are called modern languages. We have also seen 

that the language of which is used in literature 

is different from the language used by the 

ordinary people. These languages are called the 

Literary Language. The literary language 

contains symbols, metaphor, hyperbole, etc., to 

express the writer's views effectively. But in our 

modern age the situation is changed. Now it is 

considered to be a writer's quality to use the 
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language of the ordinary people in his literary 

works. 

 Since the literature is the expression of 

human thoughts, its content is limitless because 

the thoughts and desire of human beings to 

communicate with one another is also limitless. 

The subject matter of literature is as wide as 

human experience itself. So the themes of 

literature have at once an infinite variety and an 

abiding constancy. They can be taken from 

myth, from history, from contemporary events 

or they can be a pure invention of the writer. 

We have also noticed that literature has two 

aspects—the first is enjoyment and appreciation 

and the second is the analysis and exact 

description. When study literature we go to a 

new world—a world of dream and magic—

which is totally different from our own real 

world. Being an art literature expresses life in 

forms of truth and beauty. It reflects truth and 

beauty which are present in the world but 

remain hidden from ordinary people. They are 

brought to our attention by a sensitive human 

soul, the writer. On this basis literature has got 

two meanings. "In the broadest sense, perhaps, 

literature means simply the written records of 

the race, including all its history and sciences, as 

well as its poems and novels; in the narrow 

sense literature is the artistic record of life, and 

most of our writing is excluded from it…." 

(William J. Long, English literature). One of the 

best qualities of literature is its universality. 

Literature is produced in many countries, in 

many languages but literature does not know 

the boundary of nation or race. It has universal 

appeal because it appeals to all human 

emotions. It basically deals with human 

emotion—love, hate, joy, sorrow, fear, and faith.  

 As we have mentioned above, literature is 

like a historical documents of the people of a 

particular age because it records not only their 

deeds, customs and habit but also their dreams, 

their thoughts which made their deeds possible. 

That is why Aristotle has said that "poetry is 

more serious and philosophical than history". 

Many people criticize literature as a mere play 

of imagination without any practical 

importance. But, in fact, they themselves have 

not fully understand the literature. Literature is 

very near to our life and truth because it 

preserves the ideals of people which are the part 

of human life. We may conclude this paper with 

the following quotation of William J. Long in 

English Literature which summarizes our 

discussion: 

 Literature is the expression of life in words 

of truth and beauty; it is the written record of 

man's spirit, of his thoughts, emotions, 

aspirations; it is the history, and the only 

history, of the human soul. It is characterized by 

its artistic, its suggestive, its permanent 

qualities. Its object, aside from the delight it 

gives, is to know man, that is, the soul of man 

rather than his actions; and since it preserves to 

the race the ideals upon which all our 

civilization is founded, it is one of the most 

important and delightful subjects that can 

occupy the human mind. 
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Abstract 
 In this paper, entitled “Gynic Cliche In The Select Works Of Stephenie Meyer” the researcher has attempted to 
analyse female characters based on gender stereotypes. By examining the woman characters one can understand that 
Meyer‟s characters fit exactly into the typecast assigned to that particular gender. However there are some characters who 
snaps out at some state of affairs from these traditional beaurocracy imposed by the the general public. Henceforth through 
this analyses the reasearcher concludes that people share a unique nature irrespective of their sex, but are trained in gender 
stereotypes inflicted by the external influences. Thus one should be allowed to be oneself rather than being an stereotype 
and swindle oneself. 
 

Introduction 

 Gender is the social construction of sex 

 -Claire Colebrook 

 The idea of gender is not restrained to the 

two bodily sexes however will be summed up 

as society‘s perceptions and expectations of 

what it is to be male or female, how one needs 

to look and act to be taken into consideration to 

belong to both sex. A gender position is a social 

function encompassing various behaviors and 

attitudes that are generally considered proper, 

appropriate, or apt for people based on their 

actual or perceived sex or sexuality. Gender 

roles are typically targeted on conceptions of 

femininity and masculinity, even though there 

are exceptions and variations. However, society 

has a history of merging the two terms sex and 

gender, as a consequence viewing our biological 

sexes as vendors of unique sets of defined 

behavior and attributes.  

 According to Linda Brannon ―A gender 

stereotype consists of beliefs about the 

psychological traits and characteristics of, as 

well as the activities appropriate to, men or 

women‖(150). Brannon comments that, this 

view of gender being divided into polar entities 

stems from the Victorian generation and the 

economic revolution within the 19th century, at 

the time where men had to leave home to earn 

and the ladies were left to take care of the house 

and kids. This created a notion that women‘s 

and men‘s areas of effect had been divided into 

exceptional guidelines. Brannon writes that: 

―This conceptualization of opposition forms the 

basis not only for social views of gender, but 

also for psychology‘s formulation of the 

measurement of masculinity and femininity‖ 

(161). Thus, gender stereotyping also seems to 

be closely linked to a polarity between what is 

seen as masculine and feminine. 

 The author whose work this paper focuses 

to explore is Stephenie Meyer. She is best 

known for authoring the Twilight Saga book 

series. The series has a sequence of four books 

namely Twilight (2005), New Moon (2006), Eclipse 

(2007) and Breaking Dawn (2008). Meyer‘s book 

bridged the gap between teen and adult fiction. 

Meyer‘s Twilight books, as well as the film 

franchise, continue to garner media and fan 

attention. With a concise introduction about the 

author, the paper shifts to give in a short 

summary of the select work.  

 Twilight Saga, written by Stephenie Meyer, 

has become an obsession in contemporary 

culture for all ages. It has taken our society by 

storm with its intense love story of a human girl 

and a mystical vampire. The major characters 

around whom the fiction revolves are Isabella 

Marie ‗Bella‘ Swan, the heroine, Edward Cullen, 

the hero, Jacob Black Bella‘s best friend, Carlisle 

Cullen father of Edward, Emmett and Alice 

Cullen, as well as Rosalie and Jasper. The story 

begins with Bella Swan, who moves 

from Phoenix, Arizona to live with her father 

in Forks, Washington to allow her mother to 
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travel with her new husband, a minor league 

baseball player.  

 After moving to Forks, Bella finds herself 

involuntarily drawn to a mysterious, handsome 

boy, Edward Cullen and eventually learns that 

he is a member of a vampire family, which 

drinks animal blood rather than human blood. 

Edward and Bella fall in love, while James, a 

sadistic vampire from another coven, is drawn 

to hunt down Bella. Edward and the other 

Cullens defend Bella. Despite all obstacles, Bella 

and Edward consummate in marriage life. After 

a brief outline of the novel, the paper now 

attempts to focus on the significance of gender 

employed in the novel with particular reference 

to female characters.  

 To fully grasp Bella, one has to experiment 

her vampire boyfriend Edward and the 

dynamic lots of the two of them. They meet 

when Bella starts to school in her new town and 

are right now inquisitive about each being 

different, Bella to the mysterious vibe Edward 

Cullen, and Edward to Bella because of her 

fragrance. This scent makes him attracted to her 

on the equal time because it makes him want to 

eat her. They start of a relationship where he 

has to restrict himself in order not to kill Bella, 

which could be done unintentionally due to his 

strong urges and supernatural strength. 

 Thus, to start with one would possibly 

locate that Bella is quite the feminist individual. 

She even writes a paper about ―Whether 

Shakespeare‘s treatment of the female 

characters is miogynistic‖ (Twilight 124). 

Although Bella‘s conclusion in her essay is not 

revealed, one can take this as Meyer letting the 

readers know that Bella to some degree has 

knowledge about society looking at men and 

women differently and thus one can assume 

that by writing her essay she wants to highlight 

this. 

 There are two distinct factors to being 

depended. First, there is Bella‘s physical 

dependence. She is repeatedly being bodily 

saved, maximum of the time through Edward. 

The first time takes place at the same time as she 

is kind of run over through way of a car within 

the university parking lot. Edward stops the car 

with his vampire strength and rescues her. Later 

on, Bella encounters a group of fellows who 

threaten her and want to harm her, but again 

Edward entails her rescue. Later again, Bella is 

attacked and almost killed by means of the evil 

vampire James. This time however, Edward has 

the assist of his own family while he rescues 

her. On all three activities Bella is installed a 

state of affairs in which the very last 

consequences is beyond her control. She is the 

inclined victim and has to rely upon Edward to 

physically help her. 

 Besides being saved from volatile situations, 

she is continuously being lifted up and carried 

spherical through different characters which 

shows her to be no longer simplest based but 

becomes still more passive. One can argue that 

during a number of those situations there is a 

need for Bella to be carried. That is, it is not due 

to the truth she is a female that she is being 

carried, however due to the fact she is human. 

She cannot run as rapid as vampires. Thus, they 

carry her. However, on some of these activities 

the lifting up is totally redundant.  

 Many people in this world are physically 

stronger than their partner and could lift them 

with ease. That does not mean that they do so 

all the time and certainly not without consent. 

Edward does not lift Bella up because he is a 

vampire. He does it because he wants to, and he 

does not ask for permission. By lifting her up, 

Edward is robbing Bella of her energy and 

treating her like an object, a ownership he can 

do as he pleases with. One might also argue that 

the lifting up of Bella serves to infantilize her. 

 Bella describes one of these incidents as 

Edward ―cradling me in his arms like a small 

child‖ (Ecplise 246) and the readers know that 

children are dependent and need taking care of, 

physically as well as mentally. This brings us to 

the second part of Bella‘s dependence, the 

emotional and intellectual dependence that 
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mostly occurs in relation to Edward. 

Furthermore, Bella is regularly ordered round 

by Edward, who tells her what to do, regularly 

in a forceful manner, apparently for her own 

good: ―You eat, I‘ll talk,‖ ( Twilight 152), ―Get 

in,‖ (New Moon 140), ―Get dressed‖ ( Eclipse 

278), ―Just eat, Bella.‖ (Breaking Dawn 276). Bella 

never tells Edward what to do in the same 

dictating way. She does what Edward tells her 

to do and is even described as performing 

things obediently. 

 Bella‘s mother Renée is not a prominent 

character in the book due to her not living in 

Forks, where most of the story plays out. 

However, she is introduced to the reader early 

on in the book as it gives a background to Bella. 

Besides being a mother and a wife the readers 

get very limited information about who Renée is 

and what she does. Renée is portrayed as 

dependent both in relation to her husband but 

also to her daughter who is worried about 

leaving her mother, and describing her like this: 

―I stared at her wide, childlike eyes. How could 

I leave my loving, erratic, harebrained mother to 

fend for herself?‖ ( Twilight 4).  

 The above sentence sums up, not only 

Renée as a character, but also much of female 

stereotype quality. Firstly, she is compared to a 

child, which makes her vulnerable, dependent 

and powerless. Secondly, Bella describes her as 

loving, which could be seen as a synonym for 

caring. Thirdly, saying that she is erratic and 

harebrained, that she has an animal brain, 

would suggest that, besides being stupid, she is 

a person who acts intuitively rather than 

rationally. Furthermore, this quote also suggests 

that Renée would have trouble to fend for 

herself, which could be seen as yet another sign 

of powerlessness, dependence and 

vulnerability. The readers do not get that many 

details about Renée but much of what we do get 

conforms to a high degree to the female 

stereotype.  

 There are three female vampires in the 

Cullen family. Esme is the oldest and she is 

married to Dr Emmett Cullen. Her adopted 

female kids are Alice and Rosalie. These three 

characters are physically much more powerful 

than Bella, obviously because of them being 

vampires; hence they are much more equal to 

their respective partners (Carlisle, Jasper and 

Emmet). Even so, it is still pointed out that they 

are physically inferior to the men, such as in 

baseball for example where Emmet is the 

hardest hitter and Edward is the fastest runner. 

All three of them are exceptionally beautiful. 

 The one character that goes the furthest 

outside of female stereotype out of the three is 

Alice. She is the only woman in the book that is 

described as having short hair, which means 

that she is beautiful despite not having one of 

the strongest physical symbols of femininity, 

long hair. She also occasionally gives orders to 

the people around her similar to how Edward 

does to Bella, ―Pull over Edward‖( Breaking 

Dawn 184) and ―Do it, Edward‖ ( Ecplise 334). 

Furthermore, Alice is described as being 

reasonable and talking with authority. Alice is 

in every way accepted by her surroundings.  

 To some extent, one is tempted to think that 

this is the character who really differs from the 

stereotype. For instance she is the only female 

character who lifts up and carries Bella. She 

does things like the boys do. However, Alice is 

also the only one who asks Bella for permission 

to lift her up. Furthermore, if one compares the 

profession of either sex, obviously males 

occupies the higher position. For isntance: two 

female nurses, woman working in a bookstore, 

front desk receptionist and waitress. Contrary to 

this are male professions, like Charlie the Chief 

of Police, Carlisle the doctor and Phil the 

baseball-player. 

 To sum up, the main character Bella, shows 

characteristics and behavior that match the 

majority of these traditional feminine traits. She 

is also shown as discontented when seeing 

herself as outside of the feminine stereotype. 

But finally when Bella turns to be a vampire she 

becomes more strong and matured when 
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compared to other vampires. Female 

stereotyping is further emphasized by the 

description of Bella‘s mother Renée. 

Additionally, the three female vampires Esme, 

Alice and Rosalie are for the most part 

portrayed in line with the stereotype, while 

Alice breaks out somewhat from the pattern by 

having a few masculine traits for which she is 

not punished. Thus the collective image of 

women in the book is highly stereotypical. 

  Typically, females are witnessed under the 

nutshell dispensed for them but, in everyone‘s 

life there comes a obstacle where it becomes 

essential to step out of the stereotypes for some 

optimistic reason. Hence it does not mean that 

they cannot fit into the society or should be 

outcasted. Thus, when humans depend on 

surface appearances and false racial stereotypes, 

rather than in-depth skills of others at the level 

of the heart, intellect and spirit, their potential 

to investigate and realize persons properly is 

compromised. 
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Abstract 
 The paper deals with the triple oppression in Bama‟s Karukku- an Autobiography exploring her Tamil, Dalit and 
Christian identity. The paper centres around the subjugation of women on account of their caste, class, gender and the 
dilemmas following them. Karukku is the vehicle that carries the tenor of Bama‟s Dalit responses. The writer‟s voice and 
the novel that enshrines this voice, together make Bama a metaphor for the sufferings of the Dalits as a community; the 
sufferings of the Dalit as an individual; as well as the suffering of the Dalit individual who is a woman. One truly begins 
to fathom the significance of a creative vehicle like Karukku, when one begins to see Dalits suffering multiple degrees of 
oppression. Bama is the victim of social isolation. Her colony is almost segregated from upper caste residences. For all their 
needs the Dalit people have to go to the upper caste people‟s street, because the post office, the panchayat office, the milk-
depot, the big shops, the church and the schools were in the street of the latter. She says, “I don‟t know how it came about 
that the upper caste communities and the lower caste communities were separated like this into different parts of the 
village”(Kurukku 6). She is also relegated to the background on the basis of her gender and Christianity which seems to be 
alluring to her initially, doesn‟t help in any way to liberate her people from the web of oppression. Thus the novel becomes 
a living tale of Dalit oppression and subjugation and how the writer found a way to rediscover herself (through her act of 
penning down her memories), from this entangled web of social malice. 
Keywords: dalit literature, class, caste, gender, exploitation, victimhood. 

 
Introduction 

 Dalit literature is a distinct literature, with 

the identity and respectability. It stands 

discretely from rest of the regional vernacular 

literatures in India. It emerged around 1970 in 

the state of Maharashtra. In the last few decades 

Dalit women are trying to create a space for 

themselves through writing their traumatic 

experiences. There are a large number of Dalit 

women writers who brought Dalit texts into 

mainstream visibility. 

 Bama also known as Bama Faustina 

Soosairaj is known widely as a Dalit writer and 

activist. She was born in 1958 in Puthupatti 

village in Viruthungar district in Southern 

Tamilnadu, Bama is the first Dalit female writer 

to invest hugely in the articulation of personal 

experience. She is also a committed teacher and 

novelist. She is well known for her novels like 

Karukku, Vanmam, Sangathi and Kusumbukkaran 

in Tamil. She rose to fame with her 

autobiographical novel Karukku, which 

chronicles the sorrows and joys experienced by 

Dalit Christian women in Tamil Nadu. This 

1992 novel had to wait for eight years to reach a 

worldwide circle of readers when the English 

translation of Lakshmi Holmstrom announced 

the view from the margins of society in the state 

of Tamilnadu. Her second novel Sangathi 

published in 2005 narrates the harassment 

meted out to the Dalit women by the upper 

caste men and also the men in the Dalit 

community. The solutions that remain at the 

level of suggestions in Karukku are further 

explored in Sangati. In the third novel, Vanmam 

published in 2008, Bama narrates the rift 

between two Dalit communities – Parayas and 

Pallars. These two Dalit communities had been 

victims of the politics of the upper-caste men. 

Here Bama faithfully captures the sufferings of 

the Dalit women and appreciates the efforts of 

the two communities to ensure peaceful life 

through negotiation.  

 Karukku was among the first books to be 

published by Navayana, which declares its 

mission statement in the following words: ―As a 

publishing venture, Navayana will be a ‗new 

vehicle‘ to take forward debates on issues 

neglected by mainstream publishers.‖ One of 

the insights comes from Mini Krishnan who has 

been a commissioning editor with two 

mainstream publishers: 
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 Macmillan and OUP and has this to say 

about the long wait to get Bama translated 

into English. Speaking to the editor of the 

book, S. Anand, she confesses: I began 

planning the publishing of dalit literature in 

1993 while in Macmillan and was working 

on the launch list of eleven translations 

which were eventually released in May 

1996. That was when I first read about 

Bama. I was terribly intrigued. A nun 

leaving the convent and writing about it! . . . 

.But I was so ignorant I didn‘t know where 

to begin. Also, I was with an extremely 

traditional publisher, so I had to move 

cautiously. I met my former teacher in 

Bangalore, Indira Sampath, and asked her if 

she would translate Karukku. That was as far 

back as November ‘93. At that time, 

drowning in mainstream literature, vast 

amounts of which were lying untranslated, I 

remember feeling uneasy about excluding 

an experience (the dalit experience) that had 

not really been made available except as 

‗told-to‘ accounts. You wouldn‘t know the 

number of upper caste translators who 

pointedly declined to translate Karukku! 

Bama and I eventually found a translator 

(Lakshmi Holmstrom) only in 1998. Though 

I was in touch with Bama years before that 

and told her that I wanted to publish her in 

translation. ( Anand 2003: 10) 

 According to Bama, Karukku is not a mere 

accomplishment of a literary task but a cultural 

expression that holds the complex patterns of 

the Dalit reality. Bama‘s happiness over the 

success of her novel is not merely the 

announcement of a literary event but the 

declaration that one needs to make a 

determined assault on the bastions of traditional 

thinking and rigid casteist, communal practices 

and attitudes for the voice of the Dalits to be 

heard, Talking to reporters, Bama once said: 

 Today, I am overwhelmed with Joy. 

Karukku is the encounter of a woman in a 

caste-divided society. I started the book in 

1992 when I was facing a lot of crisis. 

Now that it is into the print and has won 

an award. I am sure I have a wider 

audience […] The problem of people in 

remote villages will come to the fore. 

(Meghdutan 2003) 

 Lakshmi Holmstrom, Bama‘s translator for 

Karukku, says in the introduction to the novel 

that Bama did not subscribe to the traditional 

values associated with women. She says: 

And the ideals Bama admires and 

applauds in Dalit women are not the 

traditional Tamil femine ideals of accham 

(fear), naanam (shyness), madam 

(simplicity, innocence), payirppu 

(modesty), but rather courage, 

fearfulness, independence and self-

esteem. (Karukku, Introduction) 

 Bama‗s Karukku is a narration of painful 

memories and pathetic conditions of the life and 

culture of her people. She begins her novel with 

the introduction of her people who are 

predominantly agricultural labourers and her 

village Though they work hard and suffer 

bodily pain, they laugh and remain cheerful. 

For her this is a community that was born to 

work. 

How did the upper castes become so 

elevated? How is it that we (Dalits) have 

been denigrated? And in my heart I have 

even grieved over the fact that I was born 

as I am. Are Dalits not human beings? Do 

they not have common sense…honour 

…self respect…wisdom, beauty, dignity? 

What do we lack? (Karukku 27). 

 The above stated series of burning questions 

is both an outburst and articulation not only of 

this writer, but the tormented soul of every 

downtrodden. 

 In Karukku, Bama‘s deliberate move to leave 

the cloistral comfort of the seminary reflects the 

determined stand of an individual to fight 

against the evil monster of casteism. For Bama, 

Christianity is not a liberating force. She realizes 
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that the converts from Hinduism to Christianity 

brought with them, their caste practice. 

Following their conversion, they continued to 

live in the same slum, worked in the same 

village, for the same wages, for the same 

masters, enduring the same tyranny and abuse. 

Bama depicts an instance of such discrimination 

in the convent where she was a nun: 

There were only a few days left for us to 

finish our training and to become fully 

fledged nuns. In a particular class, a sister 

told us that in certain order, they would 

not accept Harijan women as prospective 

nuns and that there was even a separate 

order for them somewhere. I was 

thunderstruck… I lamented inwardly that 

there was no place that was free of caste. 

(Kurukku 22) 

 Bama‘s intention behind becoming a nun 

was to help her people. She was shocked to 

witness caste discrimination in the convent. In 

the school run by the convent, people of her 

community were doing all the menial jobs like 

sweeping, swabbing, washing the classrooms 

and cleaning the lavatories. The nuns spoke 

insultingly to them and treated them less than 

humans. Disappointed, she left the seminary. 

Over the years, she began to realise about her 

romantic notions that church would enable her 

to help Dalit children. She then remembered her 

mother‘s words. ―They will ask you to plant 

something upside down to show you are 

obedient. And you won‘t do it, I know‖ 

(Hariharan 2003). 

 Bama has witnessed such extreme poverty 

in her village and her people have never tasted 

good food except Kuuzh. Bama gives a graphic 

description of their meager living and bare 

subsistence. ―Usually, in our streets, no one 

cooked at noon[…] So grinding masala at noon-

time was a real surprise‖ (Kurukku 7).. Bama 

painfully recalls, ―Even for a daily meal, we 

have to depend on someone else. We dance to 

someone‘s tune, even for serving of rice‖ 

(Kurukku 69). 

 Encouraged by her father, Bama was 

fortunate enough to pursue higher education. 

But her college life was dark and dull and she 

was not able to mix well with other students 

since she was a Dalit. She felt embarrassed and 

couldn‘t afford a good dress. ―All the final year 

students were invited to a party, which they 

attended, dressed in silk saris and decked out in 

their best things[…] So at last, I made up my 

mind and went locked myself in the bathroom‖ 

(Kurukku 65). 

 In the novel Bama structures her personal 

sphere according to her own design. She 

acquires the assurance of the confident, 

liberated rebel who would not flinch from 

exposing the hypocrisy and duplicity in the 

religious institution like the Seminary. Gita 

Hariharan in ―The Hard Business of life: Bama a 

Writer, Teacher, Woman, Christian,Tamil and 

Dalit,‖ provides a comprehensive assessment of 

the contribution of Bama: 

Bama left the convent, only to find she did 

not know ‗how to live‘. It was this terrible 

period of isolation that forced her into 

doing something that would help her to 

survive. She began writing about her 

childhood, about being Dalit. She wrote 

about a culture of survival – the hard 

work, and the noise, whether of songs or 

quarrels. She had the women speaking in 

the earthy language they had actually 

spoken in – ‗the only armour‘ these 

women have against both landlords and 

husbands.(Hariharan 2003) 

 Bama had kept lamenting about life and 

harked back to childhood days in the village. 

Writing became a beacon of hope and writing 

was an act of rediscovering herself. In her 

conversation with Mohamed Peer titled, ―The 

Voice of a Creator,‖ Bama declares that ―it is 

writing alone [that] gives me strength when the 

structure of caste, with the sense of domination, 

weakens me‖ (49).  

 Karukku, in many respects, is a novel where 

the vision and voice of the Dalit writer 
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germinate. She strikes out bravely against a 

number of inimical traditional standards. 

Through her act of writing, she demolishes two 

important social standards; firstly that the Dalit 

cannot write or contribute the realm of creative 

literature which is an occupation sacred to the 

privileged classes; secondly the courage to 

speak as a woman and be accepted in a largely, 

patriarchal world of letters. The novel thus 

becomes an articulation of her determination for 

independence for which she had to take control 

of her life‘s choices.  

 Thereof, in Karukku she recollects her past- 

the childhood memories of the ugly experiences 

through a series of heavy reflections; the 

humiliation and suppression by men of upper 

caste and rejection of the religious order to 

which she had belonged for seven years. On the 

whole, Karukku, endeavours to open the eyes of 

her oppressed community, rallies them to wage 

a battle against social evils and cruelties meted 

out to them and exhibits the solidarity of Dalits. 
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Abstract 
 Poetry is a form of art that generates emotional response from the reader. Many great poets have experimented with 
various styles and themes in poetry. Of all the various kinds of poetry, those written by Postcolonial women writers have 
an unusual or unique insight. This study will focus on the post-colonial theme along with feminist concerns as established 
in Judith Wright's poems. In addition, it will present how her poetry voices humanistic concerns, dealing not just with the 
colonial experience of an Australian but also that of a woman. The dominant patriarchy can be equated to the colonizer and 
the oppressed women to the colonized. She portrays women struggling against the power politics of patriarchy so as to to 
secure a place in society. Her poems are an expression of an enlightened consciousness, as they wonderfully explore the 
hidden consciousness of self and the acceptance of womanhood.  
Keywords: womanhood, self, postcolonial, patriarchy 

 
Introduction 

 The term post-colonial applies to literature 

that came into existence as a result of 

colonialism in its overt as well as covert and 

insidious forms. In The Empire Writes Back, 

Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin use the term Post-

colonial to ―cover all the cultures affected by the 

imperial process from the moment of 

colonization to the present day. This is because 

there is a continuity of pre-occupations 

throughout the historical process initiated by 

European imperial aggression.‖ (2)  

 Thus, it is evident that the literature of 

African countries, Australia, Bangladesh, 

Canada, Caribbean Countries, India, Malaysia, 

Malta, New Zealand, Pakistan, Singapore and 

South Pacific Islands is called post-colonial. The 

term Post-colonial embraces the historical 

reality of colonialism and also focuses upon the 

relationship between colonizers and colonized, 

apart from providing the creative and 

psychological stimuli to such writings. It serves 

as a medium of expression in two ways: first, it 

enables the writers in the post-colonial societies 

to reclaim a legitimate voice that was 

suppressed under the British colonialism. 

Second, it challenges European cultural 

constructs and their imperial dominance, which 

left a deep impact on the dominated survivors. 

 Judith Wright (1915-2000), a prolific 

Australian poet, critic and short story writer 

raises a legitimate voice to reclaim her identity 

lost on account of the British rule, and also on 

account of the patriarchal subjugation. Post-

colonial theory bears a close resemblance to 

Feminism, as both tend to explore their radical, 

revolutionary potential in relation to the politics 

of power and dominance. In the era of Post 

colonialism and Eco-Feminism, it is a departure 

from ordinary when Judith Wright takes a 

different stance. Unlike the other Post-colonial 

writers, Judith Wright is at complete ease when 

she treats diverse subjects as the Australian 

Earth and feminine exploration of one‘s self and 

muliebrity. She portrays woman overcoming 

the power politics of the patriarchy so as to 

secure a legitimate place for them. Her poetry 

does not deal with the subjugation of women or 

destruction of Mother Earth. Rather, she 

eulogizes feminine attributes and glorifies 

Australian Landscape. Her poems are an 

expression of an enlightened consciousness, as 

they best explore the hidden consciousness of 

the ‗Self‘. The complaints and grievances 

against man and marriage, or the happiness of 

womanly fulfillment in sexual life, child-birth 

and housewifery are all there as raw stuff but 

she invariably grows towards a kind of new 
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awareness and deeply sustaining strength of her 

identity as a woman and an artist. 

 Judith Wright as an important woman 

creative writer accepts the difference in 

sensibilities (male and female) and articulates 

her own experience and feelings as a woman. 

This paper focuses on the inherent feminist 

concerns as they function in Judith Wright‘s 

poetry. It also presents how her poetry voices 

humanistic concerns, dealing not just with the 

colonial experience of an Australian but also 

that of a woman.  

 In ―Eve to her Daughters,‖ Adam is 

considered as the father figure, someone who 

wants to take control of things. He expects 

‗unquestionable‘ attention from Eve. There is a 

reference in the poem to the typical patriarchal 

nature of Adam, who tries to alter the present 

scenario in order to take charge and become the 

master. Eve is never the pioneer but always the 

follower of Adam. She goes with him wherever 

he takes her: ―Where Adam went I was fairly 

contended to go. / I adapted myself to the 

punishment.‖ (6-7) 

 But Adam is never content, never happy. 

He finds it hard to overcome his insult, ‗he kept 

on brooding over the insult/over the trick. They 

had played on us, over the scolding.‘  

 Consequently, Adam is not satisfied with 

anything. Wright says that ‗nothing outside 

Eden was perfect.‘ Adam was determined to set 

a ‗New Eden‘ with all modern pleasures such 

as: 

Central heating, domesticated animals 

mechanical harvesters, 

combustion engines, escalators, 

refrigerators, and modern means 

of communication 

and multiplied opportunities for safe 

investment 

 and higher education for Abel and Cain 

and the rest of the family. 

You can see how his pride had been hurt. 

(20-27) 

This clearly depicts that the cultural values 

had been replaced by the modern gizmos. Eve 

projects the warmth of the cave; she advocates 

the natural, the ‗uncivilized, uncultured‘ place, 

which is her native place. She is a passive 

revolutionary, as she softly suggests that it was 

an appropriate time for change. The daughters 

of Eve take things under their control. She sees 

her shadow image in her daughters. She sees 

the raw truth behind the dark face of 

modernism.  

She now refuses to follow Adam and foresees 

the leader in her daughters. 

It was warmer than this in the cave; 

there was none of this fall-out. 

I would suggest, for the sake of the children, 

that it‘s time you took over. (42-46)  

Here, Eve has succeeded in her role as a 

mother as she has raised confident daughters 

who are ready to venture into the world and 

create a massive change. Through this, Judith 

Wright asserts that women‘s natural role is to be 

a pillar of the family. Towards the end, she 

presents Adam‘s faults and pre-figures him as a 

very weak person, who is unable to realize his 

true state, rather, he is someone who had gained 

superfluous power through futile materialism 

―He has turned himself into God/who is 

faultless, and doesn‘t exist.‖ (60-61) 

In ―Naked Girl and Mirror,‖ Judith Wright 

portrays an anonymous adolescent girl 

struggles with self-identity in a mist of 

confusion. The poem begins with her reflection, 

both in the mirror and in her thoughts, and an 

analysis of what she‘s becoming and what her 

position in life is expected to be. Throughout the 

core of the poem, a sense of betrayal is felt as 

the young girl is both in isolation and is trapped 

within her. Her awkwardness with the changes 

that puberty imbibes is seen in her fear of 

adolescence and what lies beyond that. She is 

not only revealing her naked body in the mirror, 

but also her bare and stripped soul. 

The last two stanzas of the poem, in 

particular, create a sense of urgency which 
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really builds to a climax. In trying to figure out 

where this body came from and who ordered 

the curves and lines of womanhood to be 

imposed upon her, she also tries to find out who 

the woman in the mirror really is. She is 

detached from the lovely image, yet bound to it 

by expectation and truth. In floundering for the 

words to describe her new identity, she comes 

to the realization that she can still be true to 

herself, even with the projections that others 

may force upon her. She ends up accepting the 

changes her body has undergone, yet still 

refuses to believe it is her own when she says, ―I 

shall always resent your dumb and fruitful 

years. / Your lovers shall learn better, and 

bitterly too, / if their arrogance dares to think I 

am part of you.‖ (33-35) 

  ―Naked Girl and Mirror‖ gives a glimpse of 

the girl‘s inner dialogue and the self-

consciousness that she feels in the complexity of 

her new role. Though she resists and feels 

double-crossed by her newly jeweled body, she 

must comply; she must yield to what the 

looking glass is offering her, ―I refuse to know 

or claim you. Let me go – let me be gone / I lean 

to your kiss. I must serve you; I will obey.‖ (24-

25) 

 While she may not have a choice with what 

her body is becoming, she can still own what 

she becomes from it. Others may expect her to 

conform to their standards, but she will still 

honor her own strength and stay true to herself. 

She learns to combine her confused love and 

hatred in order to reclaim her self-identity in a 

world which she is not yet sure of. Exploring 

the depth of physical and mental changes by 

facing them directly, Wright cracks open an 

honest perspective. The mirror both casts and 

distorts an image, throwing it back at us, forcing 

us to acknowledge the soul that resides within 

the body. 

 In the poems of Woman to Man, Judith 

Wright‘s celebration of sexuality and 

procreation is evident. Procreation constitutes 

the core of love and it forms the basis of a happy 

family life and society. Woman is an inseparable 

part of the entire procreative system- of child-

birth and of continuity of life. Two of the 

loveliest songs by Wright are: ―Woman‘s song‖ 

and ―Woman to Child‖, where the poet is least 

bothered about the equality of man and woman, 

but where she seems to maintain the view that 

woman is a superior partner. According to her, 

man is ‗a helpless victim of desire‘, whereas 

woman is the controller of his desire and 

recipient of his seed. The following stanzas from 

―Woman‘s Song‖ reveal her exultation and 

sense of pride over becoming a mother: 

O move in me, my darling,  

for now the sun must rise;  

the sun that will draw open  

the lids upon your eyes.  

O wake in me, my darling.  

The knife of day is bright  

to cut the thread that binds you  

within the flesh of night. (1-8) 

 Motherhood and childbearing are the 

prerogatives of womanhood. They offer a sense 

of fulfillment and contentment. She cherishes 

womanhood in all its silent grace. In the role of 

mother, woman is not different from the Earth. 

The final stanzas of ―Woman to Child‖ 

highlight this truth: 

I wither and you break from me;  

yet though you dance in living light  

I am the earth, I am the root,  

I am the stem that fed the fruit,  

the link that joins you to the night.(16-20) 

 Judith Wright has very graphically 

portrayed the mother‘s role in child bearing. 

There is a sense of joy and exultation in her. She 

is the subsequent feeder to the child and forms a 

solid link with it. The biological difference does 

not trouble her for she looks at her difference as 

a gift that could bring meaning to her life. 

 Judith Wright portrays woman in a context 

of the earth- mother, procreator and nurturer of 

life. She values ideal man-woman relationships. 

She conceives woman as the mother earth and 

reveals a sensibility that is not self-absorbing 
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and she celebrates the essential goodness of the 

world. She is not a stranger in her own world; 

indeed she is a happy poet who wishes best. 

This optimistic view of life helps her to celebrate 

her womanhood, which is an inclusive package 

of consolation and comfort, enlightenment and 

spiritual bliss. 
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Abstract 
 Thirst is a Post-apocalyptic fiction that narrates the story of the survival of the central character despite the chaos and 
sufferings that come his way. Though Post-apocalyptic fiction is considered a sub-genre of science fiction, it mainly 
portrays Earth as a dystopia and how all the living things struggle to survive. Eco-criticism is one of the fast flourishing 
field of research in English literature. Green writing mainly talks about the decaying environment and its impact on 
societal behaviour. The shared similarity in setting and plot outline makes it interesting to explore the tie between the two 
distinct genres. The line between post-apocalyptic fiction and eco-criticism overlaps due to the fact that they both deal with 
the collapse of nature. Psychoanalysis and eco-criticism are two different realms in literary analysis. Eco-criticism deals 
with nature and its patterns. Psychoanalysis focus on human behavior. But in this paper the insights from psychoanalysis 
will be used to validate how our emotional well-being is tied to the eco-balance. Hence the exploration between nature and 
human behaviour slides into psycho-analysis.  
Keywords: Eco-criticism, Psychoanalysis, Post-apocalyptic fiction, Eco-balance and Emotional wellbeing. 

 
Introduction 

 Ecocriticism is unique among the 

contemporary literary theories not only because 

of its close connection with the environment but 

human behaviour. The necessity of applying 

psychoanalysis along with ecocriticism in a 

post-apocalyptic fiction is that it effectively 

brings out the emotions and concerns that 

humans have towards the environment. Also, it 

is generally agreed that one of the bigger threats 

that all the species face, is climate change and 

ecological disasters. In the novel the ecological 

catastrophe apart from the total shut down of 

power system and depletion of other resources, 

is depletion of water resources. Therefore 

applying psychoanalysis will unmask the 

anxieties, conflicts, restlessness, paranoia, 

despair, fears and defenses of the fictional 

characters in understanding the ecological 

wreck.  

 This new interdisciplinary approach is 

called by scholars as ‗Ecopsychoanalysis‘ that 

studies the links between ‗the natural‘ and the 

change in climate and how it alters the human 

behaviour. It views ‗the natural‘ and the human 

mind as a blended twist, which cannot be 

separated. In one of his books Psychoanalysis and 

ecology at the edge of chaos: Complexity theory, 

Deleuze|Guattari and Psychoanalysis for a climate 

in crisis, Joseph Dodds explores the human-

nature relationship and highlights that there are 

more approaches in addressing the human-

ecological crises we face.  

  
Analysis  

 Post Apocalypticism deals with the result 

and the ‗after‘ scenario of the crisis. The social 

psychology of it suggests that it automatically 

generates paranoia and violence in people, as it 

is closely connected with the idea of survival. It 

is also described as a ‗moral dualism‘ that 

divides the world into two, friend and enemy or 

believer and non-believer. The following 

paragraphs attempt to justify the change in the 

characters‘ behaviours employing 

psychoanalysis along with its connection with 

the environment. Eddie, in particular is taken as 

the main character for analysis, as he is the 

protagonist of the novel.  

 Apart from the complete power shut down, 

the given ecological wreck is the depletion of 

water. ―Something had ignited—had ripped 

through the whole path of the stream. A 

chemical spill, Eddie thought‖ (Warner 6). The 

unavailability of natural resources is always 
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considered an emergency and a threat, because 

its lack brings out the worst not only in the 

climate and environment but also in people.  

 Eddie transforms into a self-centered man in 

the very next scene right after meeting Bill 

Peters who pleads for some water claiming it for 

his little boy with a congenital heart defect. 

Eddie not only refuses to help but also becomes 

skeptical. ―Bill Peters stuck the milk jug in the 

opening. ‗I‘ll take whatever. It doesn‘t have to 

be water.‘… Eddie felt anger flood his body. 

He‘d dealt with people like this before …‖ 

(Warner 41). Bill Peters mentions Eddie that he 

has got a ―good man‘s face‖, for which Eddie 

replies, ―That was before I knew the extent of 

the outage‖ (Warner 42). 

 The shortage of water changes Eddie‘s 

character completely. The transformation in 

Eddie‘s character is brought out in the 

beginning of the novel itself. Until he kills Bill 

Peters, he is constantly driven by the fear of 

being attacked by him. After charging against 

Bill Peters, Eddie is so cautious about leaving 

the house. An irrational distrust of Bill Peters 

grips Eddie‘s mind. His paranoia is described in 

the following lines, ―The neighbourhood was 

empty, and Eddie‘s mind was addled by the 

silence, the aloneness of the streets ... He wasn‘t 

looking for the boy, he realized. He was waiting 

for Bill Peters‖ (Warner 55).  

 The character of Bill Peters, in a way can be 

compared to Eddie‘s terror of being bereft of his 

supplies. Every time Eddie thinks about Bill 

Peters, or has a nightmare of being attacked by 

him, instantly Eddie goes to check the fridge or 

makes sure the door is locked tight. More than 

fearing of involving in a combat with Bill Peters, 

Eddie is afraid of losing his supplies to him. 

Therefore it can be argued that Eddie thinks 

himself as a ‗guardian‘ and keeper of nature 

wherein Bill Peters as the villain who seeks to 

destroy it. Eddie realizes the seriousness of the 

ecological wreck very soon. And Eddie thinks it 

is his ‗responsibility‘ as a husband to sustain 

what he has got in his house and keep Laura 

hydrated until the problem is fixed. On the first 

day after the mysterious disaster, Eddie‘s 

controlling nature is revealed in the 

conversation about food he has with Laura. 

―There was a bowl of fruit there, and Eddie took 

an apple and extended it beneath her face. ‗Eat‘ 

he said. ‗I‘m not hungry‘. ‗Just eat it‘ ‖ (Warner 

41). This controlling behaviour of Eddie is 

repeatedly shown in many scenes throughout 

the novel. Every now and then he insists Laura 

to eat and drink something to stay hydrated. He 

not only becomes skeptical about other people 

but insists Laura to not give away anything they 

have in the fridge to anyone. ―Promise me. Let‘s 

just save it until we see what happens‖ says 

Eddie to Laura (Warner 44).  

 His first act of thieving starts at the house of 

an elderly neighbor, Mrs.Kasolos. Initially when 

Eddie goes to her house, it was just out of 

concern, to check on her. Ever since he noticed 

the water cooler at Mrs.Kasolos‘ house, he 

constantly keeps thinking of it and the very 

thought soon turns into an insatiable desire to 

attain it. Even after Mrs.Kasolos‘ request to 

Eddie to not to bother her, Eddie assures that he 

‗will be back‘, meaning not to check on her but 

the water cooler. Though he has enough 

supplies for him and Laura, he steals the water 

cooler from Mrs.Kasolos‘ house without her 

knowledge, as an act of ‗precaution‘. Like a 

professional thief, he makes a huge plan, hiding 

it in the woods, away from anyone‘s contact. 

Later, while talking with the neighbours he 

announces ―I just think we should protect 

ourselves, is all‖ and ―People act differently 

when they‘re desperate‖ (Warner 73). Thus 

Eddie starts developing an obsessive concern 

for his survival.  

 The water cooler he steals from Mrs.Kasolos 

goes missing in the place where he thought it 

would be safe until the wreck is fixed. He 

regards it as his ‗precious‘ and panics that the 

same would happen to his other supplies in his 

house. The instilled fear about Bill Peters 

mounts so much in Eddie, that he sets concealed 
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traps beside the doors. He calls it ‗overcautious‘. 

On that very day he unintentionally runs his 

pointy knife into Bills Peters who was lurking in 

the yard to attack Eddie. His voice turns 

desperate saying, ―Tell me where you had hide 

it… I‘ll find your kid, I‘ll help him‖ (Warner 

108). Eddie‘s guilty conscience pricks his mind. 

Unconsciously, he is accuses himself and not 

Bill Peters. After Bill Peters is dead, he then 

buries him under a pile of waste at the back of 

the yard thinking the only enemy to his supplies 

is gone forever and his supplies are safe. He 

doesn‘t realize that he has changed. With the 

dehydration, the thieving, killing Bill Peters and 

seeing his own wife Laura as someone else. He 

feels the connection not towards people 

anymore but survival. All he cares about is for 

his supplies, his survival and the wreck to be 

fixed. 

 The action of the plot is at its zenith after a 

man named Steve McCarthy enters the scene. 

When there is absolutely no water anywhere, 

without any energy to move their bodies, Eddie, 

Laura and the Davises are all laying on the 

floors thinking they are dead already. Steve 

McCarthy, who was passing by the 

neighbourhood sees them and helps them by 

giving water. When Steve McCarthy tries to 

give Mike Senior some water, Mike and his 

wife, Patty see him not as a person but as 

‗water‘ itself. He is filled with rage that he tries 

to shoot Steve McCarthy for not being there the 

previous day. Patty, devastated by the loss of 

his only son, loses her will to survive anymore. 

 Denying the help of Steve McCarthy, she 

uses the gun of Mike Senior to chase away Steve 

McCarthy from that place and also to shoot 

herself saying, ―I didn‘t lose someone… I lost 

the only thing I had‖ (Warner 188). She kills 

herself right in front of everyone. But Eddie 

retrieves the jug that Steve McCarthy left 

behind and after running back into the house 

with Laura, he rejoices over the triumph of 

retrieving the water saying, ―I have it Laur. I got 

it for us‖ (Warner 190). He does not take a 

moment to mourn for his neighbour but is 

extremely glad about retrieving the jug of water. 

Eddie justifies his acts by thinking it is not he 

that does all the wrong acts but the ‗want‘ in 

him as a survivor and a husband to ‗provide‘ 

water somehow to Laura, like nature that finds 

some way to nurture all the living beings. He 

holds up the jar besides him saying, ―This 

changes things… ‗When this is over‘ he says, ‗it 

won‘t even feel like part of our lives. It will feel 

like a dream … what happened yesterday and 

the day before... I can barely remember it now. 

It is like I didn‘t do any of it, not me‘ ‖ (Warner 

194). Every now and then Eddie reminds Laura, 

―We are surviving. We are saving 

ourselves.‖(Warner 204).  

 In the next scenes Steve McCarthy is found 

again over the body of Bill Peters and brought 

back to the house by Eddie to get more 

information on the ‗supply of water‘ hidden 

somewhere. These scenes are crucial because 

they display the sudden drastic change in 

Laura‘s behaviour towards the water. From the 

beginning of the novel Laura is been portrayed 

as a ‗grantor‘ or a generous ‗provider‘ of 

whatever she had to the needy ones. She was all 

about ‗sharing‘ until the moment Steve 

McCarthy is brought back home by Eddie.  

 These are a very few examples that display 

the character of Laura Gardner in the novel. It 

does not last till the end. Striking a contrast, 

Laura transforms into a complete different 

personality after seeing Steve McCarthy again. 

―‗He is alive‘ said Eddie. Laura looked on with 

horrified eyes. ‗It is the guy who helped us‘ he 

said. ‗The guy with the water‘ ‗We cannot give 

it back to him, Eddie. We can‘t.‘‖ (Warner 210). 

She is disgusted by the idea that Eddie wants to 

save Steve McCarthy. Even after Eddie tries to 

justify the act of saving Steve McCarthy saying 

he was a ‗Good Samaritan‘ to them when they 

were dying, she still asks ‗do we have to save 

him?‘ She stops Eddie saying, ‗Do not give him 

too much of water, you are wasting it‘.  

 So far only Eddie thought himself as the 

‗preserver‘ of water but Laura suddenly turns 
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into a tough, mean character who is extremely 

self-centered and protective of her supplies. 

Though she realizes the seriousness of the 

wreck very late, she changes much more than 

Eddie. ―Her eyes were not pink anymore. They 

were clear. ‗I was wrong‘. It is just us now. You 

were right about that.‖ (Warner 215). Then she 

kills Steve McCarthy by pressing a towel down 

his face.  

 
Conclusion 

 Thus, the ‗need for survival‘ and 

preservation of supplies alters each characters‘ 

behaviours. The previous passages put forth in 

this paper shed light on how the ecological 

wreck not only has its impact on the climate but 

the human community as well, as our emotional 

wellbeing is tied to the eco-balance.  
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Abstract 
 English being a global language challenges ESL trainers to equip themselves and teach learners with more advanced 
and standard innovation and teaching strategies. Teaching poetry is one of the difficult tasks to present ESL learners, since 
most of the learners and teachers consider poetry only as an abstract idea without reflecting it into nature and life. This 
article explores the need for introducing different strategy in teaching poetry. The descriptive analysis gives a detailed 
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Introduction 

 The proceedings and advancements of the 

world and children into modernization 

complicate the task of teaching English. Hence, 

the English language teachers are in need of 

incorporating technology as well as a different 

standard strategy of teaching English to the 

children in a classroom environment. 

 Teaching poetry in English takes these 

complications to the next level. Showalter (2003) 

in her work ―Teaching Literature‖ speaks about 

teaching poetry where she mentions, ―these 

days poetry has been dislodged from the center 

of the literary curriculum by fiction, drama, 

cultural studies and even literary theory. 

Teachers lament that students find it difficult 

and intimidating.‖ (62). Thankfully, poetry still 

plays a pivotal role in children‘s school 

education. However, as Showalter opines 

children find poetry complex, difficult and 

intimidating. The responsibility of school 

teachers and ESL trainers increases where they 

are demanded to find a way interesting for the 

students to learn poetry meeting all practical 

difficulties of the teachers. Thus, this article 

explores a different strategy to teach poetry in 

primary classroom. 

   
 

Teaching Poetry 

 Poetry is one of passion, emotion and 

imagination stimulating streams of literature 

that also teaches various components in 

language learning. Rhymes and poetry amuse 

children for their use of imagination, rhythm 

and rhyming words that frame the structure of 

poetry written for children exclusively. 

 Showalter observes that poetry engages 

students‘ mentally and physically and is able to 

maintain being active and alert. However, rote 

memorization of learning and teaching poetry 

establishes a disconnection from the students‘ 

imaginative and creative mind. They find 

poetry uninteresting because of their inability to 

connect and relate themselves with that of the 

poet‘s imaginative world. 

 Principally teaching poetry should engage 

students‘ imaginative, creative and cognitive 

skills and help them to associate with the poem 

they learn. An article by Skelton (2006) ―Finding 

a Place for Poetry in the Classroom Every Day‖ 

shares her successful lesson planning and 

students‘ examples on learning poetry. She 

states that ―Continual exposure is critical in 

developing appreciation for and enjoyment of 

poetry in students‖ (28). Learning poetry taps 

creative thinking, imaginative skills and opens 

up a gallery of enriched vocabulary of the 
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students, for which they are to be exposed to 

poetry incessantly to learn language and acquire 

it more effortlessly.  

 Creating such an environment where 

students could relate and communicate with the 

lines of poetry is offered in a VTS aided 

environment. 

 
Visualizing Poetry through VTS 

 Showalter (2003) while describing the 

learning techniques of poetry, states the 

possibilities of ‗working from what students 

already know‘ - a student centered method. She 

quotes on Irene Taylor who taught Blake‘s 

poetry at MIT. Taylor found electrifying results 

when she handled visual and analytical 

procedure of teaching. Visuals establish an 

immediate connection with students‘ cognitive 

system than several spoken words. When they 

are provided with a visual representation of a 

poem, it would enable them to correlate with 

the picture or any art form as visuals being 

displayed. It could encourage the sensory 

stimuli of the learners to connect the poem with 

their lives naturally.  

Visual Thinking Strategy popularly known 

as VTS is a research based method. It is based 

on the theories proposed by cognitive 

psychologist Abigail Housen and Philip 

Yenawine, co-founder of visual understanding 

in education mentioned in their work ―Visual 

Thinking Strategies: Using Art to Deepen 

Learning Across School Disciplines‖ published 

in 2013. 

Presenting a Visual art like painting, 

photograph or any other visual related to the 

poem, enables students to think and ponder 

over the happening in the visuals. This is 

subsequently followed by questions raised by 

teachers regarding the visuals which help 

students to think critically and construct an 

internal meaning. After the sessions conducted 

through VTS, students would be able to relate 

themselves with the poem that has been 

prescribed to learn. Students of this modern 

generation are well acquainted with technology; 

using technology in classroom to display a 

visual art would enliven students‘ interest and 

motivation.  

 
Materials and Methods 

 Creating a learning environment becomes 

the first priority while teaching younger 

children. Virtual classroom, visual, discussions 

would change rote learning into attention-

grabbing, motivational learning that reduces the 

anxiety and stress of the students. 

 
Content-Based Language Teaching (CBLT) 

 One of the difficult tasks for the teachers in 

ESL classroom is to frame and set up the 

materials and design syllabus. However, poetry 

being prescribed to the primary children in their 

school books is more useful and is apt 

accounting to their age and capacity to learn. 

 One of the positive aspects the article 

examines the use of Content-Based Language 

Teaching (CBLT) also known as Content-Based 

Instruction (CBI) in which teaching or learning 

is organized around the subject or content of 

that students. Richards and Rodgers (2014) 

describes CBLT principles as: 

 People learn a second language more 

successfully when they use the language as 

a means of understanding content, rather 

than as an end in itself. 

 Content-Based Instruction better reflects 

learners‘ need for learning a second 

language. 

 Content provides the basis for activating 

both the cognitive and the interactional 

processes that are the starting point for 

second language learning. 

 Added to these core values, CBLT reduces 

the anxiety of primary teachers who have to 

meet both the language teaching needs as well 

as the completion of the course prescribed to 

students. ―Content – Focused Classroom and 

Learning English: How Teachers Collaborate‖, 

an article by Creese, argues the few 
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opportunities provided for language learning in 

the classroom and reinforcing English as an 

additional language to support learners and 

teachers to simultaneously work on national 

curriculum and learn English. 

 Thus, learning or teaching could not happen 

under forced or pressurized circumstances. 

Using primary children‘s prescribed poems 

would make students to approach language 

learning in a stress free and motivational 

mentality. As well as it gives more space and 

possibility to imply language teaching. 

 
Constructivism Theory 

 Constructivism Theory of learning by the 

theories of Jean Piaget and John Dewey again 

stresses on a student centered learning. The key 

characteristic of this theory is it replaces the 

passive learning with active learning. 

Constructivism theory applies directly on the 

cognitive skills of the students. When the 

students are provided with visual displays, they 

tend to construct the meaning before someone 

could explain it. Further VTS employs 

development based questions, for instance: 

 What‘s going on in this visual? 

 What in it makes you say that? 

 What more can you find? 

 These questions help students to think 

critically and construct their own meaning. 

However, teachers have to work on framing 

questions that would direct the construction of 

meaning by the students to relate with that of 

the prescribed poem. 

 
VTS and the Implementation of the Strategy 

 VTS enhances observation skills, reasoning 

and thinking capacity of the students. 

Eventually, it also plays a vital role in nurturing 

language skills. During VTS, students have to 

interact with teachers regarding their findings, 

observations, evidence and speculations 

regarding the visuals displayed, which 

enhances and nurtures their verbal skills. Many 

researchers have observed that VTS in 

classroom could expand the vocabulary gallery 

of the students. 

 
Implementation of the strategy 

 Teaching using this strategy involves three 

stages of preparation for the teachers as, pre-

teaching, teaching and post teaching phase. In 

pre teaching phase, the teacher should search 

and prepare the visuals related to the poem to 

be taught in the classroom. They are also 

expected to prepare the facilitative and 

developmental questions that would enable 

students to observe and think critically. During 

teaching phase, a visual has to be displayed in 

the projected screen using technology. A teacher 

should act as a facilitator allowing students to 

think and imagine while they also constructed 

meaning. In this phase as students are also 

involved in learning they share their observed 

perceptions. Teacher should encourage further 

discussions in which students would support 

opinions along with the views of fellow 

students. This would help students to support 

and share their ideas based on their personal 

experience in life. Thus, teachers can track their 

discussions and relate them with the poem 

being taught. Teachers can also teach 

vocabulary and link it to the mood and setting 

of the poem to enable understanding of the 

poem in its different dimensions. Post teaching 

phase involves giving some activities to the 

students to create their own art work like 

painting, coming out with a speech, writing 

another short poem, etc specific to their interest 

would help students to enter into a relationship 

with the poem and integrating multidisciplinary 

approach. A lesson plan modeled by Lassiter 

(2018) on ―Painting Poetry: Using Visual 

Representation as a Response to Literature‖ 

provides evidence that ―Interpreting a poem 

using visual representation encourages students 

to think critically about the poem‘s meaning 

and the tools that the poet uses to convey that 

meaning‖ (1). She made her students to respond 

to the poem ―The Red Wheelbarrow‖ by 
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creating original artwork which proved to be 

successful.  

 
Conclusion and Limitations 

 Poetry other than giving educational 

benefits, it could make learners better readers, 

give social and emotional development, 

improve physical coordination and cognitive 

skills. Students and teachers approaching 

poetry with an aversion help them in no ways. 

It is also important to generate interest and 

motivate primary children to read poetry 

through which they can also learn language. 

Poetry being a composition based on around 

imaginative and abstract world; teaching it 

should not stop children to fly and explore that 

world through their imagination. This strategy 

would form a ground and establish a platform 

on which teachers and students of primary 

grade could enjoy learning poetry. Seeing 

poetry from a fresh perspective would create 

unique learning experience for students and 

these methods and techniques would transform 

the ordinary and routine teaching into 

remarkable. 

 
Limitations 

 The current descriptive analysis is limited to 

the primary grade students and teachers, taking 

into account their age and poems prescribed for 

them in the syllabus. Slight alterations in 

methodology might be necessary to apply this 

to higher grade students and teachers.  
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Abstract 
 This paper scrutiny the believed of feminism and period aged traditions in the male manipulating area across the 
novels of two authors, Bharati Mukherjee and Manjukapur. It highlights the trauma and situations the woman 
protagonist experiences in the works of these two writers. For the intention of comparative discover the paper deals 
alongside the novels Desirable Daughters, Tough Daughters, Jasmine and The Immigrant. In the earth of Indian English 
Literature, feminist or women concentrated way is of main progress that deals alongside the experience and situation, from 
the feminist consciousness. There is a makeover in the picture of women acts in the last four decades. Current authors 
advanced away from established act of tolerating self forgoing women, towards women hunting for individuality, no extra 
a sorry figure or victim.  
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Introduction  

 Feminist is not the present change in the 

earth of English literature. Though, it is yet a 

case that fascinates the present women writers. 

Current Indian fiction develops an way of 

women concentrated, that seeks to undertaking 

and elucidate experience, from the point of a 

feminine consciousness and sensibility. As 

Patricia Meyer Specks remarks, There seems to 

be something that we call a women's point of 

think on outlook sufficiently different to be 

recognizable across the countries. (48) This 

paper scrutiny the believed of feminism and 

period aged traditions in the male manipulating 

area across the novels of two authors, Bharati 

Mukherjee and Manju Kapur. It highlights the 

trauma and situations the woman protagonist 

experiences in the works of these two writers. 

For the intention of comparative discover the 

paper deals alongside the novels Desirable 

Daughters, Tough Daughters, Jasmine and The 

Immigrant. In the earth of Indian English 

Literature, feminist or women concentrated way 

is of main progress that deals alongside the 

experience and situation, from the feminist 

consciousness. There is a makeover in the 

picture of women acts in the last four decades. 

Current authors advanced away from 

established act of tolerating self forgoing 

women, towards women hunting for 

individuality, no extra a sorry figure or victim.  

 Bharati Mukherjee is a Indian born author, 

had comprehended far main in her existence 

after she joined the Creative Including 

Programme in the United States in 1961. Here 

going in into matrimony alongside an American 

of Canadian novelist Clark Blaise, her migration 

alongside her husband to Canada, becoming a 

Canadian resident, next their emigration to 

America and final area in the States. Her works 

deals alongside the makeover of Indian women 

in alien land; she highlights the plight and 

experience of her protagonist across her own 

autobiographical experiences.  

 Manju Kapur, Lecturer of English works in 

Delhi University. She went in the earth of 

including novels at a extremely late period of 42 

whereas Mukherjee dreamed of to be a author 

as childhood. Like her Kapur too writes 

concerning woman situations and conditions 

across her own autobiographical experiences. 

Kapur disgusts to be shouted as a feminist 

author across all her fictional works 

undertakings feminist concerns. Her two novels 

that are been analyses in this discover, Tough 

Daughters (1998) and The Immigrant (2009) are 

concerning Virmati and Nina both are middle 

class literate city Indian women struggling to 

institute themselves alongside their own 
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autonomous individualities in the patriarchal 

setup of that they are portion and parcel. At the 

heels of Manju Kapur‘s Tough Daughters comes 

Desirable Daughters (2002), by Bharati 

Mukherjee, both deals alongside the 

progression in the fictional recasting of gender. 

Both the books are a find for origins and gender 

identities. Kapur reverts to Lahore as her culls 

her mother‘s past in the past background of pre-

partition Punjab. Mukherjee imbues the normal 

diasporic yearning for her motherland, her 

Bengali sophistication, and a vital constituent of 

literary consciousness. These authors fight hard 

to break the barriers of conservative norms to 

craft a globe that proposals sharp confrontation 

to modernistic desires. The reason I possess 

selected works by Bharati Mukherjee and Manju 

Kapur is that both the authors were born in 

India immigrated to the United States of 

America, deals alongside the urgent arbitration 

and renegotiation of the problematic of 

gendered , ethicized and nationwide identity.  

 Identification way becoming the alike or 

alike. Mukherjee‘s works display these aspects 

of individuality and alienation. In her novel 

Jasmine (1989), the protagonist narrates the 

thoughts on Indian womanhood experiences 

several transformations as she evolves from the 

rural background of her Lahorijat peasant 

relations in Jullundhar district. It is a report of 

dislocation and relocation as Jasmine the main 

protagonist, continually sheds lifetimes to move 

into supplementary acts, advancing more 

westward as steadily shedding pieces of her 

past. She softly expands herself by the excursion 

to America and by changing names: Jyoti- 

Jasmine-Jazzy-Jase-Jane-Jasmine. Every single 

locale she goes to and every single term she 

possesses piece jointly to craft a new Jasmine. 

Here writer‘s description of Jyoti presents an 

epitome of Indian area, woman‘s subjects and 

immigration. On the supplementary hand 

Kapur‘s Immigrant (2009) deals alongside Nina 

a lecturer, 30 years aged, unmarried and staying 

alongside her mother in Delhi. She gets wedded 

alongside a N.R.I doctor Ananda and went to 

Canada as a newlywed wife. Here author deals 

alongside the existence of a wedded woman all 

alone in an alien land. In the sophistication 

whereas individual ism and prated possess 

frequently stayed alien thoughts and marital 

bliss and the women‘s act at residence is a 

central focus. At the conclude readers find a 

finished change in the personality and mental 

rank of Nina. She develops a new attitude 

towards existence and was advancing in front 

alongside a new occupation and job. Gender, 

matrimony and makeover of protagonist‘s deals 

in all the novels The female acts that these two 

author creates, are from disparate castes of 

Indian area, and they subvert the doomed 

destiny they are in: Virmati, Tara, Jasmine and 

Nina all choose to make a existence of their 

own. Their born sex brings them the obligation 

to pursue the patriarchal power and their 

coordinated matrimonies expose that they 

cannot grasp their own subjective because there 

is one more manipulation from their husbands 

they demand to obey. Their existence and 

anticipation ; consequently, making them move 

to a new locale to free from the Indian 

established oppression of their sex and 

matrimony laws, that additionally embodies 

their obligation to the area and to their family. 

 
Feminism in India and ManjuKapur’s Fiction 

Defining Feminism 

 Feminism is the belief that all people must 

to be indulged equally in lawful, commercial 

and social arenas- even though of gender, faith, 

sexual orientation, ethnicity and other similar 

pre-dominant recognizing traits. Feminism 

includes the believed that a person‘s gender 

does not delineate who they are or their worth; 

that being a woman (or a man) must to not put a 

person at an overall- and exceptionally 

institutionalized- disadvantage. Feminism as a 

communal movement pursued to redress the 

imbalance in area by providing women 

alongside alike entitlements and opportunities 
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as men, so as to be capable of seize their rightful 

locale in the world. Later the feminist re-

awakening in the 1970‘s feminist began to 

comprehend that equal entitlements alone 

cannot free women from sexual and communal 

subordination. Intellectual starvation, 

commercial expression, business exploitation, 

domestic domination, physical mistreatment, 

sexual harassment and lack of confidential 

freedom endured to affect the lifetimes of 

women in spite of regulations to the contrary. 

Hence, Western feminist writers and criticizers 

were compelled to re-analyze and re-access the 

socio-cultural setup looking for clues to clarify 

the mechanism of patriarchy that contrived to 

retain women eternally subjugated. 

 
The Focus of This Paper 

 The paper ―Feminism in India and the 

Fiction of ManjuKapur‘‘ involves a basic 

definition of feminism and what it way in the 

Indian context. It specifies the direction in that 

feminism in Indian English fiction possesses 

evolved and the kind of feminism Kapur adopts 

to scrutinize the setbacks besetting the Indian 

woman. It debates why Western theories on 

feminism cannot be blindly requested to 

examine feminist subjects in India and how vital 

it is for us to evolve our understanding of 

feminism to tackle problems unique to the 

Indian situation. 

 
The Female Acts of Manju Kapur 

 The female acts crafted by Kapur are 

described by the adoption of a critical and 

reflexive attitude that question their locale and 

as a consequence endeavor to redefine cultural 

and communal stereotypes and benefits so as to 

craft a space of their own, which brings a 

redefinition of their individuality in addition to 

a controversy and fight to the social context and 

a prevalent and influential patriarchal ideology. 

Kapur highlights the factors that curbs the 

freedom of the female to live, produce and 

actualize herself the method men do. The 

manner in that faith, rehearse and myth are 

misused to condition women into an agreement 

of their secondary rank provoking them to lead 

claustrophobic and circumscribed lives. The 

female protagonist challenge and overcome the 

ideological suppression and reshape ideals and 

continuing worth arrangements to re-invent 

themselves in a meaningful way. In this sense, 

her novels are a momentous contribution 

towards the kingdom of Indian English fiction 

and feminist psycho scrutiny in India. 

 
Origin of the Term 

 The word ‗feminism‘ possesses its basis 

from the Latin ‗femina‘ meaning ‗woman‘ and 

thereby refers to the advocacy of women‘s 

entitlements, rank and manipulation at par 

alongside men on the grounds of ‗equality of 

sexes‘. The word came to be accepted from the 

main twentieth century struggles for 

safeguarding women‘s suffrage in the Western 

states and the afterward well organized socio-

political movement for women‘s emancipation 

from patriarchal oppression. The dream scope 

of feminism possesses been widened by the 

encounter of Marxist ideology that made 

feminist trial sexism alongside capitalism, for 

both encouraged the patriarchal setup. 

Feminism, as well being a dream crusade, 

endeavors to discover and resolve the various 

gender-based problems. It inquiries the pre-

conceived assumptions concerning the acts that 

men and women must to possess in life. In 

literary text, feminism brings to scrutiny the 

portrayals of gender acts that incline to impose 

communal norms, habits, conventions, laws and 

expectations on the fields of gender 

discrimination. It throws a trial on the age-long 

rehearse of gender differentiation and 

endeavors to discover and find a new social 

order. Feminism, alongside its shove on gender 

and sexuality, possesses frolicked a vital act in 

studying the assembly of masculine and 

feminine individualities and the assembly of 
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heterogeneous sexuality, homosexuality, 

bisexuality and the erotic sensuality. 

 
Feminism in India 

 Feminism in India possesses been a long, 

unsettled debate that is yet persistently 

prevalent in various forms. Indian feminist 

researchers possess not yet been capable of 

delineate ―Indian Feminism‖. As Feminism is a 

Western believed, an import, feminists 

―naturally‖ are to be condemned. For most 

Indians, the word ―feminism‖ way nothing, if 

anything; the word possesses acquired many 

negative connotations in present years. There is 

a finished skepticism concerning its usefulness. 

―Patriarchal spiritual traditions and overt or 

covert conservative superstructures possess 

retained it from becoming extensively 

apprehended phenomena‖ (Nabar, 7). 

 
A Collection of Responses 

 Among the city literate, the awareness of 

feminism is mainly confined to what is 

perceived of as the ethical corruption of women 

overseas, a consequence of their outlandish 

freedom to contemplate and say, and select 

what they desire out of life. The conservative 

constructions and Indian panorama of 

discerning things possess not so distant allowed 

it to come to be a extensively apprehended 

phenomenon. For most Indian males feminism 

possesses encompassed to be an ―obnoxious‖ 

word, that they feel possess incredible negative 

results on the minds of Indian females. As the 

Indian female possesses always been a 

considerably extra conditioned product; totally 

custom-made and normally coerced into a 

mindless agreement of male diktat, the potential 

of a reasoned, open-minded way to the believed 

of feminism possesses been at its best sporadic. 

In India patriarchy is just one of the hierarchies 

that retain females down, oppressed by the 

established system. Coordinated matrimonies 

are always favored and affection matrimonies a 

reviewed as a communal sin and are considered 

alongside shame. Countless Indians contend 

that arranged marriages are extra prosperous 

than matrimonies in the West, whereas 

staggering divorce rates are the rule. Unwed 

mothers, separated, solitary or unfaithful 

women are considered outcasts. Living out of 

wedlock alongside a partner is yet nearly 

unheard of. An unmarried Daughter -- 

perceived as a spinster even in her late twenties 

-- brings dishonor on her parents, and is a 

burden. But after wedded, she is believed the 

property of her in- laws. The marriage of the 

bride and groom needs the bride's father to 

wage dowries to the bridegroom. In India, as 

there is the rehearse and rehearse of combined 

relations, a bride possesses to face her tyrannical 

in-laws, and established Hindu area yet rejects 

divorcees. 

 

Curtailed Rights 

 In commercial matters, even though women 

are permitted to work beyond the residence, 

their rights on each household matters possess 

always been denied. A woman possesses to 

seize price of the kitchen, even if she is a wage- 

receiving associate of the household and holds a 

job outside of the home. Legally, even though 

the court knows that sons and daughters 

possess equal rights considering patriarchal 

property, those entitlements are not ever 

exercised; nowadays as ingeneration past, 

ownership adjustments labor from father to 

husband to son and the rights of a daughter or a 

daughter- in-law are denied. 

 
To Nurture Prop for Female Cause 

 Since the situation of women in India is 

quite wretched and a outstanding deal needs to 

be done on their behalf, it is vital that Indian 

feminists comprehend the Indian context 

thoroughly. The demand of this hour is to 

development above the limitations and to 

deconstruct patriarchal constructions across 

individual questionings. Merely across this 

procedure of reinterpretation and interrogation 
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new pictures will be crafted and new reports 

written. In order to gain large prop for the 

―women‘s cause‖, Indian feminists demand to 

phrase and construction their criticisms, their 

arguments and their demands keeping in mind 

the sensitive subjects and feelings connected to 

the Indian society. Therefore our priorities must 

be to ―uplift‖ the women‘s subjects and uphold 

a balance inside the socio-economic and 

political scenario of India. To conclude 

discrimination and move onward alongside 

visions of a better existence whereas both men 

and women will live as freed human beings. 

 
Indian Women Authors 

 In the past, the work by the Indian women 

authors possesses always been undervalued 

because of a little patriarchal assumptions. The 

Indian women novelists, chiefly of the 

1980‘sonward possess obtained worldwide 

recognition. Women authors possess advanced 

away from traditional portrayals of tolerating, 

self-sacrificing women in the direction of 

conflicted female characters hunting for 

individuality, no longer described and 

described plainly in words of their victim status. 

In difference to preceding novels, female acts 

from the 1980sonwards assert themselves and 

challenge matrimony and motherhood. Modern 

women authors possess articulated woman‘s 

aspirations, her professional endeavors, her 

presently industrialized connection alongside 

man and the modified perceptions of sexuality 

in their novels. Authors such as Shashi 

Deshpande, Anita Desai, Arundhati Roy, 

ManjuKapur, NamitaGokhle, Gita Hariharan, 

Shobha De and even the diasporic writers like 

Bharti Mukherjee, Shona Ramaya and others 

possess gave assorted modes of resistance to 

patriarchal norms. 

ManjuKapur and Her Works 

 ManjuKapur is a renowned Indian English 

novelist whose writings imitate man– woman 

relationship, human desire, longing, body, 

gender discrimination, marginalization, 

rebellion and protest. Inherent in it is Kapur‘s 

assess of the extensively contested locale of 

socio-cultural existence in present, city, 

postcolonial India. 

 ManjuKapur‘s perceptions of women‘s 

freedom and autonomy are intensely 

entrenched in the Indian women‘s situatedness 

inside the socio-cultural and commercial spaces 

and paradigms of the country. The protagonists 

in ManjuKapur‘s novels are caught in the 

continuous dichotomy amid the confidential 

needs and the established and social Obligations 

and responsibilities. They trial the male 

domination and patriarchal mechanisms of 

surveillance and manipulation above women‘s 

body. Till date she possesses composed five 

novels i.e. Tough Daughters (1998), A Wedded 

Woman (2002), Home (2006), The Immigrant 

(2008) and The Custody (2011). Her early novel 

Difficult Daughters possesses attained the 

Commonwealth Recompense for early novels 

(Eurasia section) and was a number one 

bestseller in India. The Immigrant possesses 

been long tabulated for the DSC Recompense 

for South-Asian literature. 

 
Difficult Daughters 

 ManjuKapur‘s early novel Tough Daughters 

is a tale of protagonist‘s fight for career and 

individuality opposing the dominant ideology 

of domesticity. Set concerning the turbulent 

years of Globe Fight II and the partition of 

India, she realistically delineates women of 

three generations concentrating on Virmati, the 

tough daughter of the subsequent generation. 

The novel is the report of a woman torn amid 

relations obligation, the desire for education 

and illicit love. The find for manipulation above 

one‘s destiny is the key theme. As India fights 

for freedom from the British Raj, Virmati fights 

for the freedom to live existence on her terms. 

The novelist possesses delineated her 

protagonists as women caught amid the passion 

of the flesh and a yearning to be portion of 

dream and intellectual movements. 
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A Wedded Woman 

 A Wedded Woman discovers Astha‘s 

longing for a intention in her existence 

supplementary than being a wife and mother 

opposing a vividly comprehended backdrop of 

Indian sectarian politics. It presents an 

interesting collage of the setbacks, insecurities 

and unrest confronted by middleclass woman 

and state both at the verge of transition. The 

author presents a lesbian relationship amid 

Astha and Pipeelika but in the conclude 

regularity norms are set in play to confine 

women‘s sexuality inside the framework of 

heteronormativity- i.e. relationship that are 

monogamous, inside matrimony and frequently 

alongside opposite sex. 

Home 

 The novel Home exposes the yet prevalent 

parochial attitudes towards the upbringing of 

the girl youngster in India. She traces the 

painful excursion of the heroine Nisha from 

childhood into adulthood in the form of 

buildings roman. Home features Nisha‘s find 

for a residence i.e. search for a locale of 

protection and security. Unfortunately to 

women in India, residence is not a place of 

comfort and relaxation and it does not 

safeguard them each emotional security, 

nonetheless, it from period to period does not 

furnish them each physical security. The novel 

unravels the report of an ordinary middle class 

combined family‘s existence in Delhi. 

The Immigrant 
 In the novel The Immigrant Kapur 

discovers the distinct trials confronting 

immigrant wives, the method a youthful 

woman‘s existence by nowadays pressured in 

expert and reproductive terms becomes an even 

extra impossible balancing deed inside a 

external culture. Nina finds she is not merely ill-

prepared for the traditional inlet she encounters 

but additionally the gaping distances 

(intellectual, emotional and physical) in her 

barren relationship. Sexual inadequacy turns 

into protection and next infidelity. Kapur 

discovers the adjustments and frustrations of a 

present marriage. 

Custody 

 ManjuKapur‘s fifth novel Custody is not 

just a communal commentary, but a novel that 

is true to the universal angst of present 

matrimony, alongside its burden of 

individualism. It is stein the flourishing, higher 

middle class dominions of Delhi in the mid-

nineties, opposing the backdrop of the early 

surge of external investment in India. Shogun is 

a present woman who fulfills her individual 

dreams in locale of familial fulfillment. Shogun 

is an ambitious woman who is over-ridden by 

individualism and her own wellbeing. The 

novel charters the existence of a changing 

woman in a period of increased globalization. It 

chronicles the assorted intricacies concerning 

the closure of matrimony and a relation in 

modern India. The novel displays that a 

childless matrimony is despised. The blame 

misattributed to the female. Female infertility is 

known as earth of divorce. 

Highlighting Endemic Issues 

 Kapur highlights those subjects of feminism 

that are endemic to the situation in India in 

order to aid us comprehend how tough it is for 

women here to appear at an evolved state of 

mind being deceived inside the matrix of faith 

and rehearse . Her novels manifest women‘s 

fight for emancipation from commercial, dream 

and communal bondages. She has endeavored 

to evolve her own stream of rise of new women 

based in reality. Kapur‘s novels considerably 

add to the producing rehearse of Indian 

women‘s works in English. 
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Abstract 
 Cultural identity is the identity or feeling of belonging to a group. It is part of a person‟s self-conception and self-
perception, and is related to nationality, ethnicity, religion, social class, generation, locality or any kind of social group 
that has its own distinct culture. The theme of migration and the search for identity are the two predominant features in 
the novels of Amitav Ghosh. The novel The Circle of Reason (1986) is vividly deported the high handed executive attitude 
and masterly dominion of the colonizer over the colonized. These colonized are exploited, migrated and displaced. There is 
the essence of oneness underlying the character‟s cultural identity. It is the experience at al-Ghazira. The novel progresses 
from „Satwa: Reason‟; „Rajas: Passion‟; to „Tamas: Death‟. The novel points the reader to the need to rethink the relation 
between the desire for a home and belonging and the desire for capital that drives migration. This diasporic migration takes 
the setting in a small town in Algeria, still pursued by Jyoti Das. At the end of the novel, Alu is in search of newer 
horizons, unformed hopes and ideas justifying the diasporic experience with another identity.  
Key Words: Diaspora, nostalgia, cultural dislocation, homeland, identity.  
   
Introduction 

 Indian Diaspora with its own complexities 
possesses a dynamics of its own. Diaspora 
Literature deals with the most contemporary 
issues such as modern man‘s perennial problem 
alienation, the quest for freedom and the 
cultural identity. Restlessness, rootlessness and 
the nature of unsettled becomes the common 
aspects of any Diaspora representation in 
literature. The main theme of diasporic 
literature is the search of peace, comfort and 
shelter. The later generations of Diasporas adapt 
themselves to prevalent culture. It gives way to 
the emergence of a new mode of thinking, start 
of the acculturation process. They forget and 
leave behind their own culture or identity. 
There are a several kinds of identities: 
individual identity, social identity, ethnic 
identity, cultural identity and symbolic identity. 
The concept of cultural identity always plays a 
vital role in Diaspora literature.  
 Cultural identity is the identity or feeling of 

belonging to a group. It is part of a person‘s self-

conception and self-perception. It is related to 

nationality, ethnicity, religion, social class, 

generation, locality or any kind of social group 

that has its own distinct culture. In this way, 

cultural identity is both characteristic of the 

individual, but also of the culturally identical 

group of members sharing the same cultural 

identity. The elements of identity have become a 

real problem. This process involves learning 

about and accepting traditions, heritage, 

language, religion, ancestry, aesthetics, thinking 

patterns and social structures of a culture. 

People internalize the beliefs, values, norms, 

and social practices of their culture and identity 

themselves with that culture. Cultural identities 

are central, dynamic, and multifaceted 

components of one‘s self concept. They exist 

within a changing social context.  

 Amitav Ghosh occupies an important place 

in the contemporary English language writers 

from the Indian subcontinent. He writes about 

his homeland and his surrounding countries. 

His writings display an excellent narration of 

the risks and troubles endured by thousands of 

Indians who left their motherland in search of 

identity. The theme of migration and the search 

for identity are the two predominant features in 

the novels of Amitav Ghosh. His novels show a 

biological tone with the reminiscences of his 

childhood. In his novels, he portrays his 

diasporic feelings, loss of homeland, which is 

clearly comprehensible while going through his 

novels. The Indian immigrants, most of whom 

migrated from India to the United States focus 

on the phenomenon of migration. The status of 

new immigrants and the feeling of alienation 

are often experienced by expatriates.  

 Colonization, decolonization, recolonization 

and neocolonization, explore and demonstrate 
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the study of migration, diaspora and 

rootlessness in Amitav Ghosh‘s novels. His first 

novel The Circle of Reason (1986) is ‗The Prix 

Medicis Etrangere‘ Award winning novel. The 

novel is vividly deported the high handed 

executive attitude and masterly dominion of the 

colonizer over the colonized. These colonized 

are exploited, migrated and displaced. Such 

experience of dispersal and fragmentation 

creates the loss of identity leading to which 

group or culture they belong to. These traumatic 

characters of the colonial experience give to the 

different ways of identities. Ghosh presents the 

diaspora identities in his novels by constantly 

producing and reproducing themselves a new 

through transformation and difference.  

 The vast and complex body word of The 

Circle of Reason is crowded with characters. To 

delineate and categorize them individually will 

be time consuming. Hence, it‘s better to 

conceptualize the central characters with the 

diaspora experience through their displacement 

and rootlessness. There is the essence of oneness 

underlying their cultural identity. It is the 

experience at al-Ghazira. The novel progresses 

from ‗Satwa: Reason‘; ‗Rajas: Passion‘; to 

‗Tamas: Death‘. Balaram at Lalpukur is 

obsessed with phrenology and carbolic acid. 

Toru-Debi is the wife of Balaram and is always 

preoccupied with the world of sewing 

machines. Alu is obsessed with weaving. Jyoti 

Das is the only character to have accompanied 

Alu through the three parts apart from the 

structural entities. He is called a Bird Man. 

Zindi is obsessed with Durban Tailoring House 

and Professor Samuel with theories of queues.  

 The central character in the novel is Alu. 

His real name is Nachiketa Bose. This innocent 

eight year old orphan Nachiketa gets the name 

Alu when he comes to creating with his uncle 

Balaram Bose in Lalpukur. The name Alu is 

given to him looking at his extraordinary head. 

Alu‘s foster father is obsessed with phrenology 

and with hygiene and his use of carbolic acid to 

free the whole village of germs. It goes against 

the unscrupulous profiteer Bhudeb Roy. 

Balaram Bose is a young man. He is interested 

in science, but is forced to study history. He is 

working as the sub-editor of Amrita Bazar 

Patrika. He admires Western scientists so much 

that he wants to create a positive impression on 

the Curies when they come to Calcutta. This 

obsession to create a favourable impression on 

Western Scientists only brings out the foolish 

attitude of Balaram. He considers western 

science as the fountainhead of modern 

knowledge. As a result, he blows his 

compliment out of proportion and reveals his 

ignorance. As Clarie Chambers points out: 

Balaram‘s fascination with science generates 

much of the novel‘s debate about the 

materialist scientific reason of the West: is it 

tethered to its cultural origin, or is it 

possessed of a universal validity? Balaram 

takes the latter position, arguing that 

―science does not belong to countries. 

Reason does not belong to any nation. They 

belong to the history of the world‖….. This 

is another way in which Ghosh complicates 

the science or tradition dichotomy, going 

beyond a simplistic East or West axis. 

(Chambers, 38-39) 

 The novel presents Balaram‘s obsession 

with Louis Pasteur and carbolic acid, both of 

which are ultimately damaging. The use of 

reason is only an excuse to show off his 

ignorance which he considers to be knowledge. 

Reason is used in an ironic way to reduce men 

to machines and kill human being‘s 

spontaneous response to a situation. Carbolic 

acid instead of becoming a means to wash-off 

germs becomes a source of self-destruction and 

ruin. By establishing the Pasteur School of 

Reason, Balaram becomes an enemy to Bhudeb 

Roy and leads the movement to wipe out the 

germs with carbolic acid. It is indirect boy 

aiming at the movement to end Bhudeb Roy 

and his associates. But events take their own 

turn. A devastating fire destroys Balaram‘s 

home and the school. 
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 The traditional village life becomes 

destroyed by the modernizing influx of western 

culture. This becomes a satire on those diasporic 

Indian intellectuals who enthusiastically 

embrace the theories of the West. Lalpukur is 

inhabited by refugees from East Pakistan after 

the formation of Bangladesh. The village is itself 

the product of a diaspora. Bhudeb Roy knows 

that Alu has been an easy scapegoat, out of his 

jealousy and cynical attitude. He declares Alu as 

a dreaded terrorist. With this identity, the 

predicament of Alu begins what he does not 

deserve and from this moment onwards 

diasporic life starts. Jyoti Das is the Assistant 

Superintend of police. The forces of police 

criminalize Alu by which he joins a tide of 

diasporic Indians drawn to the rich oil 

economies of the Middle East. Ghosh presents a 

lyrical description of the natural beauty of the 

Indian‘s west coast, where Jyotri has gone on 

the trail of Alu.  

 Jyoti Das is a confused and dreamy 

policeman whose only consolation is the 

possibility of seeing a paradise flycatcher. His 

batch mate Dubey lives a luxurious life. Dubey 

does not show any interest in his profession. His 

promotion and increments are held up because 

he is too lazy to learn the local language. But he 

is not bothered about it, because he exploits the 

local people. Dubey is only part of the larger 

lack of values, as his casual acceptance of a fat 

dowry shows: 

Jyoti Das knew Dubey a little; they had been 

contemporaries at the Academy, though not 

friends, for Dubey had been known there 

chiefly by his reputation for stupidity….. a 

television set, a refrigerator, a car and 

several lakhs of rupees along with a wife. 

But, then, those were the going rates for a 

police officer in Bihar and eastern Uttar 

Pradesh. (TCOR, 162)  

 Among these diasporic Indians, there are 

Zindi, Karthamma, Kulfi, Chunni, the Professor 

and Rakesh. All these migrants join Zindi‘s 

households, finding work with her assistance. 

In al-Ghazira Alu resumes his craft of weaving 

but is accidentally buried alive when a new 

concrete building collapse in which he is 

working as a labourer. He is a weaver. The 

Lalpukur is another part of diaspora does not 

exist in the global capitalist sense of Western 

scientific culture. Alu is rescued, but his 

diasporic feeling becomes tensed when the 

British discovers oil deposits at al-Ghazira. The 

survival of Alu despite the inanimate cement 

and bricks is indicative of the victory creative 

mind over ruthless mechanisms. The far-off 

Middle East country, al-Ghazira, is one such 

mechanism. The fall, the debris and the 

subsequent survival of Alu are sufficient to 

spark off a series of stories in the Ras. Abu Fahl 

first visits Alu beneath the rubble and returns 

home, he too commands an enthralled audience. 

He starts narrating how he had seen Alu alive 

beneath the rubble and how two sewing 

machines had saved his life.  

  Alu‘s initiation into the world of weaving is 

to be viewed as much an act of admiration for 

the pristine simplicity and creativity of 

Shombhu Debnath. His daughter, Maya, is a 

refusal of Balaram‘s idealism. The loom 

functions as a viable metaphor for Alu‘s longing 

for Maya. His mastery over the subtle patterns 

of weaving, including the intricate jamdhani 

pattern coincides with his winning over the love 

of Maya which is described in physical and 

psychological terms. This passion for weaving 

remains with him for the rest of his life long 

after the house of Balaram goes up in flames in 

which Balaram, Toru-Debi and Maya are 

supposed to have lost their lives. Inn al-Ghazira 

his constant indulgence in weaving 

compensates for his silence, for the tons and 

tons of bales he creates speak eloquently on his 

behalf.  

  Culture is associated with the feeling of 

belonging or the concept of home. The novel 

points the reader to the need to rethink the 

relation between the desire for a home and 

belonging and the desire for capital that drives 
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migration. Karthamma imagines a new life for 

her child. It is the desire for new life makes her 

accept the conditions of migration. She imagines 

a house, a car, and all that from which she was 

alienated in the past. The newness imagined by 

Karthamma is the promises of modernity and is 

the rejection of the past and present. Mrs. 

Verma‘s life is very simple and it upholds hopes 

of regeneration. Her efforts are the expression of 

the Hindu Zeal in a foreign land. In a multi-

religious and multi-cultural country, she 

professes the Hindu-culture that is a shortcut to 

home. Her intention of recovering the tradition, 

rather than making the society more human is 

explicit in the novel. She tries to creative a home 

through establishing her religion in a foreign 

land. She plans for staging ―Mahabharatha‖ 

with the help of the migrants from her native 

soil. When Kulfi dies of heart attack, she asks 

Alu to offer a proper Indian burial to her. 

Finally, Alu, Zindi and the Child Boss turn 

towards India.  

 To conclude, the neocolonial rulers of al-

Ghazira put the challenge for these diasporas. In 

their encounter with the police, many of Alu‘s 

friends are forced once again into migratory 

flight. This diasporic migration takes the setting 

in a small town in Algeria, still pursued by Jyoti 

Das. In this way, Alu‘s migratory experience 

starts from Lalpukur in Calcutta to al-Ghazira in 

Egypt and then to a small town in the North 

Eastern edge of the Algerian Sahara. At the end 

of the novel, Alu is in search of newer horizons, 

unformed hopes and ideas justifying the 

diasporic experience with another identity. 

While portraying the theme of cultural identity, 

Ghosh did not remain confined to the 

dislocations of migrants in foreign lands alone. 

Rather, he projects dislocation as a permanent 

human condition. Man is dislocated in this 

world. He may have a home in the native 

nation.  
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Abstract 
 Derived from Greek origins, agnoiology is a term introduced by the metaphysician James Frederick Ferrier to refer to 
the theory of „ignorance.‟ Andrew Bennett evaluates the relevance of this „non-knowledge‟ in literature in his Ignorance: 
Literature and Agnoiology (2009). While it is common place to map the voices of knowledge in literary works, it is 
important to recognize the role of the voices of non-knowledge in the perfomative power of any work of literature. Literary 
Agnoiology operates on three levels in any narrative: with respect to the writer, the reader and the text itself. Considering 
the scope of the study, steering clear of grave metaphysical abstractions, drawing from Bennett‟s perspectives with 
particular focus on the textual features, the paper intends to examine literary agnoiology in two contemporary Indian 
narratives: The Story that must not be Told (shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize and the DSC Prize) penned by Kavery 
Nambisan and Tell Me a Story written by the Commonwealth Writers‟ Award-winning writer Rupa Bajwa. Simon in The 
Story that must not be Told (2010) attempts to narrate the story of „Sitara,‟ the slum that exists adjacent to his apartment 
in Chennai. His inability to grasp the lives and psyches of the downtrodden slum-dwellers and their inability to 
comprehend the „well-meaning‟ gestures of the affluent i.e. the ignorance of both the sections of the society create a 
hermeneutic lacuna and this becomes the focal point of the narrative. Tell Me a Story (2013) straddles two different worlds 
– that of the urban elitist class in Delhi with their extravagant living and the common folk like Rani, the protagonist of the 
novel who earns her living by working in a beauty parlour at Amritsar. Their mutual „non-knowledge‟ of the others‟ living 
conditions become integral to the plot. The paper thus investigates the significance of nescience and its indispensability in 
the thematic foci of the texts chosen for the study; and the implications of the consequent hermeneutic lacunae for the 
reader. 
Keywords: Ignorance, Knowledge, Agnoiology, Literary Nescience, Epistemology, Hermeneutic lacunae, Contemporary 
Indian Fiction Voices , Andrew Bennett , Kavery Nambisan , Rupa Bajwa, Rich/Poor, Working class/Elite  

 
Introduction 

The . . . major question that a study of 

literary ignorance must address is the 

ancient question of the knowledge that 

literary texts allow. Venerable as it is, the 

question continues to be asked - as if there 

is something about literature (and about art 

more generally) that prevents us from 

answering the question, that stops us 

knowing what kinds of knowledge we get 

and indeed, whether we can, whether we 

should, know anything from a poem 

[literary work]. (Bennett, Ignorance 45) 

 Literature and its engagement with the 

systems of knowledge has always been a topic 

of contention and creative space has more often 

than not been explored for any hidden voices of 

knowledge. Dating back to the time of Plato, the 

question of art and its relationship with truth 

has intrigued writers, philosophers and 

intellectuals alike. While literary works are 

studied to map the voices of knowledge, one 

important aspect is often overlooked – the 

significance of ‗ignorance‘ in literature. The 

Scottish metaphysician James Frederick Ferrier 

who introduced the term epistemology to refer 

to ‗knowledge,‘ also defined the branch of 

philosophy agnoiology that studied ‗ignorance.‘ 

The latter term, though relatively less discussed 

than its counterpart, has been in vogue for just 

as long a duration and has also been derived 

from Greek origins. Literature has been 

subjected to various epistemological studies 

while agnoiological studies are often glossed 

over. Standing on par with knowledge is non-

knowledge in the creation and experience of 

literary works. Andrew Bennett, a Professor of 

Cultural Sociology at Griffith University, 

Australia, is noted for his works on the 

interconnectedness of literature and ignorance. 

Published in the twenty-first century, his works 

on the significance of agnoiology and 
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hermeneutic lacunae in any work of fiction or 

poetry, offer a strong grounding to the study 

undertaken here.  

There are, in fact, atelast three distinct 

spheres in which the condition of literary 

ignorance may be understood to operate: 

authorship (the author as, at some level, not 

knowing what it is that he or she is doing); 

reading (the reader as not only beginning 

but also remaining in a state of ignorance); 

the text itself both thematically and with 

respect to more formal or technical 

questions of narrative perspective in 

particular . . . (Bennett, ―Literary‖ 38). 

 Authorial nescience and the ignorance of 

what is read or how the text is to be read, while 

relevant to the current study, is bypassed for 

consideration of thematic representation of 

‗non-knowledge.‘ Mindful of the scope of the 

study, steering clear of grave metaphysical 

abstractions, drawing from Bennett‘s 

perspectives with particular focus on the textual 

features, the paper intends to examine literary 

agnoiology in two contemporary Indian 

narratives: The Story That must not be Told by 

Kavery Nambisan and Tell Me a Story by Rupa 

Bajwa. The study seeks to investigate the ways 

in which agnoiology plays a pivotal role in 

foregrounding the performative power of a 

fictional text.  

 The Story That must not be Told (2010) 

penned by Kavery Nambisan was shortlisted 

for the Man Asian Literary Prize in 2008 and the 

DSC Prize for South Asian Literature in 2012 for 

its powerful portrayal of a cross-section of the 

heterogeneous Indian society. Shifting between 

a first person narrator and a third person 

omniscient narrator, the novel tells the story of 

Simon Jesumukumar, a widower in his 

seventies, who while enjoying the comforts of a 

luxurious apartment at Chennai, harbours a 

genuine desire to help the downtrodden. The 

story that the title insists should not be told, is 

the story of Sitara – the slum that exists close to 

the Vaibhav Apartments. The very title points 

towards the desirability of ‗non-knowledge‘ – 

the story must not be told i.e. it must not be 

‗known.‘ Ignorance becomes a chief driving 

force of the plot just as Bennett writes: ― . . . not 

knowing is a question or impulse that is 

pervasive in and central to narrative fiction‖ 

(―Literary‖ 39). 

 The novel straddles together two different 

worlds – the life of affluence enjoyed by the 

residents of Vaibhav Apartments and the lives 

of penury lived by the dwellers of Sitara. It is 

the lack of knowledge of one world about the 

other, co-existing with it that drives the plot 

forward. The train journey that Simon 

undertakes from Delhi to Chennai at the outset 

of the novel brings the workings of ‗ignorance‘ 

into sharp focus: his bewilderment at the 

conditions of the passengers travelling in the 

General Compartment, his implicit faith in the 

honesty of Bhagwan Devi (fruit-seller in the 

railway platform) who later turns out to be a 

petty thief, the fellow travelers viewing Simon 

with a strange sense of sympathy, for instance.  

 The mutual ignorance of the well-to-do and 

the underprivileged sections of the society 

about each others‘ ways of thinking and living, 

become the dominant voice of agnoiology in the 

work. Characters like PK who brand slum-

dwellers as criminals and residents of the 

Apartment like Madhavan indulging in 

mindless vilification of those in Sitara and 

manage to pass a resolution to demolish the 

slum forcing them to re-locate, become the 

voices of deep-seated ignorance of the rich 

about the poor. However, such nescience can be 

traced in the characters peopling Sitara too. 

Simon‘s attempt to help the school in Sitara by 

providing an air-cooler, his distribution of 

sweets to the workers at the construction site, 

the ‗social work‘ undertaken by the welfare 

workers (mamis) in the slum, the well-

intentioned visit of Simon to the deprived 

‗township‘ with a view to help them financially 

– all these are heavily ridiculed by the 

‗benefactors.‘ Such gestures are detested so 
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much so that Simon along with his daughter 

Sandhya and journalist PK are held hostage by 

Allaudin Baqua, a very influential businessman 

in Sitara, during their visit. The extent of their 

rage can be traced in the words of Baqua and 

his treatment of Simon and his entourage:  

You want to understand, ille? Walking 

through Sitara with trousers hitched and 

noses covered will not teach anything. 

Something practical. . . .You, sir, will cook. 

We provide rice and things. You light the 

fire, wash the pots. The boy will carry sacks 

filled with gravel. Up the stairs and then 

down. . . . The girl will carry bricks. Then 

she will clean the house. (Nambisan 132) 

 The visitors who are ignorant of the ground 

realities of slum-living are forced by Baqua to 

‗experience‘ poverty through heavy manual 

work which is the routine of any average 

worker at Sitara. This situation unearths an 

epistemic disruption in the discourses 

constructed about the poor by the rich. The 

prosperous segment of the society continues to 

participate in acts of ‗charity‘ without any 

knowledge of the genuine needs of the under-

privileged provoking responses like: ―Being 

poor is not like they show in films. Women 

singing while they work. Rickshaw-puller 

grinning his way through harsh labour. Beggars 

saluting the flag.‖ (Nambisan 133) 

 Also, the poor seem to be alienated from the 

actual experiences and intentions of the well-off, 

as well. The wall that separates Sitara from 

Vaibhav Apartments is as much real as 

metaphorical: ―The rich were another species, 

living on another planet, into which he [Prince] 

had had a look. Even if he lived to be a 

hundred, and read all the philosophy about 

selfishness and greed, he would not be 

anywhere near understanding. ‖ (Nambisan 

193) 

 Some minor voices of nescience also find a 

space in the narrative. The ineffective 

communication between the young and the old 

can be seen in Simon‘s interaction with the 

young journalist Prem (a) Karthikeyan (PK) 

whose article extolling the virtues of old age 

appear out of sync with reality, to Simon. 

Simon‘s inability to grasp the thoughts and 

views of his young daughter Sandhya who is 

openly bisexual, also indicate this. The young 

also does not seem to comprehend the ways of 

the old and appear to remain complacent with 

their ignorance. The charm of the life in city 

draws Ponnu and Chellam from Sivakasi, a 

village, to the buzzing city of Chennai. The lack 

of knowledge of the villagers is exploited by the 

money-minded taskmasters like Benny who 

promise a glamorous life in the city with a huge 

sum of money as a salary; the lives of Ponnu 

and Chellam, being a case in point. The 

characters are portrayed to be unaware of the 

world of filmdom and their often unfulfilled 

dream of being actors in films leads to their 

utter disillusionment, which in turn negatively 

affects the quality of their lives. Doctors with 

fake degrees like Dr. Prince; and opportunistic 

political leaders like Daya and Suno Tho who 

play on the sentiments of the mob and convince 

Dr Prince, a dweller of Sitara himself to plot a 

‗water shortage crisis‘ in his slum to win the 

upcoming elections, capitalise on such 

ignorance of the masses. 

 In view of both the plot and 

characterization, the narrative houses several 

such threads of non-knowledge. Literary 

agnoiology seems indispensable in the 

progression of events and the ultimate 

culmination of the story of The Story That must 

not be Told.  

 Tell Me a Story (2013) is the second novel of 

Rupa Bajwa, whose debut novel won her the 

Commonwealth Writers‘ Prize in 2005 and the 

Sahitya Akademi Award in 2006. Tell Me a Story 

delineates the life of Rani, a young eighth-class 

drop out, working at Eve‘s Beauty Parlour in 

Amritsar. Rani‘s father Dheeraj, her brother 

Mahesh, his wife Neelam and their son Bittu 

make up her family that struggles to make both 

ends meet. The narrative thrives on the 
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characters‘ grappling with others‘ minds and 

their ultimate incapacity to penetrate through 

the opacity of others‘ thoughts. As financial 

troubles escalate for the family, the relationships 

get irreparably strained. Dheeraj‘s interest in 

visiting Gurudwara, mosques and others places 

of worship of different faiths are constantly 

frowned upon by Neelam and the society. The 

fact that the family is not informed about his 

plan to stay away from home for a ten-day 

meditation course leads to a series of conflicts 

between the family members. Everyone appears 

ignorant of his well-meaning gestures and his 

death becomes a scene of poignance. Again, 

forces of non-knowledge ultimately drive 

Mahesh to commit suicide. Rani dearly loved 

her nephew and sincerely wished and worked 

to help the family tide over financial woes in 

whatever humble means possible. Unaware of 

this, however, Mahesh engages in a 

conversation with his wife about Rani being too 

headstrong and insists on sending her away 

through marriage. Neelam‘s accusation of her 

being a bad influence on their son, also reveal 

the extent of their ‗ignorance‘ of Rani‘s pure 

intentions. Rani, overhearing these caustic 

words, realizes that she has been ignorant of the 

family‘s actual views of her and decides to 

move out of her home. This ultimately brings 

about the ruin of the family. Mahesh‘s intense 

guilt of having caused pain to his sister Rani, 

that made her leave Amritsar for Delhi and take 

up the job of a maid-servant, kept gnawing at 

him. Both Rani and the readers are kept in 

darkness about his repentant soul until the 

news of his untimely death is broken. Literary 

agnoiology becomes relevant at every point in 

the narrative. The characters experience 

emotional distress when unable to fathom the 

workings of the others‘ minds. This non-

knowledge plays the role of a villain in the plot. 

 While her family disintegrates under the 

pressure of ignorance, Rani‘s professional space 

is also rife with conflicts resulting from non-

knowledge. One major strand of ignorance is 

seen in the distinction between the so called 

upper class and middle class members of the 

society. Working in a beauty parlour while at 

Amritsar and working for a stalled novelist 

while in Delhi, Rani is brought face to face with 

the ways and manners of the elite. The 

commercialization of the simplicity of the 

middle class living can be seen in Pradipto Gosh 

and Dia‘s praise for Rani‘s story-telling skills 

with Dia hankering after Rani for an interview 

on oral story-telling. The hardships endured by 

the working class are glamorized and the 

affluent remain in blissful ignorance of the 

ground realities. This non-knowledge gets 

normalized and the middle class also engages in 

such stereotyping of the well-off. The middle 

class in the novel represented by characters like 

Rani and Vina (also a maid at Sadhna‘s) express 

displeasure when their employer offers help, 

even with the best of intentions. Sadhna‘s 

attempts to make Rani comfortable in her home 

are, infact, misconstrued by Rani.  

To Sadhna, she [Rani] appeared unnaturally 

white-faced and exhausted. ‗Vina, give her 

something to drink. . . .let her wash and 

rest,‘ Sadhna said, smiling warmly at Rani. . 

. . ‗Tell me if you need anything – clothes or 

a toothbrush or comb or anything like that.‘ 

Rani just nodded back with an attempt at a 

smile. . . . Kindness was fine, but she did not 

want any charity. And she had her own 

toothbrush. (Bajwa 137) 

 The novel reaches a climactic moment when 

Rani learns that a whopping 18,500 rupees had 

to be spent on a ‗petty‘ party organized for 

socializing among the elite. The fact that it was 

the same amount of money that was required to 

re-build her dilapidated home that was flooded 

due to blocked drainage; the amount of money 

that could have saved her father‘s life; the 

amount of money that could have prevented her 

family from crumbling down, infuriates her and 

she reacts against Sadhna vociferously blaming 

her and her ‗class‘ for their sheer ignorance 

about the value of money. While Rani‘s outburst 
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triggered by the extravagant lifestyle of Sadhna 

is justifiable, Sahdhna‘s response to Rani‘s 

indictment is equally pertinent as it urges the 

readers to question the ignorance of the middle 

class about the life of the financially better-

positioned section of the society. ―Sadhna gave 

a sardonic laugh. ‗And do you think I can 

telephone for happiness and they will deliver it 

at my doorstep? . . . So I am sorry if I am richer 

or at least better off. But I have my own demons 

so don‘t give me the tragedy-queen bit.‘ ‖ 

(Bajwa 180) 

 The title that seeks for a story to be told 

could be read in terms of literary agnoiology. 

The curiosity conveyed by the phrase ‗tell me a 

story‘ thematically refers to the curiosity of 

Rani‘s nephew Bittu, who pesters his aunt to tell 

him a story. In the larger context, the title also 

becomes integral to the study of agnoiological 

concerns in the narrative. Rani has the unique 

ability to cook up stories about anything at any 

given time but without being able to close the 

stories effectively. This peculiar characteristic of 

Rani‘s story-telling also stresses the 

indispensability of ‗not-knowing.‘ Her coming 

to terms with the inevitability of ignorance, 

towards the end of the novel almost sums up 

the human condition of living: ―She realized 

that the world was made up of stories, hers and 

other people‘s, real ones and imaginary ones. 

And that her father had died of exhaustion, 

trying to interpret those stories. But there was 

no point. They never could make sense.‖ (Bajwa 

197) 

 The paper thus examines how agnoiological 

voices populate the narratives chosen for the 

study and how epistemic insouciance plays a 

central role in the unraveling of the plots. While 

The Story That must not be Told mainly 

underscores the extent of ignorance between the 

rich and the poor sections of the society about 

each other, Tell Me a Story becomes the story of 

the middle class/ upper class divide as revealed 

in their mutual non-knowledge. Reading such 

works of literature that ―. . . embraces, explores, 

celebrates the condition by which we are all 

beset, . . . [that] confronts us with the human 

condition of not knowing,‖ nudges one to guard 

oneself from homogenizing and stereotyping all 

experiences based on certain incomplete pieces 

of knowledge, further reiterating the 

significance of studies like this in literary 

agnoiology. (Bennett, ―Literary‖ 38) The 

knowledge, that one does not ‗know,‘ is the only 

real knowledge. 
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Abstract 
 Young Harry Potter has to lead a hard life: His parents have died in a car crash when he was still a baby, and he is 
being brought up by his Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia. For some reason unbeknownst to the bespectacled ten-year-old, 
the Dursley‟s let him live in the small chamber under the stairs, and treat him more like vermin than like a family member. 
His fat cousin Dudley, the Dursley's real son, keeps bothering Harry all the time. On his eleventh birthday, Harry Potter 
finally receives a mysterious letter from a certain Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, telling him that he is 
chosen as one of the future students of that supposedly renowned school. Hagrid, the gigantic man who brought the letter, 
finally introduces Harry into the real circumstances of his life: His parents were a wizard and a witch, they were killed by 
the evil wizard Voldemort protecting him. Harry still has a lightning-shaped scar on his forehead from that event. Since he 
survived the attack as a baby, and also somehow deprived Voldemort from his powers, he has been famous in the wizarding 
world ever since. The Dursley‟s, strong disbelievers in that magical crap, never told Harry anything about his true self. 
So, Harry is strongly surprised, yet absolutely happy to start his training. At Hogwarts, Harry meets his teachers, and 
becomes friends with Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger. The three of them accidentally find out that the potions master, 
Severus Snape, seems to plot on stealing something that is guarded by a three-headed dog. Since nobody would believe 
some first years to have found out such important things that even would incriminate a Hogwarts teacher, they take it on 
themselves to find out what Snape is up to. Their quest for the truth leads across many obstacles, from keeping up the 
everyday school life, a bewitched Quidditch match (Quid ditch is a popular wizard sport), Fluffy, the three-headed monster 
dog and quite some tasks one has to overcome to get to the guarded object. 

 
Introduction  

 Mr. Dursley, a well-off Englishman, finds 

strange happenings on his way back to work 

one day. That night, Albus Dumbledore, the 

head of a wizardry academy called Hogwarts, 

meets Professor McGonagall, who also teaches 

at Hogwarts, and said him that a giant named 

Hagrid outside the Dursley home. Dumbledore 

tells McGonagall that someone named 

Voldemort has killed a Mr. and Mrs. Potter and 

tried unsuccessfully to kill their baby son Harry. 

Dumbledore leaves Harry with an explanatory 

note in a basket in front of the Dursley home. 

 Eleven years ago, wizards rejoiced all over 

the world, and they celebrated because He-

Who-Must-Not-Be-Named was defeated. In 

other words, Voldemort (the evilest wizard 

around) killed Harry Potter's parents, but for 

some strange reason, he couldn't kill little baby 

Harry. Now Voldemort seems to have 

disappeared. Overnight, baby Harry has 

become a hero ―The Boy Who Lived." Having 

lost his family and home, Harry also has 

become an orphan. Dumbledore (the principle 

of Hogwarts School of Wizardry and 

Witchcraft), Professor McGonagall (a teacher at 

Hogwarts), and Hagrid (a groundskeeper at 

Hogwarts) find a home for baby Harry with his 

Muggle extended family, the Dursleys. 

 
Harry Potter- The Sorcerer 

 At the present scenario, when ten-year-old 

Harry lives with his super-mean aunt and uncle 

and their son Dudley. When they go to the zoo 

for Dudley's birthday, Harry encounters a 

sympathetic snake. He's able to speak to the 

friendly reptile and somehow seems to have 

removed the glass from its cage, so it can go 

back to Brazil. After the trip to the zoo, 

mysterious letters start arriving for Harry. His 

uncle, Mr. Dursley is furious and tries to keep 

them from Harry. But the letters keep arriving 

at such a rapid rate that, the evening before 

Harry's eleventh birthday, his uncle takes the 

whole family to a deserted island to escape all 

of the mail. 

 They can't hide for long, though; Hagrid 

shows up on Harry's birthday to deliver the 
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letter, and the news that Harry's a wizard and 

has been admitted to the Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry. The next day he takes 

Harry to shop for school supplies at Diagon 

Alley, where Harry learns more about the 

wizarding world. He meets Malfoy (a bully) 

and Hogwarts' new DefenseAgainst the Dark 

Arts professor, Quirrell. Harry also buys his 

first wand. Hagrid also picks up a mysterious 

package at Gringotts, the goblin bank. 

 Later that summer, Harry travels to 

Hogwarts. He has to take a train from platform 

nine and three-quarters, a magical platform! A 

family called the Weasleys helps him find his 

way, and he begins to make friends with one of 

their sons, Ron. He meets other first-year 

students like Hermione Granger and Neville 

Longbottom. 

 Upon their arrival at Hogwarts, the first 

years are sorted into one of four houses (think 

dormitories). Harry, Ron, Hermione, and 

Neville are all Gryffindors (a house known for 

bravery); Malfoy is a Slytherin (a house known 

for ambition, and infamous for producing dark 

wizards). They begin taking all kinds of classes 

in magic. Harry dislikes the Potions teacher, 

Snape, who is unfair and kind of mean. 

 Harry learns that there was an attempted 

robbery at Gringotts bank, but nothing was 

taken. He guesses that the robbers were after 

what Hagrid picked up. Hagrid lets it slip that it 

has something to do with someone called 

Nicolas Flamel. 

 Malfoy becomes a big bully. During their 

first broom-flying lesson, he teases Neville. In 

defending Neville, Harry realizes he's a natural 

at flying. He's a superstar on a broomstick. 

Although Harry's broken rules by flying 

unsupervised, Professor McGonagall rewards 

him by putting him on the Gryffindor 

Quidditch team as Seeker (a very important 

position on the team). 

 
 
 

Harry’s Summons 

 Later, Malfoy and Harry have a fight, and 

Malfoy challenges Harry to a wizard duel at 

midnight. Hermione and Ron accompany 

Harry, but Malfoy doesn't show – he was trying 

to get them in trouble for roaming the school 

while they should be in bed. As they hurry to 

get back to the dorm, the three friends stumble 

into a forbidden part of Hogwarts, where they 

bump into a three-headed monster dog. Luckily, 

they escape in the neck of time. 

 Harry and Ron aren't getting along with 

Hermione, but make up when they rescue her 

from a troll that's terrorizing the school. Though 

they get in trouble to taking on the troll alone, 

they also show their bravery. Now the three are 

inseparable. 

 As the first Quidditch match approaches, 

the three friends suspect Snape of wanting the 

package from Gringotts. During the game, 

Harry's broom acts weird and seems to be 

hexed. Harry's saved, but his friends blame 

Snape for putting him in danger. 

 During the winter break, Harry stays at 

Hogwarts and is given an invisibility cloak that 

once belonged to his dad. He uses it to sneak 

around the castle and discovers the Mirror of 

Erised in one of Hogwarts' many secret rooms. 

When he looks into the mirror he sees his 

parents, but when he shares the mirror with 

Ron, Ron sees himself as a hero. Dumbledore 

catches Harry at the mirror and explains that 

the mirror shows you your heart's desire. The 

wise old wizard then says he's going to take the 

mirror away because it's dangerous. 

 
Flamel an Alchemist 

 When classes resume after winter break, 

Harry, Ron, and Hermione figure out who 

Flamel is an alchemist and the only person in 

the world to have the Sorcerer's Stone, which 

can provide immortality. They decide the Stone 

must be what was hidden at Gringotts and is 

now being guarded by the three-headed dog. 
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 When not trying to solve the mystery of 

Nicholas Flamel, Harry is trying to balance 

Quidditch and school work. Gryffindor wins 

another Quidditch game, which Snape referees, 

and then Harry hears Snape and Quirrell 

arguing. 

 Meanwhile, Hagrid adopts a dragon, which 

is illegal. Ron, Hermione, and Harry have to 

convince him that's it's just not practical to raise 

a baby dragon, and find a way to smuggle the 

dragon out. Malfoy spies on them and tries to 

turn them in. When Harry and Hermione have 

successfully sent the dragon out in the middle 

of the night, they're caught by McGonagall – 

along with Neville, who was trying to warn 

them, and Malfoy, who tattled – and are given 

really big detention. Gryffindor moves to the 

last place in the house cup contest, and 

everyone is really mad at them. 

 Harry, Hermione, Neville, and Malfoy have 

detention with Hagrid in the forest at night. 

They are supposed to figure out what's killing 

unicorns and drinking their blood. Harry runs 

into some centaurs who see trouble ahead in the 

stars. They all realize that Voldemort is trying to 

return and that he's the one killing unicorns. 

 After the first-year exams, Harry, Ron, and 

Hermione talk with Hagrid and realize that he 

said too much about the Sorcerer's Stone to the 

mysterious stranger who gave him the dragon. 

Harry, Ron, and Hermione suspect that Snape is 

after it. That night they try to retrieve the Stone. 

Neville attempts to stop them, so they have to 

temporarily paralyze him with magic. They 

pass by the three-headed dog by playing it 

music, only to meet with another series of 

challenges. First, they're trapped by a Devil's 

Snare plant, then they have to catch a flying key, 

and then they have to play a life-size game of 

wizard chess. The chess game takes Ron out, 

leaving Harry and Hermione to solve a logic 

puzzle and drink potions to go forward. There's 

only enough for one, so Harry moves on and 

sends Hermione back for help. 

 To Harry's surprise, he runs into Quirrell, 

not Snape like he thought he would. Quirrell 

reveals that Voldemort is living in him like a 

parasite. (Eek!) He tries to use Harry to get the 

Stone. He makes Harry use the Mirror of Erised, 

and Harry finds himself holding the Stone and 

lying about it. Quirrell/Voldemort tries to kill 

Harry, but when he touches Harry, he burns. 

Harry blacks out. 

 When Harry comes to, he's in the infirmary 

with Dumbledore, and Quirrell is dead. 

Dumbledore explains that Harry defeated 

Quirrell/Voldemort through the protection of 

his mother's love. He also mentions that the 

Stone has been destroyed. 

 
Conclusion 

 Later, at the end-of-year banquet, 

Dumbledore praises Ron, Hermione, Harry, and 

Neville for the parts they played in defeating 

Quirrell. He rewards them by giving Gryffindor 

house tons of points. They win the house cup 

for Gryffindor, and even pass all of their exams. 

Then, they leave Hogwarts for the summer and 

part ways at the train station. Though it stinks 

to be returning to the Dursleys, Harry explains 

how much easier his time with them will be 

now that he can do magic. 
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Abstract 

 This paper entitled Philip K Dick’s Short Stories- Utopian or Dystopian – An Analysis, speaks 
about the problems of human conflicts with era, deterioration of society and nature fanciful technological 
worlds, dystopian dominance of technology over people, and finally trying to find redemption. It also says 
approximately hazards of mechanization of existence and excessive-technology as a disastrous development 
which leads to dystopian international. Innovation is known as a twofold edged sword and human more often 
than not contemplates the helpful and idealistic making edge of it, however Dick‟s brisk short stories show his 
feelings of trepidation of battle, social disappointment, ascending of military age and political battles, and he 
depicts transforming of life that is searching out an ideal world into an oppressed world on the contrary edge 
of this sword. 
 

Introduction 

  ―Science fiction has a way of letting you 

talk about where we are in the world and letting 

you be a bit of a pop philosopher without being 

didactic.‖ -Brit Marling 

 Literature is the written work of a specific 

culture, religion, philosophy, life style and 

about the people of the specific place. The body 

of written work is the expression of aesthetic 

sense of an author. It is the form of human 

expression and thoughts in written format. 

Literature represents the culture and tradition 

of a language or a people. Works of literature 

provide a kind of draft of human civilization. 

American literature is literature written or 

produce in the United States and its preceding 

countries. Science fiction has attempted to trace 

and analyze the advances of technology and its 

effects on society. The literary genre has arisen 

in literature to focus on technology and 

civilization. It focuses on the debates between 

human and machines, both mechanical and 

organic. One of the concerns which has been 

surveying in this genre is the human 

dependence on technology in every aspects of 

his progressing life. 

 Science Fiction has been as a major part of 

famous subculture in view that the start of 

nineteenth century. Since that time, it 

additionally has been functioning as a 

historiographer of the technological advances in 

human lifestyles in literature. It predicts and 

follows many incredible achievements 

including space colonization, robotic life, trans-

human existence, cyborg culture, and so forth. 

One of the primary issues that science fiction 

tries to reveal is ready growing a non-violent 

and paradise like global referred to as a tem 

which Sir Thomas More Coined it ―utopia‖ as 

an ideal and imaginary community which owns 

a really perfect commonwealth. Scientifically, 

it‘s far a super society primarily based on 

clinical and technological development in which 

government, legal guidelines, and social making 

plans uses technology to sell perfect living 

requirements inside the near or distant destiny. 

In assessment, dystopia is dreadful photographs 

of the future that give human beings a danger to 

run away, up to now as their abilities can 

possibly take them. Dystopias typically display 

extraordinary varieties of oppressive manage 

structures for societies, absence of personal 

freedoms and are also characterized by mass 

poverty for its residents. Science fiction almost 

suggests remote destiny through utopian and 

dystopian narrative. Utopian memories display 

ideal worlds some distance from any warfare, 

racism, dictatorship, and so on. 
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 Philip Kindred Dick born in Chicago, who 

has written forty four novels and one twenty 

one short stories. Dick‘s whole body of fiction, 

wherein grasp pieces trade with lesser works, is 

rated the most effective achievements of 

American technology fiction, and it has 

contributed to the improvement of educational 

hobby in science fiction as a literary genre. 

Dick‘s writings encompass sturdy visions of an 

extraordinarily technological international 

which fall apart borders between human and 

generation. He suggests developments at the 

existing time so one can result in future 

struggling and disorder, predicts entropic 

deterioration of society and nature and 

dissolves fact and society into malformed shape 

wherein usual classification of spaces, time, and 

reality damaged. Dick describes fanciful 

technological worlds with weird kinds of 

artwork and media lifestyle, and a breakdown 

of borders of modernity that foresee disasters 

over mankind.  

 Dick predicts and units his fantasies within 

a world drawn from modern-day styles of 

international capitalism and cold war. During 

bloodless war the threat of nuclear annihilation 

and dystopia had been usually on people‘s 

minds. Most of his dystopian works show the 

truth of generation and double edged swords. 

His works display deep fears of wars, social 

failure, nuclear apocalypse and army generation 

and political struggles growing swiftly out of 

manipulate. That is importance of dystopia and 

one of the reasons that Dick has selected it. He 

suggests a future wherein totalitarian rulers use 

media tradition to control and manage crowds 

of people, and were the results of cybernetic 

structures in a society govern people via the 

usage of machines, era, and in a few cases 

principal species. As an end result, the collapse 

of human beings and generation are two main 

themes of Dick‘s quick memories. 

 Philip K Dick deals with the invention of 

human robots which installed question the 

bounds among truth and simulation, 

technology and the human. His most 

convincing put up-apocalyptic vision, and 

typifies Dick‘s authentic topics of the fall apart 

among the actual and unreal, human and 

technology, and herbal truth and simulation in 

high generation world. Dick‘s employs the 

primary techniques of those traditions to 

analyze the issue of nuclear as a technological 

hazard with out, however, accomplishing the 

same end as the opposite writers. Further, the 

answers he evolves also are very one of a kind 

from that of the other creator. Seeking for 

nuclear guns as fate generation so that you can 

defend peace may be traced again to the 

position that is performed by technology and 

technology in current technocratic societies.  

 Literature, in particular Science Fiction 

style, has been always tried to hint and analyze 

the development of science and technology and 

its impact on human society. Dick has created 

apocalyptic worlds and through the medium of 

common operating individuals who inhabited 

those global attempted to apprehend shift in 

nature of truth and humanity. These are two 

standards awareness in Dick‘s paintings which 

are shifting nature of fact and what it way to be 

human. One of the primary worries is the issue 

of people becoming sufferers of their very own 

machinations. The characters beneath threat to 

begin with become victims however in the end 

all of them grow to be as sufferers without fail. 

Dick‘s works recognition on the characters 

search for redemption in apocalyptic fiction. He 

portrays conflict as a struggle among two 

opposing forces locked in a struggle for 

manipulate of energy.  

 Dick creates technological societies in which 

struggle plays an essential function. Dick‘s 

fictions replicate modern technological so towns 

in which the financial manufacturing is 

ordinarily carries out through using 

technological know-how and technology. His 

number one issue in technology fiction about 

such tales is, how they are frequently in a 

country of struggle. Dick‘s writing possessed 
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via duration wherein social and economic 

elements are especially stricken by the common 

capitalistic machine of his surroundings. Dick‘s 

quick memories display how struggle 

economies use technological development to 

regulate fact and retain human beings in a 

nation of trust in perpetual and unavoidable 

conflict. In some works it avoids humans from 

progressing mind that could make alternative 

worlds associated in human values. 

 Dystopia has been very essential for 

technology fiction readers due to the 

importance of technological know-how and era, 

abusing the power of era in having totalitarian 

dominance over societies and human fear of 

war of words with a put up-apocalyptic or 

dystopian scenario. Dick‘s short stories show 

three affects firstly, society is ate up by using 

science and era and the pursuit of robotic 

human lifestyles, which might be crucial now 

not most effective in the society, however 

additionally in the immediately destiny. 

Secondly, a few people consider that technology 

and generation in future has proven up having 

utopia as a mirage. Thirdly, there are many 

examples all through Dick‘s works in which 

governments or effective characters have used 

technology and era to suppress and control 

others. Finally, human beings on every epoch in 

Dick‘s short tale face the equal fears regarding a 

put up-apocalyptic future. 

 Philip K Dick characters are faced with the 

danger unbridled technological advancement in 

a technological society in which machines start 

to dominate humans in almost each element of 

human lifestyles. Dick‘s apprehension over this 

thing of current technological societies unearths 

expressions in his quick memories. He deals 

with every of the fundamental components of 

an era-pushed society: the impact on the human 

psyche, science and technology, and ultimately, 

the shape of the destiny society. Dicks looks at 

the problem of human war in his personal 

particular manner through using the 

conventions of Science Fiction, which portrays 

worldly and unavoidable wars and adapts it 

examine human warfare in greater element or 

boost question like what does it mean to be 

human, the character of truth, and the function 

of techno-utopias which degenerate into 

dystopia. His works focus at the characters 

search for redemption in apocalyptic fiction. 
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Abstract 
 According to E. M. Forster‟s collection of literary lectures titled Aspects of the Novel he defines the novel as “a 
fictional narrative in prose, of substantial length”. A novel cannot be strictly categorized entirely as a fiction or non-
fiction in nature. Like two sides of a coin it‟s the amalgamation of both fictional and non fictional elements. The perplexity 
of fact and fiction has rose from a very long time when Ian Watt described about it in his theory Formal Realism (1957). 
The line between a fact and fiction seems to be blurry. A seemingly non fictional work may have certain fictional elements 
which are used to aid the narrative; similarly an apparently entirely fictional novel may have certain non fictional 
elements woven into it to further the plot and narrative process. Lennard J Davis in his book, Factual Fictions: The 
Origins of the English Novel have described that the novel “was presented as an ambiguous form-a factual fiction which 
denied its fictionality” by insisting in a variety of ways, on its own historicity. What Davis calls is a discourse which is an 
undifferentiated matrix of factual narratives and fictional narratives. Recent trend in the contemporary Indian Fiction is 
the amalgamation of the both. A balance with fleshing out through the larger characters and events. Contemporary Indian 
English Fiction is weaved in excellent tales of fact and fiction so well; we might find it difficult to tell one from the other. 
Key words: Fact, Fiction, Epic, Contemporary 

 
Introduction 

 According to E. M. Forster‘s collection of 

literary lectures titled Aspects of the Novel he 

defines the novel as ―a fictional narrative in 

prose, of substantial length‖. A novel cannot be 

strictly categorized entirely as a fiction or non-

fiction in nature. Like two sides of a coin it‘s the 

amalgamation of both fictional and non fictional 

elements. The perplexity of fact and fiction has 

rose from a very long time when Ian Watt 

described about it in his theory Formal Realism 

(1957). The line between a fact and fiction seems 

to be blurry. A seemingly non fictional work 

may have certain fictional elements which are 

used to aid the narrative; similarly an 

apparently entirely fictional novel may have 

certain non fictional elements woven into it to 

further the plot and narrative process. Lennard J 

Davis in his book, Factual Fictions: The Origins of 

the English Novel have described that the novel 

―was presented as an ambiguous form-a factual 

fiction which denied its fictionality‖ by insisting 

in a variety of ways, on its own historicity. What 

Davis calls is a discourse which is an 

undifferentiated matrix of factual narratives and 

fictional narratives. A balance with fleshing out 

through the larger characters and events. 

Contemporary Indian English Fiction is weaved 

in excellent tales of fact and fiction so well; we 

might find it difficult to tell one from the other.  

 For the past few decades, the practice of 

retelling of epics in literature, especially in 

contemporary Indian Writing in English has 

undergone remarkable changes. In India, myths 

have traditionally been seen to be more 

important and have more explanatory power 

than history. Indians are therefore, traditionally 

preoccupied with myths, philosophy and 

literary and religious writing rather than 

history. Mythology has been an inevitable 

source and subject of study in literature down 

the ages. Regardless of the criticisms and 

accusations directed towards myths, 

questioning its authenticity and validity, writers 

have been practicing reinterpretation of 

mythical stories. The main reason for this 

unquenchable interest of the writers in 

mythology is to figure out their present in 

relation to their ancient past. 

 Emma Dawson Varughese in her book, 

‗Reading New India Post- Millennium Indian 

Fiction in English‟ looks at the relationship 

between the new fiction and the ancient epics of 

the Ramayana, the Mahabharata and other 
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sources of traditional lore. The most 

substantiative point made by her is that it could 

be argued that some of what we might call 

‗fantasy‘ or even ‗science fiction‘ might be 

considered ‗historical fiction‘ in certain Indian 

contexts due to the inclusion of characters, 

themes, or motifs from traditional Hindu 

scripture. 

 
Materials and Methods 

 The historical accuracy of the Mahabharata is 

unclear. Many scholars believe the Mahabharata 

war took place sometime between the 9th and 

15th centuries. Dr. V.C. Pandey supports the 

claim that the Mahabharata existed by 

referencing the seventh century Chinese 

traveller HieunT‘sang who states that he saw 

war heaps of bones lying buried in the soil of 

Kurukshetra, the supposed site of the 

battlefield. He goes on further to say that while 

there are undoubtedly ―literary 

embellishments‖ to the work, it contains a good 

deal of historical content, which is in fact 

referenced to by other works. Kailash Chandra 

Varma also supports the claim of the war‘s 

existence and by using data derived from 

recorded lists of ancient rulers to trace back the 

origin of the war, he determines that the war 

was fought around 1397 BC. 

 On the other hand, some scholars believe 

that the war is purely myth. Dr. D.C. Sircar 

contends that the war was based on a simple 

war-song or a small family feud and later 

developed into an epic. He cites the fact that 

there is no reference to the war in Vedic 

literature, the fact that the exact period of the 

war is unknown, and that the war is not even 

referenced in regular literature until the 4th 

century BC. Dr Sankalia also supports this view 

stating that archaeological evidence has proven 

that critical editions of the work that have been 

found only date back to the 4th and 5th century 

CE, although this statement is contested by 

others. 

 
 

Findings and Results 

 The authors, redactors, and the retellers of 

the epics deliberately changed these stories with 

impunity, clearly demonstrating that they were 

aware of the fictional nature of these stories . 

The usual things provided as evidence have all 

been falsified. The Indus Valley civilization was 

strictly Bronze Age and had nothing to do with 

the epics. The Gulf of Khambhat has been 

officially dismissed by the Govt. of India, and 

their funding revoked and research erased. The 

isthmus/sand bar dubbed "Ram setu" is 100% a 

natural formation. The submerged part of 

Dwarka was a post-Mauryan site. In fact all 

geographical locations associated with the epics 

are strictly post-Buddha and largely Puranic. 

There are positive evidences that these stories 

are works of fiction and are considered not 

"real". 

Interpretation and Discussion 

 The story begins when the blindness of 

Dhritarashtra, the elder of two princes, causes 

him to be passed over in favour of his brother 

Pandu as king on their father‘s death. A curse 

prevents Pandu from fathering children, 

however, and his wife Kunti asks the gods to 

father children in Pandu‘s name. As a result, the 

god Dharma fathers Yudhishtira, the Wind 

fathers Bhima, Indra fathers Arjuna, and the 

Ashvins (twins) father Nakula and Sahadeva 

(also twins; born to Pandu‘s second wife, 

Madri). The enmity and jealousy that develops 

between the cousins forces the Pandavas to 

leave the kingdom when their father dies. 

During their exile the five jointly marry 

Draupadi (who is born out of a sacrificial fire 

and whom Arjuna wins by shooting an arrow 

through a row of targets) and meet their cousin 

Krishna, who remains their friend and 

companion thereafter. Although the Pandavas 

return to the kingdom, they are again exiled to 

the forest, this time for 12 years, when 

Yudhishthira loses everything in a game of dice 

with Duryodhana, the eldest of the Kauravas. 
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 The feud culminates in a series of great 

battles on the field of Kurukshetra (north of 

Delhi, in Haryana state). All the Kauravas are 

annihilated, and, on the victorious side, only the 

five Pandava brothers and Krishna survive. 

Krishna dies when a hunter, who mistakes him 

for a deer, shoots him in his one vulnerable 

spot—his foot—and the five brothers, along 

with Draupadi and a dog who joins them 

(Dharma, Yudhisththira‘s father, in disguise), 

set out for Indra‘s heaven. One by one they fall 

on the way, and Yudhisthira alone reaches the 

gate of heaven. After further tests of his 

faithfulness and constancy, he is finally reunited 

with his brothers and Draupadi, as well as with 

his enemies, the Kauravas, to enjoy perpetual 

bliss. The central plot constitutes little more 

than one fifth of the total work. The remainder 

of the poem addresses a wide range of myths 

and legends, including the romance of 

Damayanti and her husband Nala (who 

gambles away his kingdom just as Yudhishthira 

gambles away his) and the legend of Savitri, 

whose devotion to her dead husband persuades 

Yama, the god of death, to restore him to life. 

The poem also contains descriptions of places of 

pilgrimages. 
 

Conclusion 

 The authors are far from taking the readers 

on a fantasy ride into the past. The premise of 

their fiction remains well grounded in the 

reality of the present situation. Kavita Kane 

depicts the characters in her novels aptly 

balancing them, like in her novel Lanka‘s 

Princess and Sita‘s Sister character of 

Supanakha being the sister of Ravana would 

have been quite similar to him as Urmilla might 

have been like Sita. The contrasts and 

differences become the defining traits in 

depiction of her characters. Likewise, Menaka 

was largely etched out through well known and 

well developed characters like Indra and 

Vishwamitra. Karna‘s Wife: The Outcast‘s 

Queen also describes the character of Uruvi. 

Though a completely fictional figure Kane took 

creative liberties essentially as she didn‘t 

wanted to corrupt the character of Shivaji 

Sawant‘s Vrushali from the classic Mrutyunjay. 

The characters are created with love and 

conscience, who can face and confront stalwarts 

like Kunti or Bhisma and ask questions which 

readers would have wanted to answer. But a 

majority of works are in the realm of literary 

fiction, and aimed at readers who have a deep 

enough knowledge of the epic and want to 

explore alternate narrative possibilities. Ashok 

Banker best known for his Ramayana Series 

says his approach is quite simple: ―I read every 

available source and reference work on the epics 

available. Then I go to the original Sanskrit text, 

translate it word by word and later compare my 

translation to every other major translation 

available. I use my conclusions as the basis to 

retell the tale instinctively, seeking out the inner 

spirit of the tale and characters.‖ What has been 

happening recently is a little different: stories 

from the Mahabharata and Ramayana are being 

revisited in ways that would appeal to a wider 

range of readers, and in the garb of fast-paced 

genre fiction. The recent trend of Epic 

Novelization in the contemporary Indian Fiction 

is the amalgamation of the both Fact and 

Fiction. 
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Abstract 
 Women now become active participants in all walks of life, were once they lied as dormant segment of India. They 
were treated as a unit of the family organization, now becoming significant unit of the society. Throughout the history, 
characterization of women may differ, but their sufferings and struggles for identity are the same. Afghan women suffer 
not only through bombings and tortures also large numbers they suffered for their fundamental human rights violated 
over and over again. Objectives of this paper are to throw light on the gender bias, alienation of women and quest for 
identity in patriarchal society of Afghanistan with a help of existential key themes. This paper not only deals with the 
suppression of women also focuses on the existential sufferings of Hosseini‟s female characters and what changes, what 
remains for women across their identities. 
Keywords: Existential sufferings, Existential key themes, patriarchal society, Afghanistan, Identity, Gender bias, Human 
rights 

 
Introduction 

 Khaled Hosseini is the greatest novelist in 

Afghan Literature. He is an Afghan born 

American novelist and physician. Hosseini 

graduated from independence high school in 

San Jore in 1984 and enrolled at Santa Clara 

University, where he earned a bachelor‘s degree 

in biology in 1988. In the University of 

California, San Diego, school of Medicine, 

where he got his MD in 1993. Hosseini is 

currently a Goodwill Envoy for the United 

Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNCHR). He has been working to provide 

humanitarian assistance in Afghanistan through 

the Khaled hosseini foundation. The concept for 

the foundation was inspired by the trip to 

Afghanistan that hosseini made in 2007 with 

UNCHR.  

 Hosseini‘s first novel is The Kite Runner in 

2003. Hosseini‘s second novel is A Thousand 

Splendid Suns which has chosen for this 

research. It was published in 2007 and set in 

Afghanistan. The story addresses many issues 

as Hosseini‘s first, but it takes more feminine 

perspective. It follows the story of two women 

Mariam and Laila. This novel was released by 

Riverhead books on May 22, 2007 at the same 

time as the Simon and Schuster audio book. 

Movie rights have been acquired by producer 

Scott Rudin and Columbia Pictures. Hosseini‘s 

third novel And the Mountains Echoed was 

released on May 21, 2013. 

 This paper deals with Existentialism and its 

characteristics as a tool to analyze the novel. 

Khaled Hosseini‘s heroines Mariam and Laila, 

both considered to be the protagonists of the 

novel, both marry a same man called Rasheed. 

Hosseini leads readers into some kind of 

expectation. This paper helps to analyze 

Hosseini‘s great fictional figures suffering and 

tries to find what are all the existential key 

themes they seen in their painful life. Every 

sentence of the novel consists with an 

unimaginable meanings and unspoken thoughts 

of the author. Mariam and Laila cross same kind 

of sufferings and struggles. 

 Existentialism theory as a philosophy that 

emphasizes the uniqueness and isolation of the 

individual experience in a hostile or indifferent 

universe, regards human existence as an 

unexplainable, and stresses freedom of choice 

and responsibility for the consequences of one's 

act. Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard 

(1813-1855) is commonly known as father of 

existentialism. 

 This study examines how the Afghan 

woman suffers because of lack of rights and 

freedom given to them. Even now in this 
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twentieth century they are following the rules 

created by their forefathers. In this novel 

Hosseini attempts to give awareness to his own 

people. As still women suffers, but this study 

helps to find how they suffer and what are all 

the feelings they come across in their life. In this 

modern era people do not even have time to 

smile, with or without knowingly human beings 

survive with the key themes of existentialism 

like, Absurdity, Anxiety, Forlornness, 

Nothingness, Alienation, etc.., so its helps to 

discuss the purpose of living and way to find 

meaning in life.  

 Tradition differs in every culture and 

society. One thing that never change in our 

culture, women are viewed as the caregivers. 

The role of a woman is to nurture and comfort 

what she loves. By doing so she becomes a well 

respected and protective individual of the 

household. Grace Kelly says that woman‘s 

natural role is to be a pillar of the family. 

 But it is not the case in every culture. In 

Hosseini‘s A Thousand Splendid Suns women are 

observed as property as opposed to a treasure. 

As demonstrated women are punished for 

voicing their opinions, scolded for making the 

slightest mistake, and punished for simply 

being a female. Hosseini gives the factual proof 

through a fictional surrounding to prove this 

view of women. In the first half of the novel 

Mariam and Laila considered as the strong 

personalities. They both go through their share 

of troubles, trials and tribulations throughout 

the novel. In the culture and ways of 

Afghanistan, a woman must face physical and 

emotional stress to survive. 

 Absurdity is Human inability to find a way 

to escape from their problems. The absurd can 

occur only when two elements are present. Our 

desire to explain ‗reality‘ and the ‗recognition‘ 

that the world is not explicable. But that it exists 

without apparent justification, foundation or 

purpose. In the first part of the novel, Mariam 

called by others as illegitimate child. She lives 

with her mother Nana. Hosseini introduced 

them in absurd condition of life. Mariam loves 

her father lot. But Nana doesn‘t have any hope 

on Jalil. Not on Jalil, as well as other men 

around them. 

 According to Nana, ―Learn this now and 

learn it well, my daughter: like a compass 

needle that points north, a man‘s accusing 

finger always finds a woman. Always, you 

remember that, Mariam.‖(7) Mariam wants to 

live with her father like his other children. After 

her mother‘s death, her desire fulfilled. But she 

doesn‘t have any hope on Jalil because of his 

attitude towards her. Mariam recalls her 

mother‘s words by jalil. Her absurdity of life 

continues till her death. But for laila, she enjoys 

her life with family members, friends and her 

boyfriend Tariq. Few days‘ later battle increases 

in Kabul. Tariq‘s family left Kabul and moved 

to Pakistan. Laila‘s family also planes to move, 

but entire thing was collapsed a sudden bomb 

blast kills her parents. There is laila‘s absurd life 

waiting to pouring her with sufferings and 

struggles. 

 Anxiety is an emotion characterized by an 

unpleasant state of inner turmoil. In 

existentialistic view it is the subjectively 

unpleasant feelings of dread over anticipated 

events. Anxiety is not the same as fear, which is 

a response to a real or perceived immediate 

threat, whereas anxiety is the expectation of 

future threat. 

 After Nana‘s death, Mariam‘s fear 

increased. Another character who comforts 

Mariam is Mullah Faizullah. Mariam comes to 

understand the real world battle of living. She 

consoles her with mullah‘s words ―you go on 

and cry, Mariam Jo. Go on. There is no shame in 

it. But remember, my girl, what the Koran says, 

‗‗Blessed is He in Whose hand is the kingdom, 

and He Who has power over all things, Who 

created death and life that He may try you‘. The 

Koran speaks the truth, my girl‖. (38)  

 After Nana‘s death Mariam forcibly married 

to a man Rasheed, who forty five years elder 

than her. After few days of her marriage life she 
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lives happily, but when her abortion happened 

he started to return his hate towards her. At that 

time Mariam is feeling like totally banished. The 

fear started to itch in her heart. 

 In Laila‘s life the death news of Tariq‘s 

gives heart break. When she informed by 

stranger that, Tariq was in dead bed last few 

months and before few days he died. She 

continuously thinks about her future and her 

pregnancy with Tariq‘s child. Mariam comes 

with Rasheed‘s marriage proposal, Laila planes 

to escape from Kabul. But her pathetic condition 

stopped her. 

Laila pictured herself in a refugee camp, 

Tariq‘s baby, its temples wasted, its jaws 

slack, its skin mottled, bluish gray. She 

pictured its tiny body washed by strangers, 

wrapped in a tawny shroud, lowered into a 

hole dug in a patch of windswept land 

under the disappointed gaze of vultures. 

(213) 

 In existentialism, authenticity is the degree 

to which one is true to one's own personality, 

spirit, or character, despite external pressures. 

Individuals who have grasped and accepted the 

fact that they are free, who have realized what 

their situation is, and who have, within that 

situation, chosen to engage themselves 

responsibly in the world around them so as to 

affirm their liberty. 

Mariam and Laila both come to their 

conscious in every second in their life. They try 

to get the self- realization, but half of their life 

passes continuously thinks about the past 

events of their life. After marriage with 

Rasheed, in Kolba she does not behaves like his 

wife and she does not have any courage to tell 

anything to him. A week gone, Rasheed needs 

she wants to behave as his wife ‗In all way‘. 

At that time she comes to recognize her life, 

there is no other go, she should lead her life 

with Rasheed. Laila married Rasheed only for 

Tariq‘s baby. Her inner conscious knows that 

she is doing dishonorable to both Mariam and 

Rasheed. ―But even though the baby inside her 

was no bigger than a mulberry, Laila already 

saw the sacrifices a mother had to make‖ (213). 

Laila‘s conscious mind says she do not want to 

marry Rasheed and do not want to spoil 

Mariam‘s life. But the external pressures 

tortured her mind. Throughout the novel Laila 

is in some kind of chaos. 

 Existential moral psychology emphasize 

human freedom is to recognize one‘s complete 

independence; to make one‘s own life through 

one‘s own initiative; to reject any idea of 

absolute good or absolute evil and to accept no 

judge or mentor except one‘s own conscience. 

Mariam and Laila thinking are not expecting a 

luxurious life from Rasheed, expecting a normal 

life without any bloodsheds and beatings from 

Rasheed. But god never gives that life until 

Rasheed‘s death. In last part of the novel Tariq 

once again comes in laila‘s life. Rasheed pours 

jealous on him. His jealous turns into over 

frustration so he tortured laila and continuously 

beaten her without any reason. Even Mariam 

stops him but a poor woman she also gets 

punches and beatings from him. Rasheed tries 

to kill Laila at that moment without knowing 

her Mariam hit him by shovel. Both are shocked 

by his silent and laila informs that Rasheed 

died.  

 Violence turns into violence in Mariam‘s 

life. He‘d taken so much from her in twenty-

seven years of marriage. Mariam steadied her 

feet and tightened her grip around the shovel‘s 

handle. She raised it. She said his name. She 

wanted him to see. ―And so Mariam raised the 

shovel high, she was deciding the course of her 

own life. And with that, Mariam brought down 

the shovel. This time, she gave it everything she 

had.‖ (341)  

 According to Mariam‘s moral consciousness 

she takes the imprisonment life happily. Finally 

she punished, convicted and died. Mariam‘s 

final words ―O my lord! Forgive and have 

mercy, for you are the best of the merciful 

ones.‖(361) After Rasheed‘s death, Laila moves 

to Pakistan with Tariq and her children. Few 
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days passes Laila getting the thought of Mariam 

who gives this happy life to her. So she plans to 

visit Mariam‘s native Kolba, where Laila 

understands the real struggles of Mariam.  

 Freedom is not others giving for us, it‘s we 

are creating or making ways to live our life 

happily with our moral conscious. Women 

suffer not only through the bombings and 

indiscrimination, not only were beaten and 

humiliated and imprisoned, not only had their 

fundamental human rights violated over and 

over again. But large number of women also 

suffered from gender – based abuse. They are 

abducted and sold as slaves, forces into 

marriage and prostitution. Afghan women‘s 

struggles continue but their hope does not fade. 
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